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ABSTRACT 

 

 

 The purpose of this dissertation is to provide a new means of examining the way 

in which the domestic space influences the protagonists of the three following novels 

written by McOndo authors: Mala onda by Alberto Fuguet, Vidas ejemplares by Sergio 

Gómez and Fue ayer y no me acuerdo by Jaime Bayly. Until now little research has been 

conducted on the works of the McOndo generation with reference to the protagonists‘ 

typically dysfunctional familiar situations. Delving deeper into their sparsely related and 

virtually untold childhoods, this dissertation seeks to find the core of the protagonists‘ 

problems and explains how their childhood experiences have led to their near total 

destruction as adolescents and young adults. The narrative analysis is supported with the 

theoretical framework of Judith Butler, Sigmund Freud and Melanie Klein, whose 

scholarly contributions link gender, psychoanalysis and early childhood development to 

the protagonists‘ search for individual identity. The protagonists represented within the 

pages of these narratives live in what the McOndo authors refer to as the true reality of 

Latin America during the last three decades of the twentieth century. This globalized and 

virtual reality is anything but the exotic or magical space represented by Gabriel García 

Márquez‘s fictional city Macondo in Cien años de soledad. Instead, the backdrops of 

these narratives are crime-ridden (sub)urban spaces which are seemingly the spaces from 

which the protagonists long to flee. These adolescents and young adults who are troubled 

by familiar expectations, rejection and abandonment have another agenda in mind, 

however, and that is to escape from that which has caused the gravest threat to their 

wellbeing: their family. In an attempt to recuperate the missing link to happiness, the 
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protagonists are faced with a challenge: whether or not they pardon their family. My 

study of psychoanalysis and gender formation leads to the conclusion that the unhealthy 

relationships between the protagonists and their parents result from the emotional loss of 

the parent(s) during early childhood. The physical loss of the parent(s) during 

adolescence or early adulthood is what leads the protagonist to flee, but is also what 

ironically leads them to forgiveness. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 Family dynamics, being a well-studied topic in literature, anthropology and 

education throughout centuries does not cease to be an integral theme of much narrative 

still today. From the storyline presented in the drawing of the Mayan Codices, to the 

ever-so-renowned Cien años de soledad (1967) by Gabriel García Márquez, and La casa 

de los espíritus (1982) by Isabel Allende, the family has not only been a popular theme in 

Latin American literature but has also maintained its status as one of most important 

components of Latin American culture. The critic Denis Jones has even gone as far as to 

say every story inescapably narrates the family
1
. Throughout centuries, the traditional 

nuclear family in Latin American literature has represented religious values, social 

expectations and its part in national identity, but with more recent generations of authors 

who wrote at the turn of the century, these values, expectations and identities have been 

more challenged in light of postmodern fragmentation, liberalism and globalization.  

Together with biological factors, the way that the family functions in a specific 

space and time, the education that the parents provide their children during early 

childhood, the capacity to which the family can or is willing to provide love and support, 

all determine the extent to which it shapes individual identity.  Sara E. Cooper writes that 

within literature, the family has been assigned a gamut of characteristics throughout the 

centuries, as it has been described as an entity that establishes a care-providing, loving 

and protective space ―where children are nurtured and taught how to grow into adults‖; 

                                                
1 For more information see Cooper 6. [Jones, Denis. The Matrix of Narrative: Family Systems and the 

Semiotics of Story. New York: Mouton de Gruyter, 1990, 111].  The italicized word is as it appears in the 

text.   
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on the other hand, ―literature has shown family to be a socially constructed prison cell, a 

set of limitations that chafes and destroys, and a place where unimaginable violence and 

cruelty are perpetrated‖ (6). Nevertheless, the theme of family continues to be one of 

much interest even within the most recent literary generations, and especially within the 

McOndo narratives I present here, all of which belong to a literary generation comprised 

of eighteen authors from ten Hispanic countries
2
. 

 The anthology McOndo (1996) was conceptualized by Chilean authors Alberto 

Fuguet and Sergio Gómez after contemplating how magical realism after decades, still 

identified Latin American literature. Following those narratives written by great authors 

who glorified the traditions, the myth, the exoticism, and the magical realism of Latin 

America, they faced disappointment when their own texts were criticized and rejected by 

a North American editor who believed that they lacked these components and were 

considered ―not Latin American enough‖. According to the editor, their texts could have 

been written by any author in any First World country because there was nothing to 

distinguish them magical realist.  

 The reality was indeed present; what these texts lacked was the magic and in its 

place, there was virtual realism
3
, where everything was ―post‖ something. This was the 

idea of a previous anthology compiled by Fuguet and Gómez in 1993, called Cuentos con 

Walkman, which boasted of a ―nueva generación literaria que es post-todo: post-

                                                
2 Argentina (Juan Forn, Rodrigo Fresán, and Martin Rejtman), Bolivia (Edmundo Paz Soldán), Colombia 
(Santiago Gamboa), Costa Rica (Rodrigo Soto), Chile (Alberto Fuguet and Sergio Gómez), Ecuador 

(Leonardo Valencia), Spin (Martín Casariego, Ray Loriga, José Ángel Mañas, and Antonio Domínguez) 

Mexico (Jordi Soler, David Toscana, and Naief Yehya), Perú (Jaime Bayly) and Uruguay (Gustavo 

Escanlar).   
3 ―Aquí no hay realismo mágico, hay realismo virtual‖ (10).  
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modernismo, post-yuppie, post-comunismo, post-babyboom, post-capa de ozono‖ 

(McOndo 10).  The idea of McOndo was not to challenge the importance or validity of 

the literature of past generations but to signal the gaping space that separated reality from 

unreality, the past from the present, and bring together other spaces in the erasure of 

borders. The reality that the authors showcase in McOndo is the reality of an urban space, 

infiltrated by globalization, lacking in regional tradition, and focusing on the personal 

struggle for individual identity instead of collective identity.  The young protagonists 

would no longer be pulled from the midst of long family sagas or be thrown into a 

collective social or national group, but would focus on what their own existence meant to 

their family and to the hybridity of Latin America in general.  

 The narrative time of the three novels researched in this dissertation—Mala onda 

(1991) by Alberto Fuguet, Vidas ejemplares (1994) by Sergio Gómez and Fue ayer y no 

me acuerdo (1995) by Jaime Bayly—date back to the decades of the 1970s, 80s and 90s, 

and the space that is brought to light is the familiar space, within a larger realistic 

postmodern urban space laden with crime, sex, drugs and violence. The individual who 

operates in this territory is caught between familiar and social compromises, as he feels 

dislocated from both, but yet at the same time is held to both of them. This more recent 

wave of Latin American literature tends to demonstrate the role of the carefree 

adolescent, in a ―generation of enraged, tragic, misunderstood youth who suffocate their 

vital uneasiness in rock music, sex, the internet and drugs‖
4
.  With the introduction of 

North American pop culture and globalization, the younger generation finds an escape 

                                                
4 My translation. Gamboa 84-85.  
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route to distance themselves from a family whose name they are required to uphold, with 

the hopes of becoming more universal and social individuals.  

 Harry E. Vanden and Gary Prevost confirm the importance of the family in Latin 

America as the basis of identity and social and political orientation, stating that ―Much of 

one‘s life revolves around the family, and young people…usually stay with the family at 

least until they marry, even if this does not occur until their late twenties or later‖ (114-

15). Three of the four families in the narratives studied here, although considered 

traditional families consisting of both a mother and father who have married and have 

had children together, can also perhaps be classified as postmodern families, or non-

traditional families, by the end of the novel. Postmodern families are those who give 

more attention to their individual identity instead of their collective identity as a family 

unit; families whose parents are not able to maintain a healthy relationship which often 

times result in divorce. It constitutes a shift from the notion of a central family 

component held together by both biological parents to more modern styles of parenting 

such as single-parent families, blended families, and families with parents of the same 

sex. In these novels, the concept of family is not limited to specific characteristics, just as 

masculine and feminine are not subjected to one specific understanding, and in which the 

understanding of Latin America has grown to mean much more than exotic and magical. 

There are many paths to reality, and by examining gender, family and space in a 

deconstructionist manner, one can come to perceive how hybridism is at work within the 

McOndo novels.  
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Not only do the families of these narratives represent a split with the traditional 

nuclear family but they are also show signs of being dysfunctional. The individual 

members of the family regularly withstand or implement abuse, misbehavior and 

animosity, fomenting a negative and destructive ambiance. With this research, I hope to 

prove that the family structure or perhaps the lack thereof, is ultimately responsible for 

the struggles with identity and relationships that the protagonists experience, leading to 

rejection and to their desire to flee from everything, including their homeland. The 

examination of the space in which these families operate will also be of great importance, 

as the globalized urban environment influences the family and the individual protagonist 

in a different way than would a rural, more traditional setting would. Therefore, the 

combination of familiar influences, as well as how the family interacts within the space 

they inhabit will determine how the protagonists act and react in certain situations, 

specifically in those concerning their interfamilial relationships and those with others 

outside the family.  

In Chapter One I will provide a brief explanation of the divergence of the 

narratives of the Generación McOndo from Latin American Boom novels of their literary 

forefathers. I will also highlight the theoretical basis of this dissertation, which includes 

Judith Butler‘s and Jacque Lacan‘s theories of gender performativity and gender as a 

learned or imitated process, and Sigmund Freud and Melanie Klein‘s theories of 

psychoanalysis, which will show how the individual‘s identity is shaped during their 

infantile years, whether it be through biological factors or learned through exposure to 

preexisting ideals of the family.  To give a background on the importance of the 
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connection between family and society, I will highlight José Joaquín Fernández de 

Lizardi‘s view that the individuals of a nation are subjected to an obedient, superior 

parent: the motherland. Although he refers to Latin America in its imitation of Spain 

during the nineteenth century, the same concept can be applied to Latin America‘s third 

wave of modernization, or its imitation of North America
5
. Finally, to understand how the 

urban space plays a role in the shaping of the family in these novels, I will briefly present 

the postmodern notion of globalization as the crossing of borders, outlined by Brett 

Levinson and Mike Davis. This division thus acts upon the protagonists‘ privileged 

families in a way that demonstrates a rather implausible view of the ―reality‖ of Latin 

America that the authors of Generación McOndo try to portray.  

In Chapter Two I will examine the novel Mala onda (1991) by the Chilean author, 

Alberto Fuguet. This narrative focuses on the life of the adolescent protagonist Matías 

Vicuña during a time period of ten days in 1980. Matías depression heightens at the 

beginning of the novel, upon returning to his native city of Santiago de Chile which at 

that moment, was in a current state of chaos. The novel takes place immediately before a 

vote occurs which will determine Chile´s acceptance or rejection of the dictator president 

Augusto Pinochet´s new constitution. Coming from the conservative and educated upper-

middle class, Matías feels lost and confused about his own beliefs as opposed to those of 

his family, and as the novel progresses, the reader learns of Matías‘ struggles with his 

identity and the ways in which he tries to cope with these struggles. The familiar 

                                                
5 Raul Bueno-Chavez‘s research in El patio trasero de la modernidad outlines the first wave as referring to 

the result of Spain‘s Conquest of Latin America in the sixteenth century; the second wave is the influence 

of European, especially French, intellectualism in the 1950s; and the third refers to the globalization and 

influence of the North American media on Latin America which began in the late 1970s. For more 

information on this subject see Osorio 20-21. 
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atmosphere, laden with secrets and distrust, make Matías question his own identity. The 

urge to run away from his troubles occurs with his family‘s suppression of his 

individualism, and ironically, his family brings him back home. By incorporating the 

theoretical framework of Sigmund Freud into my presentation, I will show how early 

childhood development and imitation of the father is crucial to understanding the 

individualism that Matías so strongly desires. Amongst other critics who have written 

extensively on the topic of family, I will reference Fabio Villegas Botero‘s discourse on 

the Latin-American family at the end of the twentieth century which highlights the 

interaction between family members and others in relation to religious beliefs common to 

Latin America in general. 

In this novel, the focus on individuality is crucial, as Matías feels isolated not only 

from even his closest of friends but also from his family, with whom he has trouble fully 

identifying due to their political and beliefs and seemingly devout religious demeanor. 

His struggles, having to do with a lack of trust in his parents, and also to their need  to 

shape him according to their desires, create in him an urge to flee from almost 

everything, physically and emotionally. The only way that Matías can come encounter his 

own individuality is through that which he is trying to avoid, his family. However, it is 

not until he can accept his familiar situation that he will finally begin to understand 

himself.  

In Chapter Three I will examine how the abandonment of the family contributes 

to the formation of individual identity in the Chilean author Sergio Gómez‘s novel Vidas 

ejemplares (1994). The two protagonists in their late twenties, Karen Bascuñán and Pedro 
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Pablo Salgado, share parallel stories that fuse together while recounting the problematic 

relationship that they have maintained off and on since high school.  

Both of the protagonists have put fourth certain efforts to improve their familiar 

situations from which relationship problems have arisen. The flashbacks to the decades of 

the 1970s and 80s aid in the protagonists‘ search for their individual identity and the role 

that their families have played in the molding of that identity to form the key components 

of this novel. In this chapter, I examine the role of family psychology as presented by 

Steven Farmer and Dan Neuharth, both of whom relate the experiences of now-adult 

children who were raised in an abusive family setting, and how many of their issues with 

trust stem from a repeated violation of trust on the part of the parents. The steps that 

Farmer proposes to constitute healing help distinguish progress from stagnation as the 

novel comes to an end and Pedro Pablo and Karen‘s paths of life take them in opposite 

directions. I intertwine Neuharth‘s characteristics of distinct parenting styles with the 

personal experiences of the protagonists, and make correlations to support my claim that 

the lack of meaningful attention given to them as children greatly affects their physical 

affection and need for attention as adults. 

Amongst other theorists and critics, I reference María Theresa Vilches de Moons 

who discusses the dangerous delinquency of male adolescents who lack a father-figure in 

their life, which thus does not allow for healthy guidance into adulthood or establishment 

of their masculine identity. The problems that Karen and Pedro Pablo face not only 

within their own personal relationship but in relationships with others provide the 

primary material for the research of this novel. The rejection from family and peers that 
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they suffered in their younger years becomes the root of their struggles with people in 

general. Neither Karen nor Pedro Pablo can find comfort in their family so they turn to 

alternative sources of pleasure. The pain associated with their lack of identity, coupled 

with their fears and addictions, ultimately leads to their destruction and their destruction 

of others‘ lives.  

  In Chapter Four I will demonstrate how Gabriel, the college-aged protagonist of 

Peruvian author Jaime Bayly‘s novel Fue ayer y no me acuerdo (1995), undergoes much 

parental and self-torment as he fights against his homosexual desires so as not to be 

further rejected by his family or by his friends. The unfortunate situation that has arisen 

of his relationship with his homophobic father and his submissive mother proves to be 

problematic as Gabriel‘s current encounters with others fail. By incorporating Judith 

Butler‘s theoretical framework on gender as being prior to culture, I demonstrate that 

much of the conflict enveloping the protagonist is potentially the result of his upbringing 

in a dysfunctional or abusive family that cannot accept homosexuality as a positive way 

of life. In this novel, the focus is on the individual who takes into consideration the 

relationship with the first contact he had as a child, his family.  

It is in this chapter that I focus on Freud‘s theory the lost object of desire and how 

it relates to the painful memories that Gabriel continues to experience of his father. 

Nevertheless these memories are the ones that keep him emotionally strong in times of 

distress. The protagonist‘s struggles as a young adult, which can be related to his less-

than-optimal upbringing, create in him an urge to flee from almost everything, physically 

and emotionally.  
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The sense of fleeing opens up the broader subject of the individual‘s place in the 

global community of Latin America of the end of the twentieth century, and magnifies 

his lack of complete incorporation into it due to the lack of an important element that 

should have been present during his childhood and adolescence: family support. His 

consumerist attitude, however, along with the continual rejection that he faces from all 

those who were close to him turns into a dangerous drug addiction and desire to flee from 

everything. It is not until he can come to terms with his own identity, accept that the past 

will not change, accept his family and accept his own sexuality that he can finally live 

contently in Lima. 

 While there are certain characteristics of the McOndo literary movement, such as 

adolescent decadence, individuality within a globalized space, hybridism and lack of 

realismo mágico, I have found that other similarities exist amongst the other short stories 

featured in McOndo, such as problems forming and maintaining relationships and a 

strong will to flee; I argue that the cause of these problems stems from the relationships 

between the protagonists and their parents during early childhood and adolescence. For 

the purpose of this dissertation however, my research only focuses on the three 

aforementioned novels that take place in a specific region of Latin America, Chile and 

Peru, and therefore does not currently deal with the short stories coming from authors of 

other Hispanic countries represented within McOndo. Likewise, my research does not 

claim to be a full anthropological re-presentation of the entirety of Latin American 

society nor complete analysis of psychoanalytical or gender theories. Nevertheless, it 

does seek to demonstrate how all of these factors unite to form a family unit whose 
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rejection and lack of love causes grave damage to the identity and relationship formation 

of the protagonists.  
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CHAPTER ONE: THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

 

 

 To distinguish themselves from the precursor literature of the Latin American 

Boom, so highly regarded for decades in publishing houses around the world, and to 

create an entirely new style of narrative that fosters an anti-everything narrative voice, 

was a bold initiative proposed by Alberto Fuguet and Sergio Gómez in the mid-1990s 

with their creation of McOndo (1996). This anthology, developed as a sequel to Fuguet‘s 

former compilation of stories, Cuentos con walkman (1993), proposes through never-

before-published short stories, the emergence of younger, lesser-known Hispanic authors 

whose narrative approach was based on what they believed to be the true reality of the 

Hispanic world in the 1970s and 1980s; likewise, their narratives reject any mythical, 

magical or fantastical components.  Whatever extent to which these writers relayed 

reality, the mere fact that their short stories were still fictional in nature proved their 

concept of reality implausible. In addition, the underlying themes of the stories have been 

modified since the time of their Boom ancestors to relate identity in terms of the 

individual as opposed to the social or political, the postmodern family in replace of the 

traditional family, and the urban, cosmopolitan and global in lieu of the rural and cultural. 

The universalism that is heralded throughout the pages of McOndo is a stark opposition 

to the Boom‘s representation of the regional, and therefore is a contributing factor to the 

shaping of individual identity and behavior of the postmodern family. 

1. Domestic Space 

While it seems that the writers of Generación McOndo were able to ―escape‖ 

quite easily from the writing styles of the authors of preceding decades, the opposite may 
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actually be true. The idea of creating a ―new‖ type of narrative is not particularly atypical 

in literary circles, as every generation of writers deviates in some way from the preceding 

generation. The idea of family has always been a theme around which many narratives 

have been written, and the representation of urban space in Latin American narrative is 

nothing out of the ordinary; after all,  Rubén Darío and the modernists were who Octavio 

Paz labeled as the first ―cosmopolitan and contemporary‖ writers
6
.  

The evolution of Latin American narrative has taken on the question of space as a 

crucial element that defines the identity of the characters and which is representative of 

the traditions of the region, politics and time period with which the fiction unfolds. In the 

first few decades of the twentieth century, the vast difference between the city and the 

country provided for such binary oppositions as virtue versus vice, or education and 

intelligence verses barbarity, as can be seen in José Eustasio Rivera‘s modern novel El 

vorágine (1924); in Rómulo Gallegos‘ novel Doña Bárbara (1929) a sense of 

regionalism, infiltrated by the notion of western capital is fostered. The novels of the 

Boom sought to challenge the conventions of the modern novels and focus more on the 

universal space rather than the regional, but also sought to complement these narratives 

with mythical, metaphysical and social and political components.  From there, the newer 

generations of post-Boom authors pursue the use of virtual realism instead of magical 

realism, moving the narrative space primarily from rural and more exotic areas to the 

urban and suburban space.  

                                                
6 See Alberto Fuguet‘s blogspot entry ―Paz Soldan y McOndo (y el Crack)‖, dated Tuesday, August 01, 

2006. (―Alberto Fuguet: Escritor/Lector‖). 
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While the locations from which, and about which, the authors write are very much 

distanced from one another, the familiar situation within these spaces—as well as the 

familiar spaces themselves—have a significant amount in common. In taking into 

account the dichotomy of nature versus nurture, the reader can envisage not only how 

genetics might affect the child, but also how the middle, and upper-middle, class urban 

families of the 1970s, 80s and early 90s react in response to society, and how this 

influences their familial ideals and education. They tend to place society above attention 

to family members, often times leaving the individual child feeling dislocated, lonely, 

and unmotivated.  In this dissertation I will examine both nature and nurture, but will 

refer to the global, urban society in which the family lives as an agency which provides 

for the dislocation of family bonds and values that works to separate the protagonists‘ 

wealthy families from the lower social sectors.    

Psychiatrist Ronald David Laing agrees with author Patricia Laurent Kullick that 

alongside society, family is to blame for individual loss of freedom, thus leading to ―real 

or symbolic craziness‖
7
. This craziness and unrest is the psychosis that Laing calls a 

healthy type of rebellion that could occur in both men and women in a restrictive society. 

The restrictive society, in the particular case of this dissertation, is what I believe to be 

Latin America in general, with reference to a space that has not completely entered into 

modernization, and against whose rather conservative reins the protagonists fight. Laing 

believes that the bourgeois family is ―the most intimate and destructive gearing in the 

society;‖ and a ―microcosm that reflects patriarchal attitudes present in society‖ which 

                                                
7 Palaversich 113.  
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ultimately leads the adolescent individual to unhappiness
8
. The father is the supreme ruler 

in this type of family and, just as what occurs in a patriarchal society, the male holds the 

position of authority. The type of family that Laing describes does not go unnoticed in the 

novels researched here; in addition to the ways that society is reflected in the household, 

the unavoidable and inherited biological traits and the processes learned in early 

childhood are of primary influence as to how the domestic space will determine how the 

child perceives himself and others.  

2. Theories on Gender and Ego Formation  

Studies concerning an individual‘s identity should take gender and sexual identity 

into consideration since these clearly influence the types of relationships that he or she 

will have with others. What constitutes gender may be considered either biologically or 

socially based. Freudian and kleinian views consider biological and inherited processes to 

be what most influence gender, while feminist beliefs, shared by Judith Butler and 

Jacques Lacan, constitute gender and identity as mostly learned processes. Although I 

believe society may play a role in personally influencing these protagonists‘ sexual 

beliefs about themselves, their decisions and their relationships later in life, I contend that 

their gender tendencies may be initially determined by how their own families interact 

with them during childhood and adolescence (nurture), whether they choose to uphold or 

refute social expectations,  as well as how these individuals are genetically programmed 

(nature); therefore I am not limiting my research to an either/or solution to the problem 

but instead, I am examining the complex roles of the family in both.  

                                                
8 Ibid. 
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Whether the protagonists are heterosexual, homosexual or bisexual, they all face 

some kind of trouble with their sexuality and with social skills for building meaningful 

relationships, both sexual and non-sexual. The lack of the presence of both parents during 

the protagonists‘ childhood, a lack of parental rearing,—or quite its opposite, the overly 

demanding sense of rearing—a sense of disconnection with other family members, and 

the struggle to be accepted in their own families consequently causes failed relationships, 

a desire to become someone whom they are not, and an urge to flee. 

Post-structural theorist and professor Judith Butler explains the feminist position 

that gender is not biologically determined but rather culturally influenced in bodies that 

are biologically determined. Rather than being considered of the masculine gender at 

birth because one has a penis or of the feminine because one has a vagina, Butler 

embraces the theory that gender refers to sexual preferences that are determined through 

cultural development. Although she addresses the fact that gender norms do establish 

what is acceptable within society, she refutes the stance that identity can be narrowed 

down to either masculine or feminine ideals, and therefore proposes that gender is 

performative
9
, or is the effect of constant acting out of the roles of women and men that 

have been set and upheld generation after generation.  

The performativity of gender refers to a repetition of acts, whether they are 

external acts and outward gestures or internal repetitions of the psyche. Butler 

interestingly proposes that ―gender is not to culture as sex is to nature; gender is also the 

discursive/cultural means by which ‗sexed‘ nature or ‗natural sex‘ is produced and 

                                                
9 Butler, Gender Trouble xxiii. 
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established as ‗prediscursive‘, prior to culture, a politically neutral surface on which 

culture acts‖ (Gender Trouble 11). It would seem, then, that gender would be a blank 

slate that culture only influences later in life. In this case one could argue that beginnings 

of gender may, in fact, be biological in the sense that it is related to genetic makeup.  

Although Butler‘s discourse primarily argues that gender is performative or 

already socially set by the repetition of certain behaviors that establish a gender norm, 

she recounts her childhood experiences of having to witness problems concerning gender 

and sexuality in her own family, which suggests that there may a biological component 

involved. In her retelling of this experience, Butler alludes to the fact that homosexuality 

was not a subject that was easily accepted in her society or in her family and that the 

rejection from family and friends forced her homosexual cousins from their homes and 

estranged her homosexual uncle who was later jailed because of his ―anatomically 

anomalous body‖ (Gender Trouble xix). Butler, having revealed her own homosexuality 

during adolescence, found herself struggling with her gender and others‘ acceptance of it. 

The heterosexual social norms already established by society may have been the source 

of rejection by Butler‘s family; however, it seems as if there, perhaps, is something 

present that can biologically drive gender formation if what Butler recounted about her 

family members is true.  If gender formation is not biologically determined, as Butler 

states, the belief that ―natural sex‖ is produced by gender as a cultural mean, and that it is 

an element on which culture acts, tells us that gender may be influenced by family 

education, which takes into account the culture, but also the manner in which the 

particular family manages certain situations with regards to their biological history.  
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In this dissertation, I do not intend to argue against Butler‘s theories to convince 

anyone that gender is one hundred percent biologically determined nor do I argue that it 

is completely culturally determined; instead I hope to show how a combination of the two 

influence the families and their contribution to the gender formation of the protagonists in 

some way. Nor do I aim to refute the theories of the great psychoanalysts such as 

Sigmund Freud and Melanie Klein, with their many years experience and research in the 

field. I will, however, use their different theories to create my own views about how the 

protagonists of the narratives researched here became molded into who they are, and 

those views are based primarily on their relationships with their family and the 

reestablished familiar situations.    

 Butler, in her explanation of gender performativity, references theories on 

psychoanalysis as a key factor in gender formation. The psyche, or the ―inner world‖, as 

Klein and her followers refer to it, internalizes the objects and people that individual had 

once loved, but later had lost. Upon losing these beloved elements, the individual begins 

to adopt them as part of his or her own identity or self
10

. Melanie Klein, a psychoanalyst 

who modeled her work after the work of Sigmund Freud and that of her own personal 

psychoanalyst, Sanador Ferenczi, was convinced that gender formation begins with the 

individual in his or her earlier years, when conflicts between love and hate arise in the 

infant‘s mind. When the young child fears losing the loved one, these feelings settle into 

his or her psyche as a strong emotion called love.   

                                                
10 Ibid., xv.  
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The correlation between that which is sexual and ―the sexual‖, or the love, to 

which Freud refers, lies in the theory that through the Oedipus complex, the male child is 

prohibited a sexual/love relationship with the mother and therefore seeks a relationship in 

which he would identify with the father. While the Oedipus complex occurs in both male 

and female infants, for the purpose of this dissertation, I will only discuss its observations 

in male children. Because of his desiring of the mother‘s breast, the child develops an 

object-cathexis with his mother. In doing so, the child converts the father—with whom he 

used to identify—into his rival with the goal of obtaining the mother‘s love; however, as 

the child fails to obtain the love of the mother in a sexual relationship, he also fails to 

develop any type of relationship or identification with either parent
11

. 

Melanie Klein believes that during the oedipal stage, the male child begins to 

understand the gratification that his or her parents feel after engaging in sexual activity. 

Upon sensing the gratification of the parents, the child begins to feel jealousy, envy and 

depression, and furthermore feels deprived of pleasure. Although not fully grasping the 

reason for the pleasure he sees his parents enjoying, the child unconsciously desires a 

stimulus that will gratify him and that will provide him a similar sense of pleasure. He 

then typically begins to idealize one parent over the other during this revelation, as 

psychoanalyst Hanna Segal, a disciple of Klein, outlines
12

. Kleinians believe that from 

the very beginning, the child understands the mother to ―contain‖ the phallus, because of 

her desire for it. The child‘s believes that he can fulfill her desire for it by giving to her 

what he has, or by ―being‖ the phallus, so that in turn, she will give him her love. 

                                                
11 Freud 40-42. 
12 Segal 94. 
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Through this process the child learns that the mother lacks that signifier; she is now 

perceived by the child as lacking something that both the he and his father have. Lacan 

explains that ―It is, of course, the law introduced into this sequence by the father which 

will decide [the sequence‘s] future‖
13

, thus distinguishing the father as the one who paves 

the way for the child‘s acceptance of this natural law or his refusal to accept it.    

As the oedipal complex is ending, the male child must give up the object-cathexis 

that he created of his mother; at that point the child will either identify with his mother or 

develop an intensified relationship with his father. The ―norm‖, even as Freud refers to it, 

would be identification with the mother in terms of an affectionate relationship, but 

nonetheless with the strengthening of the child‘s masculinity
14

. What happens to the 

object that is lost—in the male child‘s case, the mother—is another question that Freud 

takes into consideration. In a ―normal‖ situation, the male child might identify with the 

mother but would not internalize her to convert this object into his ego. However, 

according to Freud, the opposite may be true, even though he states that it occurs more in 

little girls than in little boys. Still, since the fact that it can occur in male infants, it is 

worthy of mention here: the male child may identify himself with that lost object—his 

mother—instead of with the father, showing that he has a strong feminine disposition. 

Freud adds that ―It would appear, therefore, that in both sexes the relative strength of the 

masculine and feminine sexual dispositions determines whether the outcome of the 

Oedipus situation shall be an identification with the father or with the mother‖ (42). After 

                                                
13  Lacan, Jacques and the école freudienne 83. 
14 Freud refers to a heterosexual relationship as ―normal‖, while a homosexual relationship is considered 

―abnormal‖ in early twentieth century Europe.  For more information, see Freud 41. 
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the male child is forced to give up his object-cathexis, he may either identify internally 

with the mother—with affection and emotion, but still with typical outwardly masculine 

comportment—, or he may identify externally with the mother—with typical outwardly 

feminine behavior. 

 The abandonment of the object-cathexis could lead to an emotional influence 

later in life, although the now-adolescent or adult may wish to resist those influences. 

Freud sums up his theory by explaining that ―for behind the [ego-ideal]  there lies hidden 

the first and most important identification of all, the identification with the father, which 

takes place in the prehistory of every person‖
15

,  understood to take place before any 

other object-cathexis, and which influences other object choices made later in life. The 

child first identifies with his father, and then develops an emotional identification through 

object-cathexis with his mother, in relation to the breast, on which he becomes 

dependant.  Psychoanalyst Robert Waelder explains that the adult version of the child 

who failed to establish a relationship with either parent during early childhood ―only fails 

in conflicts in which he failed already in childhood‖; he makes the analogy that ―If you 

have broken your leg once it will easily break at the same place again‖ (12). This is to say 

that the failed relationships during childhood provide for failed or difficult relationships 

in the future, and that what happens to adolescents or adults is determined by what 

happened to them as children.  

Judith Butler also calls attention to another possible process of identification with 

parents that the child might undergo as an infant: primary bisexuality, Freud‘s theory in 

                                                
15 Freud. 40. 
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which identification with both parents occurs
16

. As a stage necessary to complete the 

Oedipus complex, when the child is prohibited any kind of sexual relationship with the 

parents, primary bisexuality permits not a sexual relationship, but identification with both 

the mother and father. This stage, as Freud is inclined to believe, happens in the psyche 

of every human being at some point as an infant. However, what we must ask ourselves is 

if the failure to form a relationship with either parent or identifying with both parents 

could lead to future failure of relationships or to bisexual tendencies later in life.  

Melanie Klein‘s research has led her to believe that when the breast is not 

available, the penis can become the alternative object of the child‘s oral desire, not for 

sexual purposes but because the child understands the pleasure solely in terms of feeding, 

such as gratification via the imaginary ―penis feeding‖ instead of the typical breast 

feeding. Klein believes that this could occur in both male and female infants when the 

breast cannot be obtained. In the desiring of the father‘s penis for oral gratification the 

male infant is unconsciously demonstrating passive homosexuality. However, Klein 

maintains that at the same time, the association with the penis also helps to fortify a 

father-son relationship, which in turn actually strengthens the male child‘s 

heterosexuality.  

The oral desire or gratification by means of feeding— whether it is the breast or 

the imagined means of feeding via the penis—is then likely to transform into a genital 

desire for either the mother and her breast or for the father and his penis. Klein contends 

that the little boy‘s genital desire for the external mother—her breast—would 

                                                
16 Butler, Gender Trouble 78. 
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demonstrate his heterosexual drives while a genital desire directed at an internal feminine 

mother—her being—with whom the child identifies, increases his homosexual desires. In 

so identifying with this internal feminine element of his self, the male child‘s sexuality 

becomes homosexual in nature, thus creating sex/gender confusion. However, the 

question arises as to the child‘s desiring of the external father—his penis—and the 

internal father—his being. Would these demonstrate his homosexual drives and 

heterosexual desires, respectively?  Klein theorizes that as more time passes, the child‘s 

object of libidinal desire usually becomes the parent of the opposite sex, while an 

increase in a sense of rivalry and also identification to the parent of the same sex is 

assumed
17

. Klein‘s theory about the stage in life when a child begins to desire the 

external or internal parent helps to explain the unconscious desires of adolescent 

protagonists in the narratives researched here who are confused about their sexual 

relationships, and in some cases about their own gender.  

As already previously presented with the theories of Freud and Klein, the child‘s 

sexual and gender identities seem to stem from the home environment, or at the very 

least, they seem to not to be based on culture or a society to which the child is not yet 

exposed; Butler argues that although culture is the main factor in gender development, 

gender is prediscursive and prior to culture. To recapitulate, Freud claims that through the 

Oedipus complex the male child is refused a relationship with the mother, so therefore 

identifies with the father, but that through childhood bisexuality, the child identifies with 

both the father and the mother; Klein, much like Freud, believes the fear that results from 

                                                
17 Segal. 98. 
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imagining the loss of the loved one is internalized and becomes part of his identity. 

Culture, as can be seen up until now, seems to play little in the gender formation that 

Butler proposes and on how the child perceives his gender or sexual identity in the future. 

This, I believe, is the key to understanding the trials and tribulations that the protagonists 

of the narratives of Generación McOndo experience.   

One of Klein‘s famous examples illustrating the homosexual desire of the male 

infant occurring later in life as an adult was with one of her married, heterosexual male 

patients who confessed that he had homosexual desires for children and fear of older 

men
18

. The fact that the patient‘s father had passed away when he was an infant supports 

both Klein‘s and Freud‘s observances in how homosexual and heterosexual desires are 

developed: due to taboo, the child was denied the mother‘s breast during the oedipal 

stage, and thus looked to the father for satisfaction. Through the processes of 

identification of the loss of the loved one—the father—and internalization of the object-

cathexis—the mother—internal feminine tendencies may occur while external increased 

masculinity is shown. Therefore, this might be a possible explanation as to why Klein‘s 

patient demonstrated masculinity and married a woman. The reason for feeling 

homosexual desires toward children could be due in part to association of this pleasure 

with his own childhood when the mother‘s breast was not available, leading him to desire 

his father‘s penis as gratification. Likewise, the fear of older men could be reminiscent of 

the fear of the loss of his father as a child or the inability of this father to provide the 

gratification he needed. It is also possible that the child‘s identification with both parents, 

                                                
18 Ibid., 102. 
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during primary bisexuality, has led him to possess bisexual tendencies during adulthood.  

Klein‘s patient, although considering himself heterosexual, relived the homosexual 

desires he unconsciously experienced as a child, which he actually believed made him 

heterosexually impotent, and which made him assume the role of the assaulting –or 

overly-masculine?—father. 

Klein‘s theory greatly helps to explain the sexual or gender-related challenges that 

the protagonists of the three McOndo novels studied here are experiencing, which may 

have to do with nothing more than the result of the loss of the father or mother.  

However, it can be noted that in most cases with these narratives, the physical loss of one 

or both of the protagonists‘ parents does not occur until the protagonist has passed the 

infant stage. The question then arises about how all this theory applies to these 

protagonists. The answer lies in what is not explicitly told and that which, I contend, the 

narrators want the reader to assume: that the childhood of these protagonists has always 

been somewhat dysfunctional and that this dysfunction was caused by certain 

unconscious disconnections with, or internalizations of, the parents by the protagonists as 

infants. 

Freud maintains that the Oedipus complex is unconscious
19

, and therefore the 

conscious decisions made later in life are the ego-related reflections of it. This would 

explain why the protagonists, throughout the length of the narratives, make choices which 

they believe are conscious, which in reality turn out to be unconscious decisions that 

reflect a regression to the stage of the Oedipus complex, when a parent was ―lost‖ in 

                                                
19 Freud 75-76. 
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some way, as in Klein‘s aforementioned example of her patient who lost his father as an 

infant. This loss of a parent, whether emotionally or physically, may create a 

―dysfunctional‖ family setting in the sense that both parents are not emotionally or 

physically present to provide the gratification or love that the child has demanded since 

their infant years.  

The super-ego, or ego-ideal, is formed at the dissolution of the Oedipus Complex; 

in fact the super-ego causes the reaction-formation against the choices of the ego during 

that dissolution. The ego is the representative of the external world, while the super-ego 

is the representative of the internal world of the person, his or her conscience.  The super-

ego prevents the ego from believing that it is required to act in a certain way in order to 

conform to others‘ desires, or what tells it that it does not have to behave in a certain way. 

In other words, if the ego identifies with the father, the super-ego does not urge that the 

ego must act like the father, or that he must not act like him; it acts as the mediator
20

.  The 

conscious decisions that the ego makes as an adolescent or an adult actually stem from 

the unconscious, which retains information that occurred during childhood during the 

oedipal complex, according to Freud. Although the protagonists seem to make conscious 

decisions, they are a result of the ego that was damaged by the loss of and identification 

with a parent. 

For Freud, a person who is experiencing what he calls ―persecutory paranoia‖ 

fights against the homosexual attachment that he felt towards a person for whom he had 

much love. This person, the object of desire, later becomes the persecutor because of the 

                                                
20 Ibid., 44-45, 48 
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lack of love he provides the sufferer. In all of the narratives of Generación McOndo 

referenced here, this persecutor turns out to be a parent—in most cases the father, but in 

one novel, it is both the father and the mother—or a close friend of the protagonists who 

may have taken the place of the parent when the latter failed to provide love and support. 

The persecutions with which these influential people weigh down the lives of the 

protagonists are either familiar or social. While the familiar dates back to childhood when 

the male infant was denied the love of his father, the social refers to the demands of 

society to act in way that would support the theory of heteronormativity, a social 

convention that has most likely been engrained into the minds of the generally macho, 

patriarchal Latin American culture.  

Literary critic and social theorist Michael Warner coined the term 

heteronormativity
21

 in the early 1990s to refer to the social constructions that include and 

exclude individuals with regards to their sexuality. Heteronormativity claims that the 

normative standard of living works in accordance to the laws that govern heterosexual 

marital and sexual relationships; however, heteronormativity is also discounted by some 

critics to be restrictive for those who wish to express other forms of sexuality. While the 

second half of the twentieth century in the United States was witness to the diversion 

from the traditional nuclear family, along with it came the increasing existence of broken 

families, families in which parents are separated or divorced, and stepfamilies. At an 

increasingly rapid rate, postmodern families became more common with single parents, 

stepparents or even parents of the same sex heading the households. While this may be 

                                                
21 Michael Warner first used this term in 1991 in ―Introduction: Fear of a Queer Planet‖. Social Text; 9 (4 

[29]): 3-17.  
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true, the postmodern notion of family is not accepted by everyone, and in fact, the social 

norm continues to exist. With this region‘s delayed entrance into modernity, the 

traditional standards of Latin America remain apparent: the continued emphasis placed 

on the heterosexual confirms the masculine and strong versus feminine and weak gender 

binary. Professor of Political Science Cathy J. Cohen studies the implications of 

heteronormativity on other social forms of oppression such as racial, social class and 

gender oppression, and calls attention to the way in which some individuals, although 

heterosexual, may still not conform to the standards of heteronormativity. These 

individuals are, therefore, not perceived by society as normal
22

.  

The ―social persecutions‖ to which the protagonists of the narratives in question 

are subjected could also influence their awareness of how they portray themselves it the 

public eye. However, since their gender is already formed, the protagonists realize that 

society cannot change them but can only aid them in their decision-making. The 

individual experiences desexualized social feelings which are a result of a very intense 

anger, aggression and rivalry that he felt towards his loved one who failed to provide love 

in return or who could provide him oral gratification as an infant. It is interesting to note 

that what Freud later states, that after these feelings ―have been surmounted, [they] are 

succeeded by love for the object that was formerly hated or by an identification with it‖ 

(60). Freud asserts that the changes from love, to hate, then back to love are purely 

internal and that the object of desire/aggression did not outwardly change his or her 

                                                
22 For more information, see ―Heteronormativity‖.   
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behavior to cause these changes
23

. Judith Butler has a similar theory about drag: ―…the 

only place love is to be found is for the ostensibly repudiated object, where love is 

understood to be strictly produced through a logic of repudiation; hence, drag is nothing 

but the effect of a love embittered by disappointment or rejection, the incorporation of the 

Other whom one originally desired, but now hates‖ (Bodies that Matter 127-28). 

Stemming from the concept of persecutory paranoia, Freud believes that once the 

infant sufferer overcomes the feelings of hated, aggression and rivalry, the feelings he has 

for the object, the lost love, could turn into something similar to feelings of desire. The 

rivalry between the father and the son creates a state of hostility; however Freud claims 

that ―the hostile attitude has no prospect of gratification; consequently- as an economic 

measure- it is replaced by a loving attitude for which there is more hope of satisfaction‖ 

(61). The hostile attitude that was present between the father and the son during the 

child‘s earlier stages proves to be an unsatisfactory manner to gain a sense of gratification 

from the father. It is now replaced by another means by which to obtain satisfaction from 

a male figure, a new loving attitude that Freud labels as a passive homosexual desire. The 

love/hate relationships that occur unconsciously during early childhood and the 

identification process that occurs during this processes is one that is internalized by the 

child and may later result in an obstacle when it comes to forming meaningful 

relationships in the future due to the love he may seek in other men. 

In the majority of the narratives researched here, it is clear that the protagonists 

accept their sexual situation at the end of the novel and/or make an effort to repair their 

                                                
23 Freud 59-60. 
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relationships with their families. Therefore, it is important to explain Freud‘s explanation 

as to why those who have suffered so much at the expense of their families might be 

forgiving. He explains that these individuals have come to grips with their feelings and 

situations which have been socially critiqued, and therefore, they undergo a life change 

where the once hateful feelings are turned into feelings of love for the object that was 

hated and with which they identified
24

. Freud declares that ―an ambivalent attitude is 

present from the outset and the transformation is effected by means of a reactive shifting 

of cathexis, by which energy is withdrawn from the erotic impulses and used to 

supplement the hostile energy‖ (61). The child‘s erotic impulses could not be fulfilled by 

the father and therefore the father was lost, which in turn made the child form feelings of 

hatred, even though the father was internalized by him. 

 Freud contributes the emotional handicap resulting from a lost love in 

adolescence or adulthood to experiences that occur in early childhood. Although he 

contends that all of these conflicts are sexual, or stem from some sexual relationship, 

what he is referring to is love, in the everyday sense of the word, which is first associated 

with sexual desires in the child.  Freud‘s psychoanalytical theories contend that sexuality 

or gender does not arise during adolescence, but instead matures during this period of 

time. Although the child shows the beginnings of sexuality in his excitement while 

searching for their goal of pleasure and in showing feelings of greed, there are no signs 

during childhood that constitute a notion of sexuality by the child. Only later in life, after 

                                                
24 Ibid.  
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what Freud refers to as childhood amnesia, does puberty occur and at this time, biological 

maturity corresponds with sexual maturity
25

.  

Like Jacques Lacan, Judith Butler identifies the feminine with lack, which she 

claims is determined by the Symbolic, linguistic rules that create sexual differences and 

― produce culturally intelligible genders, but only through the production of an 

unconscious sexuality that reemerges in the domain of the imaginary‖(Gender Trouble 

37).  This lack refers to the lack of the penis, the lack of machismo, and the lack of 

power. The prohibitions of what is known as the Law of the Father are what make the 

individual male child undergo heterosexualization and assume the role of the penis, 

machismo and power. Similar to what occurs during the oedipal stage, in the Law of the 

Father heterosexualization occurs because of the incest taboo, in which the father 

punishes the son by ―castration‖. In that way, the relationship between the son and the 

father grows stronger because of the repression of the mother and the male child‘s ability 

to fulfill her desire with his phallus: ―…men become men by approximating to the 

‗having of a phallus,‘ and that gender is constructed on the relation of the ―masculinity to 

its ‗part‘‖ (Butler Bodies 139). The Law of the Father is, therefore, based on the one who 

is and the one who has. 

Psychoanalyst and psychiatrist Jacques Lacan disagrees with Freud‘s theory of the 

castration complex in male children because of its uncertainty. The prohibitive Law of 

the Father, according to Freud, produces ―culturally intelligible‖, or heterosexual, genders 

that represent the cultural norm. But according to Lacan, there are too many questions 

                                                
25 Waelder  9-11.  
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about the castration process, such as the symptoms that results from it: Does the ―not 

being allowed‖ produce sexual perversion or does the absolute prohibition, or ―murder‖ 

by the father, as Lacan refers to it, provoke a phobia of satisfying a woman
26

? Returning 

once again to Butler‘s gender theory about how gender is prior to culture and that culture 

acts upon it, it is evident that the taboo of incest is learned from the parents in accordance 

with the cultural social norm.  

Although Butler‘s gender theory is more post-structuralist than pure feminist, she 

states that the ―pro-sexuality movement [of feminist theory and practice] has effectively 

argued that sexuality is always constructed within the terms of discourse and power, 

where power is partially understood in terms of heterosexual and phallic cultural 

conventions‖ (Butler, Gender Trouble
 
40). Considering this claim, gender must operate 

on the cultural conventions that establish who or what is considered more powerful, and 

given that the phallus is not considered as lacking, it would assume the masculine as 

more powerful than the feminine. Within gender relations, there is always a gender 

struggle, in which case there will always be one gender that is considered to be more 

powerful than the other. The more powerful one would be the one that assumes the 

phallus, not necessarily the person of the sex that physically possesses a penis, since the 

phallus can refer simply to the image of the penis and what it stands for. 

Jacques Lacan suggests that the ―having‖ is substituted for ―appearing‖, 

protecting the one who has, and also masking its lack
27

. Therefore, a woman can be a 

phallus, according to Jacques Lacan, similar to his previously mentioned theory about 

                                                
26 Lacan, Jacques and the école freudienne79. 
27 Ibid., 84. 
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how the male child wishes to ―be‖ the phallus for the mother who lacks it. The reason 

that a female would want to be the phallus is because she also wants to be desired in the 

same way that she, as having lacked a phallus, desires one. The woman appears to be the 

phallus in what Lacan refers to as a masquerade, and in the masquerade she gives up all 

her characteristics of femininity. He states that women can be the phallus because they 

naturally do not have the male reproductive organ, whereas men cannot be the phallus 

because they already possess one naturally. For Lacan, ―having…institutes the masculine 

position within a heterosexual matrix‖ (Butler, Bodies 63). Women cannot have a penis, 

and therefore must be masked, which is when they become the phallus in the masquerade.  

Butler‘s interpretation of the Lacan‘s masquerade suggests that ―all being is just a 

play of appearance‖
28

; when she refers to ―all being‖, one must assume that this might 

include the being of men as a play of appearance as well, perhaps the men who use the 

masquerade occult their homosexuality. If this is considered as true, then all the male 

protagonists of the narratives examined here are just acing, or performing, as Butler may 

say. The super-masculine mask that they wear makes them appear more macho than they 

really are. Perhaps not all of them struggle with their sexuality, but they do struggle in 

achieving the masculine characteristics that are expected of them, and they all struggle 

with their relationships. This might lead one to wonder, then, about the identity of the 

person behind the mask or before the masquerade.  

The problems with Lacan‘s masquerade theory suggests in itself that there must 

be someone that came before the masquerade who is masked,  and that person, I believe, 

                                                
28 Lechte 194.  
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is already established by the family, in his genetic makeup or in his belief system.  Lacan 

contends that the homosexual mask that women wear—meaning, that there really is a 

heterosexual woman behind that mask—is the consequence of a failed heterosexual love. 

As Lacan suggests, this is the result of a disappointment, of not feeling desired or loved 

and therefore having to put on the mask in the first place. Butler understands this theory 

but reverses the question by asking if hetero-sexuality might, rather, be a failed 

homosexual relationship. She states that lesbian desire is not the same as repudiation for 

heterosexuality resulting from a bad heterosexual relationship; she claims, instead, that 

―there might be pleasure, desire, and love that is not solely determined by what it 

repudiates‖ (Bodies 128). Lesbianism, Butler states, ―is nothing other than the effect of a 

love embittered by disappointment or rejection, and of a recoil from that love, a defense 

against it or …the appropriation of the masculine position that one originally loved‖ 

(Bodies 127-28). Here is where I question why this theory could not also reflect a similar 

situation in the case of men.  

Just as Lacan theorizes that a woman‘s lesbianism is the result of a failed 

heterosexual relationship, it could just as easily be that a man‘s failure to maintain a 

heterosexual relationship is the primary reason for his homosexuality. Failure in a 

heterosexual relationship would be equated with the failure of the social norms of the 

hegemonic, patriarchal Latin American culture that is constructive of heterosexual ideals. 

If a man does not act masculine enough, does this reflect a failure of society? Or perhaps 

a failure of the family due to a failed relationship with the parents during the child‘s 

infantile years as the psychoanalytic theories of Freud and Klein claim?  By wearing the 
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mask that Lacan suggests, one assumes a certain power to dominate and overcome the 

melancholy of the failed relationship. Klein‘s own psychoanalyst Sanador Ferenczi, in 

fact,  claims that he found that some homosexual men tend to exaggerate a sense of 

heterosexuality as a defense against their homosexuality, or in other words, by mask-

wearing. In sexual relationships within the three narratives I present, a demonstration of 

the macho attitude in some of the protagonists is clear; this machismo can be contributed 

to childhood identification with the father, which is reinforced by cultural norms. On the 

other hand, the emergence of his macho character in other protagonists could also just be 

the mask, the source of power that they wear so that their identification with the feminine 

will not be noted due, once again do to cultural norms of the society. 

Another example of the process of gender formation comes into play with 

imitation, as opposed to mere masking; as the child learns from his parents to imitate the 

one who he internalizes or with whom he identifies. When a person loses a loved one, 

that being is incorporated into the person‘s construction of their own ego and is, thus, 

imitated. Freud ascertains that ―by taking flight into the ego, love escapes annihilation‖ 

(Butler, Gender Trouble 178). In the narratives of Generación McOndo examined in this 

dissertation, the loss of a parent seems to be the greatest factor in the identity formation 

of the individual. The protagonists begin to identify with, or imitate, this lost loved one 

who intentionally or non-intentionally abandoned the family. Later in life this leads to 

relationship-related problems that put the protagonists in a position to want to flee, or 

abandon their current emotional and familiar situations as well. Firstly, they internalize 

into their own ego the person that they had loved and lost, making the traits and 
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characteristics of that person part of their own self, so that the lost individual will not 

become and remain totally lost to them. Externally, however, the protagonists seem to 

have trouble showing their love, perhaps because they lost that love, and so they desire to 

―take flight‖ or flee to another place where they will be able to find it. The fleeing in the 

case of the McOndo narratives takes the form of fleeing physically to another place or by 

means of suicide, or mentally fleeing so as to rid oneself of the melancholy and 

annihilation being felt by the absence of love. Therefore, the protagonists now wish to do 

exactly what they had to succumb to as a child.  

The damaged ego causes one to have the desire to flee. Freud makes a distinction 

between those who suffer from melancholy and those who suffer from obsessional 

neurosis: unlike someone who suffers from melancholy, a neurotic does not possess 

tendencies to flee via suicide. The safety of the latter‘s ego is guaranteed through its 

retention of the loved object. The lost parent has been internalized by the protagonists, 

which make their feelings that were once of love transformed into feelings of hatred and 

aggression toward the object, the parent in this case, for having left the subject. As a first 

instinct, the subject‘s id now perceives the internalized object as having to be destroyed, 

but the super-ego does not permit that to happen since the feelings are just those of 

aggression in place of love. The ego manages to mediate between the destructive 

tendencies of the id and the super-ego which punishes itself for the loss. The result of this 

mediation is self-torment, albeit in social or personal situations; however, instead of 

complete and total self-destruction, the protagonist feels an inclined desire to destroy this 

object, and perhaps only in the metaphorical sense. This is that stage at which the hatred 
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toward the father, or toward the entire family, the lack of socialization with them, and the 

seclusion would later come into play during adolescence.  

The flight of an individual‘s ego can also be synonymous to resistance. Neuroses, 

claims Freud, are disorders that the ego cannot manage to overcome because of its 

weakness in dealing with traumas. Freud claims that the helpless ego tries to fight off 

these problems by fleeing from them or by repressing them, which is ineffective and 

results in hindering further development more than aiding it. The reactions to the 

traumatic experiences of the individual that occur during childhood could later have an 

effect on other goals set in the future that are attached to the same period of life from 

which the traumatic experiences took place. The child or adolescent must eventually 

grow into a civilized adult human being, in which case his development is partially 

constructed through hereditary predisposition, but which is never just a result of such. It 

is also the result of education and parental influence, which restricts the activity of the 

ego via prohibitions and punishments, or which influences the creation of repressions, or 

flights. Freud reminds his readers that it is necessary to ―find a place in the aetiology of 

the neuroses for this biological character of the human species- the prolonged period of 

its childhood dependence‖ (Waelder 144-45). Therefore, the basis of biological factors, 

parental influences and family education are what contribute to neurosis, in Freud‘s 

opinion, and what can possibly be a cause of the protagonists‘ longing to flee.  

3. The Role of Family in Identity Formation  

The relationship that these protagonists have formed with their native city or 

homeland is like any other relationship that they have had with a parent: one of struggle 
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and disappointment. While the domestic space, as I have presented, is one of the primary 

factors to determining the child‘s ability to form and keep relationships, society and 

culture also contribute to the formation of the family which influences the family and the 

individual. The connection made between the domestic and the social in these narratives 

is the lack of love, gratification and acceptance that acts as a rejecting parent. Fleeing 

from their urban Latin American space where they grew up, which the protagonists 

contemplate doing and which they sometimes achieve, is representative of the fleeing 

from their family. 

For a better understanding of how the relationship of the individual to his native 

space has a familiar structure like that of the individual to his family, let us take into 

consideration the author José Joaquín Fernández de Lizardi‘s observation of how in the 

nineteenth century, ―Spain is the ape of France, and America the ape of Spain‖
29

, 

referring to the cultural control that France had over Spain, and likewise, Spain had over 

the Americas. The colonies were indeed ―defined by their sonship […] their obligations 

were construed as obedience and gratitude to a wise father‖. Likewise, cutting ties with 

this parent country in decolonization ―meant examining this model of familial harmony, 

and recasting or rejecting it‖ (Vogeley 86).  A similar model of the parent-child 

relationship is observed in our narratives of Generación McOndo, where the protagonists 

have a parent-child relationship with their country. As the role of the family and the 

relationships between parents and children continue to change throughout the decades 

due to social, political and economic situations, the representations of the families change 

                                                
29 For more information on Obras by José Joaquín Fernández de Lizardi, see Vogeley 84.  
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in literature. The children –the society—about which Fernández de Lizardi spoke as 

being obedient and gratuitous to a wise father—Spain—has now converted into the 

postmodern child—the individual—as being disobedient and ungrateful to their father—

the Latin American native city or country—and imitative and grateful to their 

―stepfather‖—the United States.  

One can compare the aforementioned experience to Fernández de Lizardi‘s El 

Periquillo Sarniento (1831), in which ―Periquillo‘s experience as a son, free of a father‘s 

rules, suggests the colony‘s disobedience. In the colonial lexicon disobedience would 

have meant deliberately turning away from authority and truth‖ (Vogeley 88). Just as 

does the adolescent Periquillo, the adolescent protagonists of the McOndo narratives at 

hand disobey their homeland, by their lack of patriotism or strong political interest, 

deliberately turning away from authority, and looking more toward how they can be more 

global or North American; they are looking to find their identity at the individual level 

and less at the national. Nancy Vogeley maintains that the relationship between son, he 

who is inferior, and father, he who is older and wiser, is a theme repeated throughout the 

Periquillo; and similarly, the narrative voice is that which comes from the rebellious 

adolescent son, who ―disregards the good advice of various father figures and instead 

follows the bad counsel of false friends and evil masters‖ (99). The same would go for 

the protagonist Matías in Mala onda, Pedro Pablo and Karen in Vidas ejemplares and 

Gabriel in Fue ayer y no me acuerdo.  Fuguet indicates that the main theme of his novel 
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Mala onda is, in fact, family-related in that it tells a story of an individual who wakes up 

to the real world and to a father-son relationship
30

. 

 Nevertheless, the family is one of the most important elements of society, and 

continues to be a fundamental element in literature, as Sara E. Cooper discusses in her 

article ―Questioning Family Dynamics and Family Discourse in Hispanic Literature and 

Film‖. She writes about how ―the family is the basic system of society, in which we learn 

how to communicate or mis-communicate how to interact with others, and how to define 

our own roles in both the private and the public spheres‖ (6).  Aside from the fact that the 

family is the bridge between private and public interaction, Cooper also claims that it is 

within the family space where ―socialization (normalization) occurs…where roles of sex 

and gender are both established and subverted and where communication skills are honed 

or destroyed…‖ (6). The responsibility of the family includes being the primary and most 

important educator of the individual, and therefore, merits recognition within literature as 

the protagonists‘ identity is being examined.  

In the narratives researched here, the image of the family stretches beyond the 

domestic image of to expose the importance of the nation as family; the individuals of the 

nation are like children that are distanced from their parents on whom they depend. As a 

child is not provided the love and care that he needs to survive, he will look to other 

resources to find that which was denied him, possibly even rebelling against the parent 

who rejected him. Vogeley comments that Lizadi‘s Spain is a mother ―who robs her 

children of their mineral wealth, taxes them outrageously, and prolongs their dependency 

                                                
30 For more information of Fuguet‘s explanation of the father-son relationship in his novel Mala onda, see 

García-Corales 169-70.  
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by prohibiting industry from developing there‖ (88). She interprets this mother as the 

parent who not only takes the food out of the mouths of her own children, but who 

deceitfully gives that food to foreigners who come to Latin America to establish business. 

These narratives of Generación McOndo, in greatly representing the influence of the 

United States and globalization, demonstrate how the abandoned and rejected child seeks 

to go to wherever he can be nourished.  

In El Periquillo Sarniento, Periquillo‘s journey down the path of life, during 

which he encounters temptations and moral dilemmas, represents ―the criollo class‘s 

ignorance of the substance behind the forms it imitates and its consequent lack of any 

thought-through ethical system of its own to guide it‖
31

; in a similar way, the journey 

down the path of life that the adolescent protagonists in our narratives take represent their 

ignorance and their family‘s ignorance of the political and social situations that happen in 

the light of globalization.  

The degree of adolescence demonstrated throughout the narratives of Generación 

McOndo varies depending on the character; as in reality, there is no certain period or 

biological indicator that one has passed into or from adolescence. In El Periquillo 

Sarniento, ―adolescence is equated with independence, with the death of one‘s father and 

assumption of economic responsibilities‖ (Vogeley 162-63); however the general 

behavior associated with adolescence in these McOndo narratives is rebellion, mischief, 

and independence from the family. In the search for their identity, the individuals seek 

                                                
31 Vogeley 89. 
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independence from an already absent parental support system upon which, deep down, 

they still desire to be dependant.   

Fernández de Lizardi suggests that during adolescence, individuals do not always 

put their own self interests aside to focus on social relationships, as is generally believed. 

Instead of learning to ―merge egoistic interests with those of the larger community‖, 

some individuals, even as adults, continue to behave in a selfish manner, which 

Fernández de Lizardi believes to be adolescent-like. These people, do not form an inner 

voice of conscience—the id, as Freud would call it—by internalizing the voices one has 

heard, or as previously mentioned, the voices of the lost loved one. For that reason, these 

particular individuals cannot mediate between their own desires and the demands and the 

obligations of society
32

.  On the subject of adolescence, Freud insists that the individual‘s 

inner voice of the conscious is formed by the memories that he has of his parents scolding 

him or demanding something from him. As he moves through adolescence and into 

adulthood, these verbal memories will begin to merge with social rules and demands, and 

the inner voices that were formed by the verbal memory of the parents will eventually be 

replaced by other forms of discipline. 

The adolescent protagonists in the narratives researched in this dissertation have 

all had some setback during their childhood or adolescence, which has obviously shaped 

them as adolescents, and in some cases, adults who are still in a phase of prolonged 

adolescence.  In all cases this setback is perceived as a lack of parental guidance, whether 

it is due to the actual lack of a parent in the child‘s life or poor decisions that were made 

                                                
32 Ibid., 165-66. 
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on the part of the parent(s). Nevertheless, by delving deeper into the dynamics of 

postmodern, and perhaps dysfunctional, families and understanding the familiar 

atmosphere that was present in the protagonists‘ lives, the picture as to why they have 

such distanced relationships, and why they struggle to accept their identity, will become 

clearer.  

Marriage and Family Therapist Dan Neuharth outlines several different parenting 

styles to which children in dysfunctional families could possibly be exposed; in addition 

he provides various reasons as to why they have problems with relationships during 

adolescence. The ones that are of most interest to this research are the ones he outlines as 

―smothering parenting‖, ―using parenting‖, ―abusing parenting‖ and ―childlike 

parenting‖. Each of these parenting styles could potentially produce consequences in the 

behavior of the individual as an adolescent or adult that reflects, respectively, unhealthy 

boundaries between the individual and others and a heightened sense of depression, poor 

self-esteem and lack of care, compassion or knowledge about love, an increased chance 

of addiction, and difficulty in expressing anger.  

The way the parents raise their children reflects the conformity to or the 

opposition against the social norms of the urban space in which they live. While most of 

the protagonists‘ families can provide them access to a comfortable and luxurious life in 

the middle to upper-middle class, they cannot provide the guidance and support to 

properly function within that social class. The contemporary urban Latin American space 

provides a place into which the individual can disappear, sink down even deeper into 

anonymity and alienate themselves from the great majority of the population. Although 
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little interaction occurs between the protagonists and those of lower social classes or 

those of other races, they are able to move freely between different spaces, indicating an 

attempt to represent the erasure of borders. However, the borders between social classes 

within the protagonists‘ own countries are never as easily erasable as those that exist 

between different countries.  

4. Hybridism and Borders 

   Authors Alberto Fuguet, Sergio Gómez and Jaime Bayly all tend to set their 

narratives within border regions. These borders could either be physical, as they travel 

between their homeland and other countries, or they could be metaphorical as they 

choose to live according to different global cultures; it could also refer to times on which 

they are on the ―border‖ of an important period in their lives, like childhood, adolescence, 

and adulthood, or at the point when they realize who they are and their acceptance of 

their true identity.  In his book entitled The Ends of Literature: The Latin American 

“Boom” in the Neoliberal Marketplace, Professor of Comparative Literature, Brett 

Levinson, describes Latin America as the ―crisscross of worlds [which is] not reducible to 

a world, just as the meeting place of nation-states, to wit, the border, is to any such 

topos‖, and claims that the Latin American individual is ―neither existing nor in a lost 

territory but at the boundary of all territories, at the border as such‖ (18). This ―border 

region‖ is also represented as the space in which the crossing of gender roles with 

biological sex, or even the crossing of the barriers that the hegemonic society places on 

the individual, exists.  
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The protagonists see themselves as those who, although raised in the center, are 

moving toward the margin, emotionally and often times physically, with little to no 

guidance. Levinson generally questions the center as an object of study and what the 

study of the center about itself is like in relationship to the Other. Levinson describes the 

shift from the Boom literature of the 1950s, 60s and 70s as a ―metonym for Latin 

American culture as a whole‖ as compared to the transition phase of Latin American in 

the 1980s and 90s—a transition between dictatorship and democracy in many countries—

whose literature moves away from the ―hegemonic impulses of the literary‖ to a more 

borderless space (4-5).  In the McOndo narratives studied, one can observe how the 

protagonists become marginalized from hegemonic society, becoming less and less 

social, and how they are incorporated into a more hybrid space, that of postmodern Latin 

America.   

Curiously, the objective of McOndo highly contrasts with what the founding 

authors themselves have experienced in life. The hybrid space of the continent that they 

wanted to represent was foggy to them, as the magical realism that they had grown up 

believing this continent to be was preventing them from knowing what other cultures of 

Latin America were like. They write,  ―Salimos a conquistar McOndo y sólo descubrimos 

Macondo. Estábamos en serios problemas. Los árboles de la selva no nos dejaban ver la 

punta de los rascacielos‖ (12). Stories centered in huge Latin American metropolises 

were what Fuguet and Gómez sought for McOndo, and this is what they understood 

McOndo to be; it was appalling to them to even think that Latin America was continuing 
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to be sold and understood as rural when in fact it was (sub)urban with overpopulated and 

chaotic cities.   

Instead, Fuguet and Gómez wanted readers to visualize a Latin America that is 

part of a global economy and the worldwide web that can boast of McDonalds, Mac 

computers, condos, malls, metros and cable TV
33

. They even compare McOndo with 

Gabriel García Márquez‘s pueblo Macondo, stating that in both of them men can fly; 

however, in McOndo when they fly, they are either in a plane or are high on drugs. They 

also mention that both McOndo and Macondo are perhaps equally magical realist—

―surrealista, loco, contradictorio, alucinante‖ –but that in McOndo dictators really die and 

those who have disappeared never return. The climate changes, the rivers dry up, the 

ground shakes and don Francisco colonizes our unconscious minds
34

. Latin America, to 

this younger generation of authors is comprised of a little bit of everything, a space that is 

becoming richer in global culture:  

Nos habituamos a que el aparato en que escuchamos música sea japonés o 

 alemán, la marca de nuestro coche estadounidense o europea, quizá todo se 

 ensambla en nuestro país y ya no importa mucho dónde se hicieron las partes. Un 

 día comemos lo mismo que nuestros abuelos, al siguiente almorzamos apurados 

 en un McDonald‘s mientras escuchamos a Ricky Martin o a Gloria Estefan 

 mezclar en la misma canción inglés y español, y a la noche pedimos que traigan 

 sushi porque no tenemos ganas de cocinar, y mientras esperamos que llegue 

 decidimos si acompañaremos la cena con un disco brasileño, del cantautor 

 marroquí que acabamos de descubrir o con la música mundo de MTV, que parece 

 ser de cualquier parte. (García Canclini Latinoamericanos 80) 

 

                                                
33 ―El nombre (¿marca-registrada?) McOndo es, claro, un chiste, una sátira, una talla. Nuestro McOndo es 
tan latinoamericano y mágico (exótico) como el Macondo real (que, a todo esto, no es real sino virtual). 

Nuestro país McOndo es más grande, sobrepoblado y lleno de contaminación, con autopistas, metro, TV-

cable y barriadas. En McOndo hay McDonald‘s, computadores Mac y condominios, amén de hoteles cinco 

estrellas construidos con dinero lavado y malls gigantescos‖ (15).  
34 My translation. Fuguet and Gómez 15. 
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Narratives published in past generations have painted a picture of Latin America as that 

which other nations want to sell it as: an ecological paradise, to which Fuguet and Gómez 

respond ironically, ―¿[como] el smog de Santiago?‖, and a land of peace, to which they 

respond, ―¿[como] Bogotá? ¿Lima?,‖ knowing that these places have recently passed 

through disturbing times of crime and violence (15). The idea of a McOndo literature is 

to promote Latin American hybridism or bastardism, because the compilers believe that 

by fearing their hybrid or bastardized roots, Latin Americans fear their own mestizaje. 

Fuguet and Gómez even see this hybridity in certain themes about which the McOndo 

authors write, and instead of limiting them to certain themes, they embrace it, confirming 

that:  

[D]ebajo de la heterogeneidad algo parece unir a todos estos escritores, y a toda a 

 una generación de adultos recientes. El mundo se empequeñeció y compartimos 

 una cultura bastarda similar, que nos ha hermanado irremediablemente sin 

 buscarlo. Hemos crecido pegados a los mismos programas de la televisión, 

 admirando las mismas películas y leído todo lo que se merece leer, en una 

 sincronía digna de considerarse mágica. Todo esto trae, evidentemente, una 

 similar postura ante la literatura y el compartir campos de referencias 

 unificadoras. (18) 

 

 The fortune that these authors have encountered to have spent time abroad is also 

part of the globalization observed in the narratives themselves, in which the protagonists 

also desire going to a new place, often times another country, in order to complete the 

missing link to their identity for which they have been searching. Their travels or stay in 

the foreign countries also show how, at the turn of the century, the easy accessibility of 

crossing borders; the borders somehow seem to be erased in this process and opened up 

to more movement between them. The advances in technology such as that in air travel, 
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television and Internet open up the pathways of communication and show the individual‘s 

place in a modernized urban space.  

 That which McOndo proposes in theory and what it actually portrays in practice 

are distinct. As I have mentioned above, Fuguet and Gómez have fabricated an idea of 

McOndo to be a literary group that promotes ―lo híbrido‖ and ―lo bastardo‖ of Latin 

America
35

. While the compilers try to provide an understanding of the notion of McOndo 

as varying groups of people, cities, and cultures that have happened to fall under the same 

exotic and magical realist umbrella for the past half a century, it is somewhat difficult to 

evidence this in the narratives which I have chosen to research here. As I will mention in 

more detail towards the end of this chapter and in the coming chapters, the hybridity of 

which McOndo wants to boast is almost nonexistent.  

 The protagonists and their friends come from fairly well-to-do Caucasian families 

and live in nicer parts of the city. They live amidst the hustle and bustle of urban life and 

the elegance of traveling to beachside resorts, but rarely, if at all, travel to the countryside 

to explore any small indigenous pueblos that may exist. Their culture, therefore, is based 

on the cosmopolitan culture of the city as if it were any other globalized city in the world, 

rather than the traditions that pertain to their own country. In addition, those with whom 

the protagonists generally tend to communicate are those that are like themselves, 

marginalizing those of different races, class levels, and in most of the cases, those who 

struggle with their sexuality. Diana Palaversich points out that in their attempt to 

recognize the hybridity of Latin America, all these authors are really doing is seeing the 

                                                
35 Ibid. 
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heterogeneous nature of the urban culture, elite culture and mass culture. The one thing 

that the Fuguet and Gómez claim brings the McOndo writers together is the fact that they 

all belong to the same bastardized culture who watched the same TV shows and grew up 

with the same technology, knowing that the stories they read as children were not 

representative of what they themselves were experiencing, growing up in the same 

postmodern Latin America. 

Social commentator and urban theorist Mike Davis argues that globalization and 

neoliberalism have, in fact, caused a drastic separation in social divisions and a drastic 

increase of urban poor, which in turn creates the desire for the bourgeois of the Third 

World countries to separate themselves not only emotionally but physically from the 

surrounding social ills brought on by the mass rural migration. Davis highlights a prime 

example of such concern that existed in Santiago during the 1970s as President Augusto 

Pinochet ordered that the squatters, or those of lower classes who do not have the means 

to live comfortably, be removed from the center of the city in order to establish the 

middle-class hegemony
36

. The authors of the McOndo narratives researched here 

indirectly allude to how globalization has affected urbanization: they make the rich richer 

and their contact with the lower classes more divided; they continually demonstrate how 

the social classes remain separate from one another, although they want their protagonists 

to appear as wandering between them without fully integrating him or herself into either 

of them. These individuals look not toward the urban familiar space in which they are 

raised as a progressive setting but rather one in which they are not required to be overly 

                                                
36 For more information on this subject, see Davis 109. Davis directs us to Alfredo Rodriguez and Ana 

Maria Icaza, ‗Chile,‘ in Azuela, Duhau, and Ortiz, Evictions and the Right to Housing, 51.   
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ambitious in order to survive, and one in which they cannot even find refuge in their 

family.  

While these authors of Generación McOndo allude to the urban space of the end 

of twentieth century Latin America as being one of sexual struggle, violence, social ills 

and individual dislocation, they provide a verisimilar glimpse into the context of what it 

is like to be an adolescent living in the ―real‖ Latin America during the last few decades 

of the twentieth century. The protagonists struggle with their urge to flee from their 

countries and cities of origin, but what they are truly trying to escape from is their past 

experiences and memories from within their own familiar setting. The untold stories of 

these protagonists are the pieces of the puzzle that indicate core of their problems, and the 

evidence that the authors provide about their current lives as adolescents and young 

adults provides clues as to what their childhood was like. With Butler, Freud and Klein‘s 

theories concerning gender development outlined in this chapter, it is possible to 

determine the reasons why the protagonists blame their families for their troubles and 

why they want to flee from them. As the storylines unfold, the interaction between the 

protagonists and others gets more intense, thus obligating them to make an important 

decision: to continue down the unguided path to which they have grown accustomed, or 

to find a way to resolve their inner conflicts and interfamilial struggles in an attempt to 

find their identity.   
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CHAPTER TWO: THE CIRCLE OF DISTRUST 

A GLANCE INTO THE FAMILIAR ATMOSHERE OF ALBERTO FUGUET‘S  

MALA ONDA 

 My analysis of Alberto Fuguet‘s novel Mala onda (1991), presents the family as 

the element at fault for the protagonist‘s impedance in understanding his individual 

identity, as the disloyalty of his family members is highlighted in their comportment as a 

unit, and their dishonesty is highlighted in their seemingly devout religious demeanor. 

Instead of the home being the place of refuge to escape from social problems, it is there 

that certain problems are created. Calling to mind Sigmund Freud‘s theory on the ego as 

the element of connection or disconnection between the child and his relationship to the 

family, this chapter provides a possible explanation for what leads the protagonist at 

hand, Matías Vicuña, to search for refuge outside the home. I also focus on another more 

traditional approach to familiar comportment, presenting theologian, professor and 

economist Fabio Villegas Botero‘s discourse on family as the child‘s first and foremost 

contact with education; it is the duty of the family, he emphasizes, to educate through the 

promotion of individual and familiar growth, but nonetheless according to Catholic 

teaching.  

 In this novel Fuguet outlines eleven days in the life of the seventeen-year old 

protagonist who passes much of his time alone trying to find his place in the world. As he 

becomes more independent he also begins to realize that his life is a performance 

resulting from his parents‘ need for him to behave according to their expectations. They 

demand him to uphold the family‘s honor by constantly urging him to prove his 
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manliness, reflect their religious ideologies and represent their social class.  If he fails to 

do so, they threaten him into believing that the bonds that hold their family together will 

disintegrate, or that the family will be viewed by society with much less esteem. Unlike 

the problem child who shames his or her family, Matías‘ ―problem parents‖ and even 

―problem grandparents‖ make it difficult for him to fully trust in them, let alone live 

according to any example that they attempt to teach him. As he contemplates the way in 

which his parents value social expectations, especially those concerning gender roles and 

the conservation of their family image, he realizes that he is not content with being forced 

to bear a mask in order to fit in. He has been imitating rather than being, while hiding the 

disgust that he has for his family, his life and his country that really lurk deep down 

inside. The attempts he makes to flee from his current situation of misery and confusion 

are almost effortless as he neglects to venture too far from his own neighborhood in 

Santiago, Chile, or his familiar surroundings. The postmodern crossing of international 

borders, which also demonstrates the crossing of cultures, exists within this novel, but 

there are also various other borders that Matías crosses which I will present, such a those 

between social classes and those that exist within the confines of his own family, as shall 

be addressed throughout the course of this chapter.   

 The intra-familiar relationship between parents and their children is not only the 

first relationship that a child will form, but also one of the most important relationships 

that can occur, as it forms the basis of his education
37

. For that reason, it is important to 

                                                
37 ―En el orden legal, el deber preferente de los padres en la educación de los hijos es uno de los pilares 

fundamentales en torno a los cuales se erige toda la relación filial en el derecho. Ello no es sino 

consecuencia del orden natural y lógico en que se construye la relación entre padres e hijos, nacida primero 

del vínculo biológico, o en su caso adoptivo, y, por ende, del amor. Es porque entre padres e hijos se 
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examine how the family‘s teachings and the level of their involvement in the 

protagonist‘s life affect the protagonist. In this chapter, the example set by Matías‘ 

parents can be observed actually hindering the development of his own identity as 

emphasizes their familiar disloyalty. The disloyalty that Matías finds in his family 

sharply contrasts with the complete loyalty they show towards their government, about 

whose policies Matías feels himself opposing; this opposition perhaps occurs because of 

his own political beliefs but may also be because he finds himself more and more in 

opposition to anything his parents believe.  

1. Reality and North American Influence 

 Fuguet‘s novel Mala onda primarily takes place in 1980 immediately before the 

vote for Augutso Pinochet‘s constitution in Santiago, a metropolis whose population 

grew dramatically from three-and-a-half million in 1975 to about five million by 1989
38

. 

It is important to take into consideration the role of this narrative space: the hybrid city 

which contrasts greatly from the hegemonic view of Latin America from which Fuguet 

detours. However, a problem arises with regards to conceptualization of the urban space 

that Fuguet creates in this novel, upon having his characters essentially interact only with 

those of their own class and race. The space which Matías inhabits is more hegemonic 

than not, which is why one must look toward other ways to locate the existence of 

hybridity in this novel. This hybridity can be observed in the crossing of culture through 

                                                                                                                                            
constituye la primera relación entre dos personas vivas, anterior a cualquier otra en nuestras vidas...‖ 

(Domínguez H. 155-56).  
38 See Campbell.  
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media and material possessions, and at a more personal level, within Matías‘ group of 

friends and within his own family.  

 To understand how movement between places and across borders is shown in this 

novel, Matías is first introduced to the reader during his stay in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. 

Later the reader finds him traveling to his family‘s beach house in Reñaca, Chile, and 

learns of the trips his family members have taken to the United States. The underlying 

fact behind this ability move freely between international spaces is achieved because 

Matías‘ family can afford to provide him the money to partake in these expensive 

vacations. Likewise, the protagonist‘s middle-upper class consumer family has the 

financial means available to enjoy the imported foreign culture in Santiago, a city that 

boasts of globalization and the mixing of cultures, and in this way, they contribute to the 

capitalist economy that Latin America is more and more proving to have. In doing so, his 

family tends to place more emphasis on the material than familiar values.  Fabio Villegas 

Botero claims that being wealthy actually contributes to family destruction as he writes 

that ―la ambición del dinero, del placer, del lujo, de la soberbia, no son el camino de la 

felicidad […] Los hijos del dinero son hijos descompuestos interiormente por la 

irresponsabilidad de los padres‖ (52). Firm in his beliefs, Villegas Botero also states that 

consumerism depends upon class, and the higher the social status someone has, the more 

danger into which they put their family:  

 Ese consumismo es clasista y sólo fomenta ambiciones, odios, hurtos, atracos, 

 asesinatos. Cuántos automóviles, cuántos bancos robados o asaltados. Eso no 

 viene porque sí. Las familias tienen mucha responsabilidad pues maleducan a los 

 hijos desde el nacimiento. Los quieren rodeados de mil cosas, de mil apariencias. 

 Al ir creciendo creen que no les pueden negar ningún capricho.  Al llegar a la 

 juventud ya son un torrente desbordado que nadie puede contener. (138) 
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My intention here is not to blame the destruction of families on their high social stature, 

as there are likewise, many wealthy families whose members have a healthy and loving 

relationship with each other, and many lower-class families who have not survived as a 

healthy unit. Nevertheless, the protagonist of the novel at hand readily identifies his own 

beliefs and morals as being opposed to those of his parents as if to indicate that what has 

caused him grief stems from his parents‘ obsession with outward appearances and the 

material.  

 Capitalism plays a significant role in this novel, not only for contributing to the 

egocentric behavior of Matías‘ family who can virtually afford anything they need and 

want, but because it also teaches that individuality and self-image are, perhaps, perceived 

by many as more important than communication and relationships. The same social 

position about which Matías‘ family can boast was also enjoyed in real life by the novel‘s 

author, Alberto Fuguet, who lived during his childhood in the United States then, who 

moved with his family to the metropolitan area of Santiago, Chile, as a teenager.  

 Fuguet wishes to portray the ―reality‖ of Latin America in this novel but by 

writing about all material things that the protagonist‘s family and friends enjoy, the 

vacations they take and the lavish parties they throw, Fuguet only highlights that 

egocentric, individualistic behavior that looms over Matías‘ family, failing to represent 

the entire population of Santiago. Only twice in Mala onda does the narrator mention the 

hybridity of Santiago that can be found outside the confines of the comfort zone of 

Matías‘ family and friends. The first time occurs when he makes it clear to his parents‘ 

upper-class friends that there is more to Santiago than what lies outside the walls of their 
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fancy homes
39

, The second time occurs shortly thereafter when he decides that it is better 

to venture away from home and achieve freedom in being himself than to be stuck there 

miserably trying to fake being someone else; in doing so, he lowers his own standards to 

take the micro to another part of a city, all the while having to pass through an area with 

which he was unfamiliar and which made him uncomfortable. Although he does briefly 

mention the poorer sectors of the city, this is a topic upon which Fuguet does not 

significantly dwell. ―Fuguet is committing the same error as the people he‘s accusing 

[who portray Latin America as solely exotic and magical] by not taking into 

consideration the poverty, unemployment and other unfortunate things that have been 

happening in LA for centuries—he erases it in his works‖, states Palaversich (36).  

 Like Matías‘, most of the characters in Mala onda belong to families who live in 

upper- middle class and upper class neighborhoods and generally only partake in 

activities with those of the same social status; these activities often times include an 

element of mixture of a foreign culture into their own. Palaversich outlines that this 

includes ―go[ing] to the malls, to the gym, listen[ing] to music in English, play[ing] video 

games, travel[ing] to Europe and more frequently to the US…wear[ing] Levi jeans, 

talk[ing] about AIDS and gays, and North American actors‖ (39). In the first chapter, 

Matías alludes to how he has had the luxury of enjoying North-American-based products, 

such as his Ray-Ban sunglasses that he left in his hotel, certain that they would get stolen. 

His concern about these sunglasses was may have been due in part to the fact that they 

                                                
39 ―El tío Sergio se acera y mira con atención las carnes y jamones y ensaladas y langostas y frutas y 

alcachofas rellenas. –Y después dicen que en Chile no hay qué comer—comenta. El resto de los 

concurrentes ríe de buena gana ante el humor y la rapidez del embajador. Yo lo pienso un segundo. Pero no 

hay nada que pensar, siento. Es lo que debo decir. Y lo digo: --Por qué no se da una vuelta por las 

poblaciones y deja de hablar huevadas‖ (Fuguet Mala onda  294).  
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were a product of the United States and possibly, may have even been expensive. 

Another product of the United States that is clearly used in Chile is the Gillette brand 

razor, which Matías‘ friend Nacho uses to cut his cocaine, thus replacing the word for 

razor in his dialect of Spanish with the brand name of a product that was founded, and 

continues to be manufactured, in the United States even today: gillette. Matías also 

references other North American products such as the Wrangler pants that he wears and 

the Coca-Cola that he drinks. One of the most bet-selling North-American manufactured 

cars in the United States is General Motors‘ Chevrolet, and Matías‘ fiend‘s family owns a 

Chevy Blazer, therefore acting not only as a product that has crossed the border between 

North American and Latin America  but one that is capable of moving people across 

spaces as well.  

The movement between the North and South America is not only observed in this 

novel with exported or imported products but also with travel or migration from one 

continent to the other.  Matías‘ uncle, for example, plans to pay for his son‘s education in 

Atlantic City, New Jersey so that he can learn the ropes of the hotel and casino business 

and later return to Chile to open a resort. This suggests that his uncle acknowledges and 

understands the success of the gaming and hotel businesses of the United States. Another 

one of Matías‘ uncles glorifies the prestigious Harvard University and tells Matías that 

Boston is a very beautiful city. The reader also gathers that Matías‘ father went to 

Houston, Texas where he bought a Jacuzzi that he had shipped to Chile, thus 

demonstrating his participation as a consumer in the world market. Finally, it is obvious 

that within Matías‘ immediate family his mother, traveling often to Miami, Florida, has 
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the resources to do so. Curiously, of the many times that his mother has vacationed there, 

the reader notes that the entire family has visited Florida together only once.  

Matías‘ experience with the United States and his participation in North American 

culture has been formed by exposure to this culture in what Fuguet attempts to display as 

the ever so increasingly global Chile. The presence of Rusty Radcliff, a North American 

teenager who frequents the same social gatherings as Matías and his friend, is a prime 

example of such exposure. Apart from now living in Chile, Rusty has also resided in 

Spain, Mexico and Venezuela, representing the infiltration of the products of the North-

American based Firestone Tire and Rubber Company, where his father works, to the 

Hispanic world. Rusty‘s family moved to Santiago because of his father‘s job transfer 

from Encino, California. It is not surprising that Rusty‘s family is from the city of 

Encino, in the outskirts of Los Angeles, in the San Fernando Valley, precisely where our 

Chilean author, Alberto Fuguet, lived until his early teenage years with his family.  The 

narrator mentions that having grown up in Encino is equivalent to being wealthy, which 

suggests that Alberto Fuguet recognizes that this area where he grew up is typically 

considered a wealthy area. It is no coincidence, then, that the characters in Fuguet‘s 

novels generally come from the upper-middle to upper social classes, and can enjoy 

luxury items and foreign culture to the maximum. 

 The reader notes from the very beginning of the novel how global consumerism 

has played an important part in the life of our protagonist. Matías admits the ways in 

which the younger generation of Santiago comes to understand so much about the 

American culture, as he comments that ―el American se aprende en la radio, el cine, los 
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discos, las revistas, tirándose a alguna gringuita que vino vía el Youth For 

Understanding‖ (Fuguet Mala onda 68). The manner in which Matías stresses 

―American‖ instead of English is interesting because he is referring to North American 

English, as opposed to British, perhaps to emphasize the interest of North America in 

South America at the end of the twentieth century. On the other hand, his referencing 

―American‖ also refers to the North American culture in general. Matías refers to culture 

as something that is learned, and not just acquired. Those who learn it are those who have 

access to the radio, television, movies and music albums, those who belong to the 

middle-upper class like Matías and his friends, and who, as Diana Palaversich believes, 

are those who represent the real hybridism present in Latin America
40

.  

In this novel, English is observed principally in the younger generation, for 

example, as can be noted when Miriam Vasheta announces her admiration for Barbara 

Streisand; she tells Matías that not only does she enjoy her music and talent as an actress 

but that she also considers her status to be that of an idol. However, even Matías‘ father, 

who is not as proficient in English as his son or those from his son‘s generation, sings the 

lyrics to the songs on his K.C: and the Sunshine Band cassette tape. Fuguet definitely 

tries to make it clear that English is, nonetheless, considered prestigious since it is 

associated with those who can afford to have access to the pop culture and latest fashions 

of North America. Matías makes his own talent for English known to the reader as he 

says, ―En todo caso, es esta extraña comunión por lo yanqui la que me une al gran 

Alejandro Paz de Chile. Siempre hablamos en inglés. Yo con mi buen acento y todo. 

                                                
40 Palaversich  55. 
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Según él, lo hablo bastante bien porque, tal como le ocurre a él, mis fuentes han sido ‗no 

tradicionales‘‖ (Fuguet Mala onda 68).  Matías alludes to the fact that the only way to 

really learn English is by learning it outside the classroom. Although he mentions that he 

takes an English class as part of his high school curriculum, he brags that he knows more 

than the professor ―que nunca ha escuchado un disco, nunca ha leído la Rolling Stone‖ 

(Fuguet Mala onda 207). Like Matías, many of his friends also use English in informal 

conversation, and know enough of the target language to carry on a conversation with 

little difficulty, which indicates not only that they, too, are able to share in good 

education and global consumerism but also suggests that they have an interest in 

practicing English and learning more about English-speaking countries.   

Nevertheless, Matías‘ friends seem to be divided on their opinions concerning the 

influence of North America on Chile. Interest in the United States can be observed in 

Matías‘ extreme leftist friend Alejandro Paz de Chile, who hates his homeland and 

becomes more and more obsessed with the North American way of life every day
41

. He 

tells Matías that he will only escape the misery of the Chile of the early 1980s by 

traveling around the United States where one can live freely: 

Hay que ir solo. Recorrer USA en Greyhound, por ejemplo. Quedarse en pana en 

Wichita, comer un taco frente a El Alamo, dormir en un hotelucho lleno de vagos 

en Tulsa, Oklahoma. O ir a Nueva York, huevón: meterse al CBGB, cachar a la 

Patti Smith en vivo. Ésa es vida, pendejo, no esto. Un día en Manhattan equivale a 

seis meses en Santiago. Regresar a Chile, loco, a este puterío rasca, bomb, con los 

milicos por todos lados y la repre, las mentes chatas, es más que heavy. Es hard 

core. Si basta escuchar la radio para cachar lo mal que estamos, Matías. […] 

                                                
41 Matías narrates: ―Vive solo, [Alejandro Paz] me ha dicho, y se gasta toda la plata que gana en el 

Juancho‘s (más las propinas que agarra por traficar sus pitos y otros medicamentos) en discos, libros en 

inglés, suscripciones a revistas como Rolling Stone (a mí también me llega) o Interview. Su sueño es ir a 

USA, país que ya se le ha convertido en una obsesión casi enfermiza. Lo idolatra, sabe mucho más de 

‗América‘ que cualquier gringo‖ (Fuguet Mala onda  67-68).  
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Hazme caso, huevón, y lárgate: go west, my son, go west. (Fuguet Mala onda 69)   

 

Alejandro Paz is convinced that by fleeing Chile, he will have a better life, but the way 

that he describes the places he would see in the United States seems to be more of an 

idealization than anything. Hollywood and New York have been depicted in movies more 

often than not as luxurious, almost magical places to live, where everyone is beautiful 

and leads the perfect life. Matías, while driving through Santiago, even imagines himself 

in one of the gangs of the 1978 musical movie hit, Grease, and compares driving through 

Santiago, congested with cars and action, to Hollywood during the night of an Oscar 

Awards ceremony. Although he had only once traveled to the United States, Matías 

contemplates the continent to the north with nostalgia, and even criticizes a restaurant in 

Santiago named Pumper Nic for not serving American-style food that is authentic 

enough. On the other hand, Matías‘ friend Papelucho spews his disgust about Chile by 

complaining how Chileans are so conservative and prudish, even more so now that they 

consider Chile to be the California of South America. In theory, Matías openly agrees 

with Papelucho, making it appear that he does not support the United States‘ influence on 

his homeland, yet in practice he contrastingly shows his support by continuing to listen to 

North American music or by satisfying his curiosity of the culture by watching North 

American movies. 

2. Examining Relationships 

One of the many challenges Matías faces is the relationships he has formed with 

his good friends and his ability to maintain them; he eventually separates himself from 

his friends because of jealousy, distrust and loneliness. At the beginning of the novel, 
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while still in Brazil on his school trip, Matías does not mention doing much with his 

friends, those with whom he usually spends a great amount of time in Chile. The reader 

notices that he walks around alone, eats alone, lays on the beach alone, and only sees his 

classmates and hotel roommates when he returns at night, only to find them sleeping. To 

make matters worse, the thought of returning to his daily routine in Chile depresses him. 

When he does return home is when he fears that his buddies have replaced his friendship 

with Rusty Radcliff, the aforementioned teenager from California, whose company 

Matías fears they enjoy more than his. 

 The relationship that Matías has with his classmates worsens his personal 

situation, as they eventually begin to abandon him due to his sudden insecurity and 

antisocial attitude, just as his parents have been emotionally abandoning him. Nacho, one 

of his best friends for years, contributes to his newfound loneliness as Matías becomes 

jealous if Nacho goes anywhere with Rusty Radcliff or even if he sees them laughing 

together. Much in the same way, Matías begins to have harsh feelings toward another one 

of his closest friends, McClure, for having started dating Antonia, the protagonist‘s ex-

girlfriend. The envy that he displays toward both of these friends causes him to want to 

distance himself from the crowd to which he used to belong and to live in solitude during 

the eleven days that passes from the beginning to the end of the novel. By choosing to 

distance himself more and more from his friends, Matías gives off an uncomfortable vibe 

that makes his friends look down upon him. Finally, Lerner, who used to be one of 

Matías‘ absolute best friends, confronts him, explaining: ―Lo único que te digo: le estás 

hinchando las huevas a todo el mundo. Estás cayendo mal. Yo no sé lo que te pasa. Estás 
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entrando en decadencia […]…contigo ya no se puede hablar. Has perdido totalmente tu 

capacidad de goce, de pasarlo bien‖ (Fuguet Mala onda 271). Lerner continues to let 

Matías know what the rest of the boys in his friendship circle have been feeling: 

No, si ya nadie se va a meter. Que eso te quede claro. Tu actitud deja harto que 

desear. Con razón el Nacho no te pesca.  Y esas fugas, ¿qué onda? No sé para qué 

te viraste de lo del Rusty. Fuiste el comentario de la noche, compadre. Si hasta al 

Chino le caíste mal. Lo mismo ocurrió donde la Barros. La propia Anotnia, me lo 

contó la Luisa, fue la que empezó a lanzarte mierda [...] Te has metido en una 

onda muy mala; deberías cortar el hueveo antes de que el hueveo te corte a ti. 

(Fuguet Mala onda 271-72)  

 

Lerner takes the time to reach out to Matías and help him. However, instead of trusting in 

Lerner‘s honesty and trying to resolve the situation by talking about his doubts and 

concerns with his friends, Matías worsens the situation by telling Lerner to go to hell; and 

on the same note, his depression worsens.  

Returning to the beginning of the novel not only does the reader observe Matías‘ 

lack of interaction with his male friends, but also his struggle to bond healthily with the 

girls that come into his life.  On the last day of his class trip to Brazil, the reader finds 

Matías in a melancholic mood, laying by himself on the beach, thinking, ―Estoy en la 

arena, tumbado, raja, pegoteado por la humedad, sin fuerzas siquiera para arrojarme al 

mar y flotar un rato hasta desaparecer‖ (Fuguet Mala onda 9). His longing to disappear 

evidences his feeling that he does not fit in, which will become more apparent throughout 

the rest of the novel. He claims that he cannot even  relax on the beach because of the 

rays of the sun that seem to nail into his eyelids, as if they were ―agujas de vudú que 

alguna ex me introduce desde Haití o Jamaica, de puro puta que es‖ (Fuguet Mala onda 

9). By describing this last day of his vacation as a painful experience, and furthermore, 
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comparing it to an event that seemed to be caused by a voodoo spell placed on him by ex-

girlfriends that he obviously hated,  the narrator is suggesting that he had more than one 

past relationship with a girl that was not so favorable.    

Walking around by himself for a while, Matías approaches the shops of Ipanema, 

where he is reminded of Cassia, an exotic Brazilian girl he met in Rio de Janeiro. While 

Cassia is one of the only people with whom he feels comfortable and with whom he can 

truly enjoy himself, the relationship that they formed while in Rio was far from 

meaningful or long-lasting, as once he leaves, he will never again see her. For Matías, the 

only way he seems to know how to connect with someone is by doing that which he 

normally does not do just so that others will accept him into their social circles. His last 

few days in Rio were spent doing just that: partying and abusing drugs with this Cassia 

and her friends. As the narration suggests, Matías‘ first experience with drugs occurs with 

Cassia, and in the process of using them just to impress her, he becomes more vulnerable 

to doing other things such as engaging in sexual activity with her, without contemplating 

the possible consequences. He begins to fall for her but realizes, on his last day in Brazil, 

that she has no interest in him because she never returns to the beach where, for the past 

few days, they were accustomed to meeting. 

Matías never finds out why Cassia failed to meet him on his last day there, but it 

is quite possible that it is due to the fact that he never truly learned how to socially or 

intimately relate to girls. His social awkwardness may be the result of the lack of a father 

figure and role model in his life. Although he always had a father present while growing 

up, he has never had an optimal relationship with him, and therefore has never learned to 
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fully trust him. No matter how much Matías‘ father tries to encourage him to behave as 

he does, Matías will not do so for that simple reason. While comparing himself to his 

father, Matías feels put down because he knows that he is not as experienced and 

comfortable around girls as is his father, and in failing to be the lady‘s-man son Mr. 

Vicuña wants him to be, he feels inferior to him, and always perceives his relationships 

as doomed for failure. Matías narrates that, ―Soy un romántico. O un tímido. Más bien un 

huevón. Para mi padre en cambio, engrupirse a una mina es tan fácil como encender la 

tele‖ (Fuguet Mala onda 57-58). The fact that Mr. Vicuña most likely was not present 

emotionally to build a meaningful relationship with Matías as a child and to teach him 

about relationships by means of setting a good example shows that Matías will not learn 

how to interact properly with others. María Theresa Vilches de Moons has concluded in 

her research that the father is of utmost importance with regards to the emotional and 

social development of the child:  

Nuestra práctica también nos muestra muy a menudo que los problemas de 

 aprendizaje en los niños tienen que ver con esta falta de presencia del padre o con 

 un padre muy periférico en la familia [...] Sabemos que el rol del padre tiene 

 mucho que ver con el acceso a lo simbólico, al lenguaje a la cultura, a la sociedad. 

 (13) 

 

When the child feels compromised between his own moral judgment and that of his 

parents, the necessary guidance to resolve any doubt or trouble is naturally the 

responsibility of the more mature adults. However, with little guidance from either 

parent, Matías becomes more confused and depressed about his life, and chooses to 

isolate himself rather than continue to be belittled by the people he looks to for help. 
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 With the unease that he feels at home, the protagonist‘s loneliness intensifies. 

Author Monsenior Dr. Carlos Simón Vázquez points out that ―el hombre vive y existe 

porque ama y es amado [...]...al faltar el movimiento del amor en sus dos componentes de 

amar y ser amado, la persona pierde el interés por la vida en el sentido más amplio. Lo 

demás pierde su valor, queda desfigurado a la existencia‖ (30). In addition, the behavior 

of his family members leads him to contemplate his own existence within that family. 

Mr. Vicuña‘s euphoric air, which Matías believe to be false, makes him feel guilty for 

being unable to achieve his father‘s degree of happiness.  He even goes as far as 

describing being with his family as painful for him, and mentions that he is inclined to 

look up the name of his sisters‘ psychologists for his own benefit. By admitting that his 

sisters have even had to see various psychologists, and leaving the reader to wonder 

about the reason that they have to be psychologically treated, Matías alludes to how 

dysfunctional his family really is. Matías, in a later monologue, contemplates the guilt 

that his family makes him feel, a true characteristic of a dysfunctional family:  

 Tus padres son unos huevones, piensas, y te sientes culpable por el solo hecho de 

 pensarlo. Pero es la verdad y las verdades hay que decirlas, eso te han enseñado. 

 Es raro, concluyes, medio ebrio. ¿Por qué, si es tu familia la que está enferma, 

 eres tu el que caga? (Fuguet Mala onda 142) 

 

At the same time Matías states that he knows that the way he feels is not completely his 

fault because his parents are the ones who taught him to be the person he is.  

Dr. Rodrigo Guerra López maintains that in Latin America, social life stems from 

the family. In the following passage he explains how before anyone is incorporated into 

society, he must first learn about the world from within the familiar unit:  
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La vida social es ‗social‘ por ser familiar no viceversa […] La persona humana es, 

antes que un ser-social, un ser-familiar. Eso quiere decir que la vida social 

emerge en la vida de la persona como una dimensión constitutiva de ella gracias a 

su estructura y consistencia ‗familiar‘. Es cierto que la familia es una modalidad 

de realización de lo social. Pero ‗lo social‘ primeramente se vive, se comprende y 

se expande en el interior de la experiencia humana gracias a la constitución 

‗familiar‘ de la persona. (64)  

 

The social problems that Matías has, such as those with his buddies and with girls, are the 

result of the familiar awkwardness to which he has been exposed in his family. Although 

his parents are wealthy, have parties, and are very social, these parties involve Matías 

either locking himself in his room because he does not want to pass time with his parents‘ 

friends, or be the ―bartender‖ of the Vicuña household which his father, often times, asks 

him to be. 

 The adolescent attitude of Mr. Vicuña is apparent various times throughout the 

novel, and it is precisely this behavior that causes Matías to turn away from him. During 

one of their parties, his father offers him alcohol, but Matías, being the more mature one 

of the two, makes the excuse that he should not drink because he has to study. His father 

continues to encourage him to drink, saying, ―No todo en la vida es estudio, cabrito. 

Déjate de huevear y tómate un pencazo con tu viejo‖ (Fuguet Mala onda 52).  Matías 

feels that his father is a bad influence on him but struggles with his own feelings of need 

for attention and desire to model himself after another male figure, someone who he feels 

that he can trust. 

Matías and his father have an interesting relationship; while Matías looks for a 

father figure in him, all he finds is someone who wants to appear as one of his buddies. 

Mr. Vicuña‘s attitude toward life does not provide Matías with a clear concept of what 
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family means, and only pushes him further away from him than he was before. While 

Matías‘ father is proud to have a son, he only sees this as a way to create a younger 

version of himself, or perhaps to live vicariously through his son.  Matías‘ father tells him 

how happy he was on the day he was born to find out that he was a boy, and adds, ―Te 

llevé donde todos los huevones de mis amigos a mostrarte […] Te convertiste en la 

mascota del grupo, estaba más orgulloso. Incluso antes de conocer a tu mamá, siempre 

quise tener un hijo hombre, un huevón que fuera como yo‖ (Fuguet Mala onda 59). 

Matías was his father‘s showpiece and was adopted by Mr. Vicuña‘s friends as their the 

mascot of their social group; having only lived with girls—his wife and daughters—

before Matías was born, his father felt as if he had no one with whom he could identify. 

Not only did he feel that he was more macho now that he had engendered a son, but now 

had someone who he would be able mold into a man, a copy of himself.  

In not respecting what the child wants in life, the parents may try to push their 

desires onto him so that he is exactly how they want him to be, which prevents him from 

experiencing life totally for himself and forming his own individual identity. Freud 

responds to this with the simple advice of establishing communication so that both the 

parents and the child understand each others‘ concerns
42

. Matías even admits that his 

father does not know how to respond to his problems, which leaves a gaping hole of lack 

of communication between them: ―Esto es típico en él. Cuando está inseguro o anda raro, 

o el tema que surge no es necesariamente el que él desea tocar, busca llenar el silencio 

con frases que no sirven de nada pero mantienen las mandíbulas activas‖ (Fuguet Mala 

                                                
42 Herrera Abad 143-44.  
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onda 275). Psychoanalyst Luis Herrera believes to that the key in individual formation is 

the presence of someone else, un otro, ―no únicamente como modelo, sino 

principalmente como rival, que a través de la confrontación generacional permita ser 

superado, y en ese proceso el joven pueda llegar a ser él mismo‖ (148). In Matías‘ case, 

his father tries to be his role model, but Matías sees him as the rival, the person who is 

trying to shape him into someone he does not want to be. At the same time, with Matías 

perceiving his father as the rival, he tries to surpass his level of maturity by leaving his 

parents‘ house and thinking of himself as a real man who can survive on his own. In the 

process, nevertheless, he realizes the type of person he does not want to be.  

  Matías‘ is now in his prime of adolescence, and it is obvious that his father 

wants to teach him how to be a man; one of the only way he can do so, however, is 

through showcasing his body, about which he has no shame in doing, whether it be 

walking naked through his own house, even in front of his daughters, or making himself 

appear sexually attractive in public.  His father achieves personal satisfaction from 

knowing that he is getting attention, but as he reveals his sense of machismo through his 

physical appearance, he insists that because his son refuses to be naked in front of him, he 

is hiding something, perhaps his masculinity. Matías explains the typical treatment of his 

father with regards to his masculinity and to his sexuality, as he narrates:  

Comienzo a afeitarme lo poco y nada que tengo. En eso entra mi padre al baño. 

 Olvidé  colocar el pestillo. Huevón. Echa a andar el jacuzzi: deja su trago sobre la 

 tapa del escusado. Sin darme tiempo a reaccionar, me tira un golpe, intenta 

 arrancarme la toalla de la cintura. Casi quedo en pelotas, apenas logro taparme. –

 ¿Qué escondes tanto, huevón? Cualquiera diría que tienes mucho que mostrar. 

 (Fuguet Mala onda 53-54)   
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Upon hearing his father make this comment, Matías interprets his persistence in his need 

to see him naked to be that of a need to compare himself to his younger, less mature son 

so that he feels like the bigger, better, more mature and experienced of the two: 

 De un tiempo a esta parte mi padre quiere verme en pelotas, estoy seguro. Lo he 

 cachado en varias oportunidades. El otro día, incluso, me invitó al Sauna Mund. 

 Le dije que no, por supuesto. Él jura que esto del empelotamiento es la máxima 

 complicidad como el mínimo grado de confianza al que puede aspirar un padre 

 con su hijo. Quizás tenga razón, aunque a mí me parece sospechoso. En realidad, 

 no tiene nada de malo. Cantidad de huevones frente a los cuales uno se ha 

 duchado en un camarín u otros sitios y cero cuestionamiento, cero urgimiento. 

 Pero con mi viejo es distinto. (Fuguet Mala onda 54) 

 

Herrera Abad firmly believes that the sometimes parents view their adolescent children as 

sexual objects in the sense that their physical appearance may provoke uneasiness as the 

parents understand that they are at the age of sexual experimentation; nevertheless, the 

other side of this belief is that there are parents who may envy their children who are at 

this stage in life because the children, unconsciously, are forcing the parents to accept 

their age
43

. Matías mentions more than once how his father wants to appear younger than 

he actually is,
44

 and goes on to explain that by not letting his father see him naked, he is 

depriving him of pleasure, a pleasure that might come with studying and penetrating his 

very being, although only with his eyes. Matías tells the reader how his Mr. Vicuña‘s 

attitude toward his son‘s sexuality upsets him:  

 No sé, es algo que me urge y me da lata. No soporto la idea. Es como si le 

 entregara mi último secreto, como si lo acogiera de verdad. Hay cosas que uno 

                                                
43 Ibid., 151.  
44 ―Se casó super pendejo y se ve aun más joven de lo que realmente es‖ (Fuguet Mala onda53); ―A pesar 
de que nada con mi casaca azul marino FU‘s y unos pantalones de cotelé azul petróleo, parece menos 

adolescente que lo acostumbrado. Casi representa los cuarenta y tres que tiene ya. Pero eso lo noto sólo yo, 

claro; la mayoría de quienes nos ven, si es que nos ven, deben pensar que es un tipo nomás, no mi padre‖ 

(Fuguet Mala onda 274); After Matías‘ father treats him to a haircut, he tells him, ―Vámonos de acá: está 

lleno de viejos y nosotros somos aún jóvenes, ¿no?‖ (Fuguet Mala onda 341).  
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 tiene todo el derecho de guardarse, de no compartir con nadie. Mi viejo sueña con 

 que yo me convirtiera en una vitrina donde él pueda reflejarse. Y si algo tengo 

 claro es que ese placer no se lo voy a dar. (54)   

 

These acts of invasion, although only through visual contemplation, have a double 

meaning that could very well symbolically allude to the penetrating act of the phallus. In 

this particular case, the father‘s invasion of the son‘s privacy could be interpreted as the 

need for the father to see other men naked to size them up so that he can feel manlier. At 

the same time Matías refuses to be invaded, revealing not a weaker, less macho, character 

but a manlier one, on the contrary to what his father may believe.          

Just as he has no shame about his body, Matías father seems to have no doubts 

about his sexuality, although it may appear that he is overcompensating for his 

heterosexuality. He acts like a concupiscent adolescent whose main mission is to sleep 

with as many women as possible. Even when Matías is in the car with him, he pulls up 

beside two girls at a red light and flirts with them. He even goes so far as to inform 

Matías about with which one of them he would prefer to make love, not even considering 

the implications this might have on his marriage or on his son‘s feelings. Instead, his 

father jokingly tries to make a bet with his son, saying, ―A ver, cabrito, ¿qué te parecen? 

Tú con la del lado y yo con la zorra que maneja. El que se la tira primera, gana‖ (Fuguet 

Mala onda 56). After the girls raise Mr. Vicuña‘s spirits by commenting that the father-

son pair look like brothers, he tells his son, ―Uno de estos días tu padre te va a conseguir 

una cacha que jamás olvidarás‖ (Fuguet Mala onda 57). Additionally, he continues to tell 

him about the orgies in which he partakes, and even proceeds to show him the pictures 
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he‘s taken at them, which Matías feels is too over the top for his liking
45

. Perhaps it is his 

insecurity about aging that forces Mr. Vicuña to feel the need to prove to his son that he 

still has what it takes to attract women. He even shrugs off the fact that he had an affair to 

it simply being something that generally happens to all men; he informs Matías: ―Te lo 

digo porque eres hombre y estas cosas les suceden a los hombres‖ (Fuguet Mala onda 

278). He even admits that those relationships are not of any importance, and do not 

emotionally mean anything, affirming that because they are men, this kind of action is 

permissible.  

This is not the first time that Matías‘ father tries to teach him about sex, but he 

does so in such a way that makes Matías long to share these discussions with someone 

else, someone who would act less like a teenager and more like a father figure. Matías 

admits that his father has always tried to teach him about sex by indirectly giving him 

inappropriate things from which to learn such as pornographic magazines, condoms and 

money for prostitutes; not only does this behavior embarrass him but it makes him 

ashamed of his own father. He even explains the immature way that his father acted when 

he refused to go with him to a massage parlor, ―Jamás me lo perdonó, de eso estoy 

seguro. Partió sólo. Quizás debí ir [...] Debe pensar que soy virgen o maricón. Siempre 

trata de parecer liberal y huevear. Ni idea de por qué lo hace. Ningún otro padre que 

conozco es así‖ (Fuguet Mala onda 55). These uncomfortable situations in which Mr. 

Vicuña exposes his son make Matías wonder which if it is better to have a liberal but 

                                                
45  ―[Mi papá] [m]e tiene de confidente. Puede que sea su mayor virtud, esa cosa adolescente, como del 

Nacho, eso de contarlo todo en detalle. Si no me lo contara, ni siquiera se metería con ellas, creo: perdería 

la gracia. El orgasmo, estoy más que seguro, lo alcanza hablando, como partiéndolo con alguien‖ (Fuguet 

Mala onda 58).  
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irresponsible father who will not let him explore on his own to find his true identity or a 

conservative and responsible father who believes in letting his child experience life for 

himself.   

 The refusal of Matías to provide his father the pleasure of observing his 

masculinity and sizing him up is somewhat similar to the denial or refusal of his father to 

provide him with something he needed as a small child: love and attention. Mr. Vicuña 

refusal to get to know his son for who he is, instead of for who he wants him to be, may 

have been the result of the loss of the object-cathexis, as mentioned in Chapter One. This 

―loss‖ of the object-cathexis would have occurred shortly after the oedipal stage had 

ended, which as a result, would have caused Matías to identify more with his mother, the 

person who could not fully provide him gratification he desired, while at the same time 

intensifying his masculinity, although not identifying completely with his father. Matías‘ 

father emphasizes gender stereotyping through his actions, trying to make his son believe 

that the stronger a man is, the more masculine he is, or the more one acts as a player, the 

more macho he is. The insecurity and need for attention and desire that Mr. Vicuña 

experiences is unacceptable behavior for the man who is supposed to be the role model 

for his children.  

María Theresa Vilches de Moons uses the analogy of the family as a ―second 

uterus‖ to describe the importance of the parents in the lives of their children. While still 

in the womb, it is the uterus which protects the child and provides him the proper 

nourishment in order to develop and survive. As such, the familiar uterus has two sets of 

functions: funciones nutritivas and funciones normativas.  The former occurs when 
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gratification is given for necessary desires such as those that concern food, shelter and 

other desires of the child so that he can develop physically in a healthy manner. The latter 

are behaviors based on education, implemented so that the child will easily be 

incorporated into society. Vilches de Moons writes that ―[las normativas] implican una 

proyección hacia afuera, hacia el mundo social. Por eso es tan importante la presencia del 

padre para que el hijo pueda tener una buena inserción en el mundo externo‖ (139). The 

family, therefore, acts as the pathway that bridges the private world to the social world, 

and the relationship that the child has to both is reflected in the education provided by the 

family. 

3. Masculinity and Gender Issues  

The impact of society on individual identity is observed in Mala onda with the 

emphasis on heterosexuality as the norm.  In a bar that he frequents, Matías runs into 

Quique Saavedra, who he describes as one of the most well-known and famous Chilean 

rugby players to ever live because of his attractive muscular body, clearly placing looks 

above talent in the eyes of society.  Like Mr. Vicuña, Quique enjoys publicly displaying 

his muscles. In the bathroom of the bar where Matías meets him, he admires himself in 

the mirror, shows off his body and vainly brags to Matías that it is ―Puro músculo, 

huevón. Puro músculo‖ (Fuguet Mala onda 72). Quique craves attention and 

compliments so as to reassure himself of his attractiveness and masculinity, all the while 

sizing himself up to someone who is not as attractive, like Matías, just like Matías‘ own 

father does. In the same way at a later point in the novel, Matías‘ classmate Lerner brags 

about how his triceps are sore; when Matías gives him a questioning look, Lerner defends 
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himself by saying, ―Te juro. Los tengo de piedra‖ (Fuguet Mala onda 180), as if to 

prematurely defend himself. Matías tells him that he does not even care to hear about it, 

which shows that he obviously feels some sadness or pain when other men show off their 

attractive bodies; perhaps comparing theirs to his reminds him of his father‘s pressure to 

act more macho, therefore making him feel less manly each and every time this happens. 

It is this machismo that is stressed by fathers to their male children throughout Latin 

America; and this machismo precisely avoids all demonstration of care or love for fear 

that the boy will grow up to be less-than-manly, according to Magíster Pbro. Jorge 

Humberto Monsalve Saldarriaga
46

. In this novel, Fuguet places a great amount of 

emphasis on the extent to which society dictates the way in which people should act and 

how they should appear. 

In his article ―Masculinity‖, social scientist Toby Miller highlights a study by 

R.W. Connell
47

, in which the latter asks an Australian athlete about his definition of 

masculinity, to which the athlete replies ―Not to be a gay‖; likewise, an English 

heavyweight boxer categorized himself as a ladies‘ man, saying, ―you don‘t have to 

worry about me‖, meaning he will not let anyone down by expressing homosexuality. 

The performance of masculinity is necessary, as Connell finds, in men who desire to 

remain successful in the public eye as athletes. As an athlete, the worst thing, Miller 

observes, is if you are categorized with derogatory feminine names because you fail to 

perform one hundred percent to masculine and macho standards. The body, therefore, is 

perceived as an object used to buy success and popularity, and to do so, one must 

                                                
46 Monsalve Saldarriaga 298.  
47 R.W. Connell (1995) Masculinities (Cambridge: Polity).  
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constantly remain narcissistic and under total ―self-surveillance‖, making it impossible to 

ever be fully satisfied with oneself
48

.  

The reader of Mala onda understands that Matías is not homosexual, nor does he 

have any inclination to experiment with homosexuality; however he does, curiously, 

allow certain things to happen every now and again that indicate his temporarily 

switching of gender roles. This occurs particularly with the character Miriam Vasheta, a 

young woman who he meets at a bar. After asking Matías if he is circumcised—to which 

he answers that he is not—she makes a strange sexual remark, stating that she was glad to 

hear such news because she was ―aburrida de minos con el cabezón en el aire‖ (Fuguet 

Mala onda 74).  Her reference to ―guys with their big heads in the air‖ clearly has a 

double meaning in this context. Firstly, it could refer to men who always think highly of 

themselves or secondly, it could refer to the penis and her dislike for those who are 

always sexually excited when they are around women. With this response, she is 

comparing Matías to the type of man who does not get easily excited when around 

women, which puts his gender identity in question, much to the same degree as his father 

questions his masculinity. In addition, it is Miriam Vasheta who offers to buy him a 

drink, which makes Matías appear to be less macho since, traditionally it is the man who 

offers to pay for the woman.  

Matías also alludes to his own weakness, to the less-than-macho behavior of 

which his father would not approve, through his discourse. The protagonist mentions that 

upon entering the bar Juancho‘s, a song by the American pop group Queen ―se abalanza 

                                                
48 Miller, Toby 122. 
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sobre mí, me penetra los oídos, casi me hace perder el equilibrio‖ (Fuguet Mala onda 65). 

The choice of words that are used to describe this experience are metaphorical for a 

homosexual experience, although he refers to this group as ―apestosos‖ (Fuguet 65). The 

―pouncing on‖ and ―penetrating‖ give a vision of a rather forceful encounter where the 

Matías would be the more feminine receiver of this act. Curiously, Freddie Mercury, the 

bisexual lead singer of the band was later diagnosed with HIV. Freddie Mercury‘s 

character can be compared to that of Matías in that the former was known for being very 

introverted off-stage, although onstage he was the hit of the show. Matías, like Mercury, 

wears a mask to appear stronger and more macho than he feels so that he can be accepted 

by his family and by society.  

During the few times when Matías does exhibit some degree of weakness, he feels 

very embarrassed. Once while watching a telenovela, he tears up, and is ashamed because 

Antonia sees him cry. He says, ―yo traté de hacerme el duro pero ella también estaba 

llorando y, no sé, fue como buena onda, como que me tocó‖ (Fuguet Mala onda 120).  

Although he was relieved when Antonia did not chastise him for crying, he knew his 

actions demonstrated some weakness in the sense that he was not acting as society deems 

fit for heterosexual men to act. For that reason, it was embarrassing for him. On a 

separate occasion, Matías has a flashback to another time when he cried, at his friend 

Óscar Sobarzo‘s funeral. When Matías tells Antonia that it is a shame that Óscar died 

without being able to make anything of himself, she responds, ―Como si tu fueras 

mucho‖
49

, which makes Matías feel worthless. This event reveals an important symbolic 

                                                
49 Fuguet, Mala onda  134. 
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comparison: the death of their relationship is symbolized by the death of their friend 

Óscar, whose funeral they attend together. As a result of the pain that Antonia made him 

feel that day by expressing her true feelings toward him, he drives to her street and begins 

to cry, admitting ― ahí me puse a llorar. Un poco, pero me puse a llorar
50

‖ as if he had to 

admit this to be able to accept his identity, still stressing nonetheless, that he only cried a 

little bit. He goes to another friend‘s house where he realizes that no one even noticed 

that Antonia did not accompany him. Thinking about her and about how little his 

relationship meant to those who he considered his friends, Matías left the room; by 

masking his emotions, he leaves and goes to the bathroom to sob, admitting that even he 

cannot stand to see a man cry in public. There are certain things, such as crying in public, 

which stereotypically make a man seen less manly but other, more feminine ways in 

which men can act, that do not make him appear to be less masculine. 

While some gender behaviors are considered unacceptable, there are others that 

are perplexingly considered acceptable in certain cases, places or situations, as Matías 

points out. One such action includes ordering ―girly‖ drinks at a bar, all the while still 

appearing manly. Matías explains how he goes to Club de la Unión—where his father 

and grandfather are members—which was full of young executives having a quick drink 

of something that was ―tan poco varonil como la vaina‖ (Fuguet Mala onda 336), or in 

other words, more clearly geared toward the female palate than that of the male. Just as 

drinking these drinks was not considered feminine in this context, Flora Montenegro, 

Matías‘ literature teacher, reveals that she acts in a socially unacceptable way, as she 

                                                
50 Ibid., 134. 
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claims that she has acquired so much knowledge about politics because she has flirted 

with many existentialists and eighty year old lesbians in Paris. Matías, however, 

perceives this type of conduct as acceptable, because it is coming from someone he 

admires. Politics is not a subject about which Fuguet extensively writes in this narrative, 

which conforms to the typically ―McOndo‖ characteristic that politics and nation take a 

backseat to the personal and individual.   

The subject of politics briefly arises with Flora, who compares politics to gender. 

She is one of the only people who Matías feels he can trust and therefore, he tends to 

approach her for advice, although perhaps not agreeing with everything she says. Just as 

society dictates gender roles, Flora also creates a metaphor to describe how politics also 

influences character: When Matías tells her that his mother voted SÍ for Pinochet‘s new 

constitution, Flora informs him that this ―no es más que ‗una señal infalible de su envidia 

fálica‘‖ (Fuguet Mala onda 264). In other words, she compares all those Chileans who 

give in to Pinochet‘s ideas outlined in the new constitution to those who ―lack a penis‖, 

those who are not strong or macho enough to stand up for their beliefs or for the good of 

their country. Furthermore, this comment refers to Freud‘s concept of penis envy which 

occurs the Electra Complex, the female equivalent of male child‘s Oedipus Complex, 

when the object-cathexis refuses to provide the child what is desires, and internalization 

begins to form, normally with the parent of the opposite sex and identification forms with 

the parent of the same sex. 

 The father-son relationship between the protagonist and his father is one of 

distrust and lack of respect; a true distancing from each other. Mr. Vicuña has planned to 
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shape Matías into an exact copy of himself but Matías refuses to give him the satisfaction 

of realizing that he is headed down the same, almost disturbing, path of life. He 

recognizes his father as being a narcissistic cheater who wants nothing more than to make 

his one and only son a macho lady‘s man like himself. Matías does not outwardly state 

his father‘s behaviors as seeming unacceptable, however he does feel uncomfortable 

when his father brags about his own immorality and when he practically engrains this 

mentality into his son‘s mind. Sex, according to the Catholic Church, is the deepest and 

strongest bond that two people can have; however, it must occur only between a husband 

and his wife, for otherwise, it is only pure lust and passion rather than love. Villegas 

Botero outlines the mistaken lust for love to be a problem in Latin America during recent 

times, as polygamous relationships are no longer associated solely with men but also with 

the women. The woman‘s role in society is broadening and she now has more 

opportunity to work outside the home and establish more relationships, sometimes 

resulting in ones that are more than just platonic. What is important here, however, is that 

those who suffer the resulting pain of separation and divorce the most are not the spouses 

but their children
51

. 

4. Religion and Family Honor  

Children are liable to learn from their parents‘ behaviors that it is okay to act in 

such a way, which Villegas Botero warns against. The family, as he claims, has a duty to 

teach their children about sex in a way that does not encourage promiscuity but rather 

adheres to the morals of the Catholic Church. The lack of responsibility that Matías‘ 

                                                
51 Villegas Botero 23. 
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father demonstrates about sex is clearly not what he should communicate to his 

adolescent son, especially during this time in his life. Villegas Botero stresses that ―la 

educación también es un factor que puede orientar o desorientar el verdadero desarrollo 

de la personalidad sexual del niño y del joven. Sobre todo en la pubertad y en la 

adolescencia éstos deben contar con un ambiente donde la afectividad brote 

espontáneamente entre los dos sexos‖ (25).  For the simple reason that Mr. Vicuña does 

not understand how to talk and communicate important issues to his son in a mature way 

acts upon Matías‘ formation of his own maturity in relationships.     

 Matías is aware of his father‘s disloyalty to his wife and his children
52

 and vows 

not to engage in such demoralizing acts in order to be like him; this demonstrates a 

regression to the Oedipus stage, as he makes an unconscious decision to refrain from 

establishing the father-son bond as Mr. Vicuña had failed to do with him. Becoming lost 

to him indicates a greater internalization of his mother. For this reason, the betrayal of his 

mother and grandparents causes him an escalated sense of grief, as he holds his mother 

and maternal grandparents accountable for the betrayal of an identity that he had already 

established, in this case, an identity associated with his mother, a religious identity. He is 

shocked that they could go as far as to hide important information from their family and 

risk severing several relationships. A parent‘s betrayal not only hurts the rest of the 

family, but also severely affects the way that the child will view commitment and trust in 

the relationship that he has with them
53

, and perhaps with others in future relationships.  

                                                
52 ―No era la primera vez que mi padre era infiel. Eso lo sabía todo el mundo‖ (Fuguet Mala onda 279). 
53 See Brann Brann, Rittenour, Myers 354.  
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 Throughout the course of the novel, Matías learns more about the apostasy of his 

maternal grandparents.  After questioning a phone call for a doctor Istvan Rothman—

who Matías later finds out was his grandfather, who changed his name to Ivan Yaeger 

years before—he realizes that his mother and maternal grandparents are Jewish and not 

Roman Catholic as he believed them to be. He confronts his mother about this issue to 

find out why she was keeping the family bloodline a secret.  She confesses to hiding the 

truth and makes him promise not to inform anyone about it for fear that it would ruin 

their family image. Angrily, Matías recognizes himself as the only Jewish Vicuña man in 

his family, a situation which, again, sets him apart from others, which may add to his 

feeling of loneliness. The only other Jewish male in the family, besides himself and his 

grandfather is his nephew Felipe, his sister‘s son, who is not a Vicuña since she is 

married. He narrates that it is a question of genetics, ―De sangre, claro, pero no de 

tradiciones, de fe o de apellidos. Es una cuestión de conveniencia. Este ‗secreto de 

Estado‘ que, por cierto, no lo sabe todo el mundo. La Pilar no lo sabe; el Guillermo 

Iriarte, mi cuñado, odia a los judíos y le daría un ataque de furia si lo supiera‖ (Fuguet 

Mala onda 173).  

 Matías‘ mother does not intend to divulge her family‘s secret for fear of how 

society and others will view them. This awkward situation in which Matías finds 

himself—between his reality and what his mother wants him to believe as his reality—

makes him even more insecure than he had previously felt. For Matías‘ maternal family, 

the fear of being belittled by others who currently perceive them as a well-to-do devout 

Catholic family, outweighs the truth and creates a dichotomy between who they are and 
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who they want to be. With the one sector of his identity that felt comfortable believing 

now being a farse, Matías is unsure of his own family, and on top of that, his own 

individual being.  Edith Benardo Calderón believes that many times when problems arise 

within a family they affect the members of that family in such a way that they feel 

isolated and excluded from society
54

. As problems with trust surface within Matías‘ 

family, he further removes himself from his social circles, from his friends and from 

school.  

 Not only does this occultation hinder the course of development of Matías‘ true 

identity and cause him much confusion now as an adolescent, but it also causes the 

emotional distance between him and his mother to widen. His sisters, brother-in-law and 

father would be devastated by this revelation but Matías finds comfort in knowing that he 

is the only other person besides his mother and his grandparents who truly knows the 

family history. He reveals that ―Soy el único al tanto de este secreto que avergüenza a 

todos, pero a mí me llena de orgullo. Y de poder, creo‖ (Fuguet Mala onda 177). 

Although the situation may upset him, he is finally finding meaning in his life, meaning 

found in knowing the truth, which to him surpasses any other element of meaning in his 

life.  

 Matías describes what he believes to be a dramatic show that his family performs 

during the baptism mass of his nephew Felipe in the Catholic Church, and wonders if 

they have really come to accept their own performance and believe themselves to 

Catholic. Now apperceiving the facts, it bothers him to see and hear his mother reciting 

                                                
54 See Benardo Calderón 22.  
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all the memorized prayers and phrases that Catholics say during mass because he knows 

the truth: ―Mi madre es judía, de pura cepa. Igual que yo. Ley de vientre. Así funciona. 

Yo soy el único Vicuña judío‖ (172-73). He even mentions how his mother sometimes 

listens to the priest‘s homily and sometimes does not, depending on how religious, or 

catholic she wants to be that day, which tells the reader that even Matías believes his 

mother puts on a mask to cover up her identity.  

 Matías cannot even trust his own grandparents who he feels also put on an act 

when they enter the Catholic Church. He describes his grandmother Regina as a person 

who mimics devout Catholics but who is more Jewish than the Wailing Wall
55

. The 

choice of words that the narrator uses to describe his grandmother is curious as ―beata‖, 

which could either mean a very devout woman or a bigot
56

, which is how Matías views 

his grandmother, who is sitting in the first row of pews with her favorite rosary. Villegas 

Botero claims that an integral part of the Catholic family is prayer and the communion in 

God that its members share in each other, claiming that the prayer has to be genuine. He 

specifically states that the prayer to the Virgin Mary is something special and that one 

cannot pray the rosary, blindly, as if it were just a routine part of the day
57

. Matías also 

views his mother Rosario in this way, now believing that maybe his grandparents gave 

her that name as to occult a lie. Apart from being ―muy beata‖, Matías also calls his 

grandmother a ―perra‖ whose rosary fetish does nothing more for him than turn his 

stomach
58

.  

                                                
55 My translation. Fuguet, Mala onda  173. 
56 For more information refer to ―Beata‖.  
57 Villegas Botero 63.  
58 Fuguet, Mala onda 174. 
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 Monsignor Óscar Vicente Ojea writes on the importance of communication and 

education through the older generations of the family, such as the grandparents. He 

recognizes that the modern Latin American family is more often than not failing to 

engage in healthy dialogue with their elders, those who possess so much wisdom and 

who are called upon by the Catholic Church to be transmitters of faith. However, he 

points out that ―el lugar de los abuelos y de los ancianos, que son fácilmente dejados de 

lado en esta cultura por estar marginados del circuito productivo, ocupen muchos 

espíritus infantiles y juveniles el lugar de los propios padres en el orden de la transmisión 

de los valores‖
59

, which might be damaging to the child. In Matías‘ situation, 

nonetheless, the grandparents‘ teaching of the Christian faith has proven to be more of a 

farce than anything. 

 Soon after noticing the less-than-devout actions of his mother and grandmother, 

Matías observes that his grandfather, Tata Ivan, goes as far as to marginalize the Jewish 

religion by telling Guillermo Iriarte— Matías‘ racist brother-in-law—that Jews cannot be 

trusted because they never completely give up their Jewish roots. In making this 

statement, he is admitting that neither he nor his family is fully trustworthy. Matías 

notices his grandfather‘s proximity to the priest during the baptism mass, an how he 

prays out loud, extensively, to make himself look good in front of the very ―jet-set‖
60

 

congregation who he hopes to impress; this quite angers Matías. Nevertheless, he has 

more tolerance for his grandfather than he does for his grandmother, and is even intrigued 

                                                
59 Ojea 272.       
60 According to the Miriam Webster‘s Online Dictionary, the phrase ―jet-set‖ refers to ―an international 

social group of wealthy individuals who frequent fashionable resorts‖.  For more information see ―Jet-set‖.   
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by him now that he knows his secret; he refers to him as a first-class actor who left his 

old life in Europe behind to strive for aristocratic, noble and pious status, which through 

mask-wearing, he has achieved in Chile.  

  Mrs. Vicuña informs Matías that her parents‘ decision to occult the family history 

was a situation of life and death, and that they had no choice but to do what they did. The 

only history Matías knows of his maternal grandparents until this point dates back to the 

early 1900s in Hungary: his grandparents married and shortly thereafter, moved to 

England, where the war broke out, leaving them to follow through with their decision to 

start a new and better life in Chile. Matías deems this the ―official version‖ but claims 

that official does not mean true, since he discovered the truth on accident. His mother‘s 

description of how her parents hid behind the Roman Catholic façade suggests that they 

had no choice but to leave Hungary due to anti-Semitism, and in doing so, they became 

religious refugees. In order to avoid any potential danger in Chie, Matías‘ grandparents 

changed their names and claimed to be Catholic.    

 Although religion is not a main theme in Mala onda, it does play a significant role 

in the establishment of Matías‘ familiar identity and adds to the confusion he experiences 

while trying to find his own. Matías‘ comes from a middle-upper class family who enjoys 

the ability to partake freely in capitalism, to travel and to attend numerous and high-end 

social gatherings. The social status of Matías‘ family and the connection that this has to 

their proclaimed religious group is not surprising, as Villegas Botero points out how the 

history of Catholicism in fifteenth century Spain is responsible for the social class of 

many Catholics in Latin America today. Upon the ousting of Jews and Muslims from 
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Spain during the Inquisition, the Spanish Crown declared the only recognized marriage 

would be that which was celebrated in the Roman Catholic Church. In the new world, 

only people with white skin could be married within the Church in early colonial times 

because they were generally the only ones who were baptized. Still today, although 

neither racial nor social class prohibit one from becoming Catholic, Catholicism equals 

prestige amongst the middle class and to a certain degree amongst the upper class
61

.  At 

the same time, however, his family is known for being devout aristocratic Catholics and 

supporters of President Augusto Pinochet and his new constitution. Therefore, if the truth 

about his maternal bloodline was revealed, it would mean destruction of the family 

identity; likewise, it would emotionally hurt the family members to know that they had 

been lied to for so long.  

 The few pages that mention the place that religion holds in Matías‘ familiar 

identity are of utmost importance. They show how Matías‘ family clearly follows the 

conservative norm of Chile during the Pinochet dictatorship by continuing to practice 

Roman Catholicism despite their Jewish ancestry, and how they continue to display their 

devotion to the dominant religious sect. One cannot speak of the culture of Latin 

America, although as pluralist as it may now be, without mentioning Roman 

Catholicism
62

, and likewise, one should not consider Roman Catholicism without taking 

into account its values upon the family, which is one of the principal structures upon 

which that culture is built. Over five hundred years have passed since the conquistadors 

first arrived in the Americas with the support of the Spanish Catholic monarchs, and 

                                                
61 Villegas Botero 35-36. 
62 Ibid., 15. 
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since then the continent has remained predominantly Catholic. Villegas Botero shows his 

concern, stating, ―pero nuestras familias están muy distantes de serlo‖ (12). He believes 

that the cause for this is the increase in consumerism, hedonism, and the media which has 

become ever-so-prevalent, especially during the second half of the twentieth century. He 

blames this on the media‘s sensual portrayal of people and how it has gone from only 

being available in movie theatres to invading the individual household in the form of 

television and magazines, closer now than ever, to the family
63

. 

 Villegas  Botero outlines the importance of Catholicism in the structuring of the 

Latin American family, as the family is three parts in one, the mother, the father and the 

child(ren), modeled after the Holy Trinity which is composed of the Father, the Son and 

the Holy Spirit. ―Hoy, a las puertas del tercer milenio‖, he writes, podemos afirmar con 

orgullo y esperanza que la familia católica ilumina e impulsa el desarrollo de la familia 

latinoamericana poliétnica, policultural y ecuméncicamente pluralista‖ (5). The family, 

therefore, is not only considered as a domestic unit but also as an integral part of the 

social unit whose roots stem from the home, where certain religious and moral values are 

taught and upheld. God, the Father is the most important part of the Holy Family, as 

according to Catholic tradition, He created the Son, the true representative of the image 

of God, the Son
64

. Monsalve Saldarriaga explains that the same occurs within the family 

rooted in the Catholic faith, in which the role of the father, primarily, is to educate and to 

maturely guide the child into adulthood
65

. For this reason, it is necessary for parents to 

                                                
63 Ibid., 53. 
64 See Villegas Botero 5.  
65 Monsalve Saldarriaga 304. 
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provide the necessary love and familiar values in order to succeed and survive as a 

healthy family unit. While the Vicuña family in theory claims their devotion to the 

Church, in practice, neither of Matías‘ parents acts according to the faith, nor do either of 

them promote moral values in line with the teachings of Catholicism.  

 Roman Catholicism has been the principal religion of Latin America since the 

sixteenth century and continues to be an important characteristic of the Hispanic culture, 

despite the growth of other religions such as protestant and evangelical denominations 

that during the last decades of the twentieth century continued to grow in number. 

According to census of 1970, ninety percent of Chileans considered themselves Roman 

Catholic while six percent considered themselves Protestant. In 1992, the census showed 

that the number of Roman Catholics dropped to nearly seventy seven percent while the 

percentage of Protestants rose to around thirteen percent. By 1990, the number of 

Catholic priests in Chile ranged from 2,300 to 2, 500 with nearly 3,000 Catholics per 

priest. According to the 1992 census, about seven percent of the Chilean population 

considered themselves atheists while around four percent, the remaining population, 

belong to the Jewish, Muslim, or Christian Orthodox religions
66

. In La familia 

latinoamericana del nuevo milenio (1994) Fabio Villegas Botero writes, ―Hoy todo el 

continente es preponderantemente católico. Al menos una gran mayoría está bautizada 

por la Iglesia. La familia católica en cambio sólo ocupa un espacio limitado y, aun éste, 

con muchas deficiencias‖ (166). Roman Catholicism, although found at every 

socioeconomic class, has maintained a privileged status throughout the centuries in Latin 

                                                
66 See ―Religion and Churches‖. 
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America, but especially in Chile to the extent that as recently as the turn of the twenty-

first century has continued to bring discrimination to those who are not Catholic
67

.  

 Vanden and Prevost consider the Jewish population of Latin America to be a 

subject of utmost importance when discussing the religious culture of the continent. They 

maintain that although there are under 500,000 Jews living in Latin America—most 

likely descendants of immigrants who came over in the 1800s and 1900s—, they have 

gone through significant marginalization for centuries. They labeling and stereotypes that 

they have withstood began in Spain and continue yet today
68

.   

 Although during the dictatorship of president Pinochet from 1970-1990, it was not 

common for people to be harmed by the government simply for being Jewish, as they had 

been during the 1970s in Argentina, some still felt uneasy because of the harsh treatment 

they endured for having leftist views
69

.   Although during Pinochet‘s regime, there were 

Jews that were kidnapped, tortured and killed, Gaddi Goren points out that it was not due 

                                                
67 ―Under the 2000 law, non-Catholic religious group leaders are permitted to have chaplains in public 

hospitals, prisons, and military units. However, a 2002 report indicated that implementation of these laws 

had been somewhat lax, so that non-Catholic religious leaders faced difficulties in access to public 

institutions. There were also reports of discrimination against non-Catholics in military employment‖ 

(―Chile-Religions‖). For more information, see  Villegas Botero 163. 
68 ―The stereotype of Jews as subversives persists in Argentina, the country with the largest Jewish 

population. The generals who carried out Argentina‘s dirty war in the 1970s attacked Jews as subversives 

and Marxists‖ (Vanden and Prevost 143). 
69 ―In order to better comprehend the relationship between Jews and the right-wing government of 

Pinochet, it is important to have a clearer understanding of Chilean Nazism and anti-Semitism ideology that 

was established before the coup of September 11, 1973 and how that related to Pinochet‘s government. In 

the southern region of Chile there had been a German community that has been known to have maintained 

its traditional German customs. Even though most people from that community do not have German 

surnames, their heritage is still important to them. These Germans helped influence the way Jews were to 

be perceived throughout Chile in later years and helped set the groundwork for future anti-Semitism that 

did from time to time occur […]  In 1932 with the rise of Nazism, a Chilean-born named Jorge González 

von Marees with German ancestry created a Chilean Nazi party known as Vanguardia Popular Socialista 
(VPS). Gonzalez von Marees was blatantly open with anti-Semitism and his disapproval of President 

Alessandri accepting of European Jewish refugees in the late 1930s […] On the 5th of September 1938 a 

historic even took place when Gonzalez von Marees along with fellow young Nazis staged a Putsch which 

lead to the storming the University of Chile and eventually an altercation between the Chilean police and 

Nazis‖ (See Goren).     
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to their religious beliefs, but rather their political beliefs
70

. Nevertheless, Matías‘ mother 

clearly states that her parents abandoned their Jewish roots for fear of losing their lives.  

 The family unit, outlined in the Vatican II Council, is called the ―Domestic 

Church‖, whose teachings are the first and by far, the most important in the lives of the 

family members; Villegas Botero claims that ―La familia es la primera educadora en la 

fe, la trasmisora del amor al otro, a los otros...‖  (58). The existence of the modern Latin 

American family of the turn of the century, claims Villegas Botero, revolves around, and 

must juggle, two major cultural components: politics and religion. This concept has 

proven in some Latin American countries to be rather difficult, as previously mentioned. 

Those of the upper and middle classes of Latin America enjoy a comfortable lifestyle, 

and generally pertain to a stable monogamous and catholic nuclear family according to 

Villegas Botero who claims that the modern Latin American society of the early 1990s—

when his book was written—has been presented with challenges, namely those of 

adhering to their religious beliefs. The quality of families as religious units at these social 

levels and their bond of unity are unraveling at an accelerating speed, because, despite the 

many opportunities the children of these families have, they are faced with easier access 

to bad influences than those of the lower social classes. He writes: 

                                                
70 ―Being Jewish in Chile did not warrant the secret police to suspect that one was involved in actions 

against the government. However, not all Jews in Chile were from the middle class, nor did the lives of all 

Jews improve once the right-wing government took over. There were Jews who were active in the 

communist movement such as Volodia Teitelbaum (distinct relative of mine) who was leader of the Chilean 

Communist Party and Senator, and Oscar Weiss who was editor of the communist government newspaper. 
Both men, along with other Jews endured kidnapping and torturing by Pinochet due to their Leftist 

ideologies. When interviewing close family friend Nurith Yelenkiviez, I asked her if being Jewish impacted 

her experience under the military regime, she responded by stating that the regime ―produced many 

negative changes in my life, but it was not because I was Jewish, but rather because I had distinct ideas‖ 

(See Goren).  
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 Si en algún grupo se siente agudamente la descomposición de la familia es en [la 

 clase media]. Y por toda clase de influjos: externos o internos; de los medios de 

 comunicación, de la literatura, o una crisis que empieza en ellos y se puede luego 

 expandir a todo rededor. El liberalismo, el desconocimiento del valor de la 

 persona, el consumismo, la ambición de enriquecimiento rápido, así sea ilícito, los 

 frecuentes viajes de negocios o de placer y muchas otras causas están 

 desintegrando por completo este tipo de familias que deberían ser el modelo de 

 las más pobres o incultas. (35) 

 

In turn, the instability of the parents with their alcoholism, participation in prostitution, 

divorce or abandonment of the family causes the children of the middle and upper classes 

to lead unstable and confused lives
71

. Since the Catholic Church traditionally has a 

negative view of divorce and does not permit it, couples who want to separate either get 

civil divorces or the parents just abandon their families, which harms the family as a 

unit
72

, as the ―Domestic Church‖. Perhaps Mrs. Vicuña‘s abandonment, about which the 

reader later finds out, was due to her inability to divorce in the Catholic Church, an 

institution in which she has invested much of her time. 

 Despite their social class, the children of modern families often time grow up 

ignorant of what love and sex are; ―Muchos de ellos se entregan al placer sexual con 

absoluta inconciencia, sin la menor responsabilidad‖ (Villegas Botero 41). The 

abundance of eroticism and sex found on television and discussed lightly amongst 

adolescents paves the way to how they perceive relationships. With the parents 

sometimes practicing unfaithfulness or lacking in love for each other, the child will not 

fully understand what love is. When this information is placed into the storyline of the 

                                                
71 Villegas Botero 35. 
72 Ibid., 37. 
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Mala onda, it becomes apparent that that reason for Matías‘ longing for a relationship 

was actually a longing for a greater sense of love and attention.  

5. Matías‘ Flight 

Family Psychologist Steven Farmer maintains that emotional abuse can include 

the ―failure to provide the emotional and psychological nurturing necessary for a child‘s 

emotional and psychological growth and development‖ (11). In a dysfunctional family 

such as the one to which Matías belongs, the child is often times punished for doing 

something that is not to the parents‘ liking, and very rarely rewarded in a positive manner 

for doing good, behavior about which Sigmund Freud wrote extensively and warned 

against. 

Assessing what the parent-child situation during Matías childhood may have been 

like for him to feel the way he does and act the way he does during adolescence, I 

examine Freud‘s theories on the behavior of the ego and superego. Freud believes that 

during childhood, the ego behaves in a certain way to demands of the id. If the child‘s 

ego renounces acting in a way which would cause him danger, the ego seeks to be 

rewarded by the love of the parents. If love is provided, the ego becomes satisfied with its 

actions and constantly seeks new ways to gain acceptance and love and desires to 

maintain that same love. Likewise, when the super-ego, or id, instinctually demands 

something to which the ego is not comfortable submitting itself, the ego expects to be 

rewarded by being loved all the more
73

. In a similar fashion, I believe that when the 

super-ego renounces an instinctual satisfaction and is not rewarded by being loved all the 

                                                
73 Waelder 140. 
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more, the superego and ego logically and consciously begin give in to temptations that 

could damage the child or put him in danger, such as skipping school, abusing drugs and 

alcohol, becoming involved with the wrong crowd, committing crimes, or even engaging 

in immoral acts. 

The relationship of the child‘s ego to the family is very strong and the ego 

becomes critical of how it must behave in order to accomplish satisfaction and 

gratification. The sense of being worthy of the parents‘ love is felt as pride, security and 

satisfaction if the child renounces something out of love for his parents. However, what 

Freud fails to mention is that if love is not given by the parents for acting in a way which 

deserves praise and love, the child‘s sense of satisfaction and security is subject to 

develop via rebellion. The latter eventually happens with Matías after perhaps years of 

knowing that nothing he could do nor say was deserving enough of his parents‘ praise, 

but rather the importance resided in outward appearance and social status, even if it 

meant masking the truth or one‘s true identity.  

Although communication between Matías and his parents very rarely occurs, 

when it does, his parents dictate his behavior, which can be viewed as a form of abuse. 

His father is constantly stressing appropriate gender performance while his mother is 

forever telling him what to say, how to dress an how to act, so as not to embarrass her or 

put her family‘s honor in jeopardy. Mrs. Vicuña‘s shallowness is exemplified when she 

becomes ashamed of him and embarrassed to take him out in public. Matías‘ father is 

also to blame for his self-centered attitude that allows the reader to understand that he 

cannot be bothered with what he believes to be trivial situations. When one night Matías 
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desperately needs a ride home from the metro station because he ran out of money, he 

calls his father, hoping that he could count on him to pick him up. Mr. Vicuña failed, 

however, to offer him a ride; instead, he resorted for the more impersonal option by 

telling him to take a taxi home and that he will pay the fare when he arrives.   

One of the best examples of Matías‘ parents‘ lack of respect for their son‘s 

opinion is during the party they have with their wealthy friends. Matías explains that 

when the ambassador, tío Ernesto, makes a comment about being able to enjoy any and 

as much food as he desires because he belong to the upper class, Matías responds with a 

comment about how there is not enough food for those of lower classes
74

. Not only is 

Matías scolded by his mother who refuses to let her son embarrasses her in front of those 

who, in her eyes, are held with much more esteem than her family, but Matías‘ father also 

demonstrates that he cannot be trusted, for he does not even so much as acknowledge his 

wife‘s behavior or stick up for the son that he so much wants to shape into a version of 

himself. His mother tells him that he has no right, even in his own house, to say what he 

did, which reveals the dictatorship that he is living twice over: as a citizen of Chile under 

Pinochet‘s government, and as a member of the Vicuña household. Whereas before, his 

mother would have been upset with him for wanting to lock himself up in his bedroom, 

she now sends him there as a punishment. 

As Matías‘ mother wishes, he leaves, but he does not go to his bedroom. This 

negation of Matías‘ formation of his own belief system does nothing more than remind 

him that he has no right, even in his own house, to verbalize his feelings. A parent who 

                                                
74 Refer to footnote number 39 for the complete dialogue between Matías and tío Sergio. 
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tries to get away from, or abandon, his or her family is fomenting a situation that is just as 

harmful for the child as excessive implementation of authoritarian involvement in the 

child‘s life, according to Lilia Leal de Castellanos. She believes that egotistical parents 

who do things only to benefit themselves hurt the child‘s morale by refusing to 

acknowledge the importance of their child‘s upbringing, wellbeing and education
75

. 

As is a common theme in most narratives of the McOndo generation, fleeing also 

occurs in Mala onda. Although certain kinds fleeing may be implemented by the 

protagonists, such that of going to a foreign country, in many cases the United States, 

fleeing from one‘s own troubles by abusing drugs or alcohol, or even fleeing from life all 

together by committing suicide, Matías realizes that the only way that he can escape his 

problems is by temporarily leaving his parents‘ house.  

Matías realizes that the solution to his problems means temporarily distancing 

himself form his family and examining his situation from outside the home. The 

symbolism of leaving his family and that life of wealth and greed behind by choosing to 

rebel against his parents‘ demands leads Matías to better understand himself. Although he 

is still and adolescent who is quite dependent on his family financially, he craves total 

independence. After leaving home, he says, ―Corrí cuadras y cuadras, hasta que empecé a 

sudar, a sudar el tequila, a botarlo todo para afuera; mientras más corría, más libertado y 

liviano y limpio me sentía‖ (Fuguet Mala onda 297). That first night away, he rode the 

micro until the driver told him his shift had ended and that he must get off; he was left in 

a desolate lower class neighborhood, far from his familiar territory. For the first time in 

                                                
75 See Leal de Castellanos, 187 
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course of the novel, the reader notes the fear that Matías withstands as he fears for his 

life, sure that he would soon be killed. Running, he finally reaches a part of the city 

where he sees other people walking about and recognizes the pubs.  

He goes to Juancho‘s bar hoping to find Alejandro Paz de Chile, one of the only 

people in whom he felt he could confide; however, he tells the reader that ―Tenía la 

certeza de que, justamente por no conocerlo tanto, podia confiar a ciegas en él‖,
76

 which 

reveals that he has more trust in those who do not know him well than in those who know 

a lot about him. He pushes those away who know more about him, like his long-time 

friends and family, only to completely open up to people who have recently come into his 

life like Alejandro Paz, Flora Montenegro and Cassia. With these people, he can cover up 

his real self by putting on a mask and becoming a different person, with the confidence of 

knowing that they will not be able to judge him for his past actions if they do not know 

much about him.  When Matías learns of Alejandro Paz‘s detainment by the police for 

speaking out against the government, he turns to drugs and alcohol to cope with his 

bottled-up feelings that he could not release by talking to him. He snorts some cocaine in 

the bathroom of the bar, drinks some vodka leaves quickly. 

 He then gets on another micro that takes him further from the city center than the 

last one. Not able to find his bearings, he pays a taxi to take him back into the center, 

where he pays for a room at the City Hotel with the money he stole from his father, 

demonstrating that although he feels free, he is still very much dependant on his parents 

for some things. The hustle and bustle of running all around town, crossing borders to 

                                                
76 Fuguet, Mala onda 299. 
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and from various neighborhoods and experiencing life outside of his comfortable and 

secure realm of high-society Santiago, Matías understands that, as much as he would like 

to be able to, he cannot incorporate himself into just any scenario, group or place as 

easily as he believed he could. Nevertheless he feels more liberated and at ease, but 

nevertheless he still relies on the security of his father‘s wallet and drugs that he stole 

form him before running away. The next day Matías wakes up and, not venturing far, eats 

breakfast in the hotel restaurant, where he realizes that even the most banal things seem 

more intriguing to him. He comments ―Después sorbo mi café; tiene el sabor de la 

libertad‖
77

, all the while filling out the blank check that he stole from his father‘s 

checkbook. His next mission was to go to the bank where he cashes that check, truly 

continuing to transform himself into the person who he could not tolerate before: the one 

that others cannot trust. 

Later that day, bored because he has nothing to do except sit in his hotel, Matías 

rereads an interview in the newspaper that had been conducted with a fictional rock star 

named Josh Remsen, and ironically, the musician is very similar to Matías in the way he 

views life and the tough times that he has gone through. This, then, can be classified as 

the second form of fleeing that Matías experiences, although to a more metaphorical 

extent. Matías is symbolically able to live and run away through Remsen, just by reading 

the interview, in which questions appear that really hit home and pertain to Matías‘ life. 

Perhaps he rereads the interview, titled Josh Remsen: Out There On His Own
78

 again 

because he feels that he has a connection with this man who he has never met, a man who 

                                                
77 Ibid., 312. 
78 To read the entire article, see Fuguet, Mala onda  318. 
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believes that a person only sits alone when he is with other people
79

, which is exactly 

how Matías has recently been feeling.  

The questions that the interviewer asks Remsen appear almost as if they could be 

personally addressed to Matías. The interview begins with a question about the loss of his 

innocence and the adherence to innocence as the only form of salvation, to which 

Remsen responds that no one can remain innocent while being angry. His anger, he 

states, is due to feeling that he that he has been betrayed even by those he thought he 

could trust, much in the same way that Matías feels betrayed by his family and long-time 

friends. The interviewer then asks about the theme of salvation that flood his lyrics; 

Remsen responds that he believes everyone should aspire to save themselves from 

whatever they are struggling, which both he and Matías are currently doing.  

Remsen advises that to cope with the pressures of life one must do what he or she 

need to do to feel better instead of doing whatever others want. During the interview, this 

famous rock star even confesses that he does not know anything about love, which 

suggests that because of this, he is lost and lonely. Diana Palaversich writes that the 

protagonists of the narratives written by the McOndo generation of authors often times 

feel ―alienated and disconnected‖ and that their only hope for escaping their troubles is 

suicide
80

. Although Matías never contemplates suicide, as Remsen points out, it is never 

too far from the thoughts of anyone who is going through extreme depression, frustration, 

anger and sadness, like himself.  Remsen closes the interview by stating his belief in 

                                                
79 My translation. See Fuguet, Mala onda  318. 
80 Palaversich 40. 
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redemption, which can only be achieved by faith, the latter of which in turn can only be 

achieved by having self-confidence.  

Remsen‘s advice later inspires Matías to think about his own life and how he can 

redeem his relationship with his family. First, he goes to a café where he runs into his 

grandfather, the only family member who has proven to be interested in aiding to 

establish Matías‘ wellbeing. The unconditional love that he shows Matías makes him feel 

accepted, and perhaps even closer to his grandfather than ever before. The care and 

concern that his grandfather provides him are turning points in Matías‘ life. By merely 

suggesting that he call his parents instead of forcing him into his car and driving him 

home, the way that he talks to him without criticizing or yelling at him, and the way that 

he makes sure Matías is fed before leaving him suggests that he understand and respects 

his grandson‘s decisions. It is Matías‘ grandfather‘s actions of unconditional love that 

lead Matías to trust him. Monsignor Dr. Carlos Simón Vázquez writes that ―… [...] los 

abuelos tienen al menos una doble importancia...: por un lado, en el aspecto afectivo, por 

la cercanía psicológica, que facilita la comunicación con los nietos; por otro, por la 

capacidad de dar mediante el testimonio de su vida una lección viva para sus nietos de 

sabiduría y conocimiento experiencial‖
81

. Although his grandfather never openly revealed 

his secret about his religion, Matías learns how to live and love through his example.  

6. Acceptance and Resolution  

Not long after his grandfather leaves him, Matías‘ father finds him in the barber 

shop of the Club de la Unión getting a haircut; the symbolism of the haircut, of ―cutting 

                                                
81 Vázquez 35-36. 
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off‖ or ridding himself of his old life is contingent upon his father entering the salon just 

as the barber is shaving his head, which is symbolic of the new father/son relationship.  

Commenting on Matías‘ new haircut, he jokingly tells him, ―Te ves bien, Pelado‖, to 

which his son responds, ―Déjate de hinchar. Y no me digas Pelado. Ni cabrito‖, as if to 

finally have the courage to tell him that he does not appreciate his belittling. Instead of 

respecting his son‘s wishes, Mr. Vicuña says, ―Como quieras, Paladito‖, which 

beforehand, would have made Matías livid. However, since he has been craving attention 

for so long, and realizes that this is his father‘s way of communicating with him, he has 

accepted the negative attention as good attention, and therefore, does not get upset. ―Todo 

esto es muy extraño. Pero, no sé, no me molesta. Hasta diría que me gusta. Me gusta 

sentirme cerca de él,‖
82

, Matías admits. He finally feels that he is reconnecting with his 

father, who had been emotionally absent from his life for years. 

After leaving Club de la Unión, Mr. Vicuña has a heart-to-heart conversation with 

Matías that initially makes the protagonist uncomfortable, but results in the bridging of a 

gap that existed for so long between these two generations. Despite Matías‘ insistence to 

part ways at this point, Mr. Vicuña continues to reveal his true feelings for his son, 

confessing that he has not been a good parent, acknowledging Matías hatred towards him, 

and admitting that he loves him unconditionally, all the while ordering him to look at him 

when he‘s talking. Matías‘ response to this demand reveals the respect that he now feels 

for his father. Mr. Vicuña acknowledges what a bad role model he has been for his 

children, in a somewhat apologetic way. Matías agrees with this statement but accepts 

                                                
82 Fuguet, Mala onda  338. 
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this apology. Reminding the reader of the interview with Josh Remsen were his father‘s 

words: ―…pero eso tiene solución, espero‖ (Fuguet Mala onda 342). This conversation 

made Matías feel like a child that had been scolded by his father, but without hesitation, 

Matías hugs him because he was finally receiving the attention he has for so long 

yearned: the interaction that a father should have with a child. 

The newfound appreciation for his father, and the attention that he gives him that 

has been overdue for years, entices Matías to bond with him in the only way he knows 

how, and this time it means giving in to what his father wants, or needs to do, no matter 

what that may be. In this case, it involves drugs, alcohol and sex, which does not surprise 

Matías. Mr. Vicuña takes his son to a bar, where he buys him alcohol and encourages him 

to snort cocaine with him. Matías, upon carrying out his father‘s desires, seems to have 

no qualms about his conduct, possibly since right now he can do his father no wrong, 

even by doing one of the worst things a kid could do. Matías comments that what his 

father asks of him ―Es el tipo de orden que no se contradice. Menos cuando viene de 

nuestro padre. Del tipo que lo engendró a uno y lo crío‖ (Fuguet Mala onda 338-39). 

Although he knows that what he is proposing to his son is wrong, Mr. Vicuña is 

demonstrating his way of fleeing from his problems, and makes the excuse that since life 

has been tough for both of them, they deserve to have fun, claiming that tomorrow is 

another day to start new and get back on track. Mr. Vicuña‘s carpe diem attitude has 

somewhat been adopted by Matías, as the reader notices in the first chapter as he enjoys 

himself with Cassia in Brazil. The difference, nonetheless, lies in the fact that Matías 

understands that Mr. Vicuña is supposed to be the mature adult who knows better and 
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who does not continue to pressure his son to partake in activities that make him 

uncomfortable.   

Matías unveils his feelings to his father by saying that he enjoys spending this 

time with him only because it gives him a chance to disrespect him and get over his fear 

of him. His father also benefits from this, as he is able to get over his fear of talking and 

getting closer to his son. Although Matías may enjoy being in his father‘s company, what 

he does not completely realize is that by bonding with him in this strange way, he is 

learning to respect him, and even admits that he felt like a child when his father was 

talking to him, a feeling for which he had been yearning for quite some time. When the 

bar closes, Matías agrees to proceed upstairs with him to the high-end escort service 

called Escort Vips, where his father arranges for prostitutes to come to their room. The 

next morning his father, seeming somewhat ashamed of his behavior, asks Matías if he 

considers to be decadent what they did, and Matías answers, ―Me parece raro. Divertido, 

supongo. No ocurre todos los días. Creo que estuvo bien. Me relajó. Creo que fue una 

buena idea‖
83

, as if not to hurt his feelings after finding a way to bond as father and son, 

or to remind him of what a failure of a father he has been.  

 During the course of this novel, the protagonist faces many instances in which his 

family proves to be disloyal and unable to provide the guidance that Villegas-Bother 

emphasizes as a necessity of the Catholic family, nor the love that Freud believes fuels 

the young Ego. In a similar way in which Matías‘ maternal grandparents have concealed 

the truth about their lives and the way in which his father has carelessly betrayed his 

                                                
83 Fuguet, Mala onda 347. 
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marriage, his mother has also been hiding much more than her family‘s religious identity, 

thus risking shaming the family honor herself. She hides the affair that she is having with 

Sandro, Mr. Vicuña‘s business associate, with whom she runs away, abandoning her 

family completely. This greatly saddens Mr. Vicuña, who never contemplated the effects 

that his immature actions might have on the rest of the family. Vanden and Prevost 

remind us that within the Latin American society, the roles of men and women still today 

continue to unequally exist, as women are required to uphold the family honor while men 

are able do as they please:  

 Male prerogative often seems unbounded. While the woman is expected to come 

 to the marriage pure and virgin and to protect the family honor by remaining 

 above reproach, it is expected that the male has considerable sexual experience 

 before marriage. Further, any extramarital affairs he might have are considered by 

 the general society to  be something that men do and typically not as sufficient to 

 jeopardize the marriage or to  besmirch the family‘s reputation or honor.  (115-16) 

 

Despite Vanden and Prevost‘s claim that Latin American wives are expected to remain 

loyal to the family while husbands are not, globalization and postmodernism have paved 

the path for greater gender equality and freedom. As a result, society has made it 

somewhat more acceptable for women to leave a marriage in which they are unhappy. 

Still, Mr. Vicuña is devastated that his wife left him, appearing as if he did not realize 

that his neglect of her, and disloyalty toward her, were to blame. 

 After Mr. Vicuña initiates an effort to make amends with his son, he once again 

falls into the role of an adolescent ―friend‖, and shortly thereafter into that of a ―son‖ who 

is looking to a father figure for advice. As Matías‘ paternal grandparents when Matías 

was a child, his father has no older blood relation to look up to, and perhaps for that 

reason he has had no one to teach him how to be a good father. He counts on his son as 
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someone who will listen to him as he expresses his sadness and concern having to do 

with his marital problems. Matías tells him that his mother probably left him because of 

the things he does, like taking drugs and by being unfaithful. Mr. Vicuña begins to cry, 

and at this point the father-son role switch becomes even more evident as Matías narrates 

―Después se pone a llorar tímidamente y se acurra como un niño a mi lado. Yo le tomo la 

mano y con la otra le acaricio el pelo. Por la ventana, la oscuridad va cambiando de color. 

El único ruido que oigo son los sollozos de mi padre‖ (Fuguet Mala onda 348). The type 

of trauma caused by his mother‘s abandonment, Villegas Botero maintains can, at times, 

cause more pain for the family than a family member‘s death, but more importantly, he 

adds, one should not overlook what family he that still remains.  

 It is not until the end of the novel—with Mr. Vicuña finding his son and confiding 

in him—when Matías accepts him for who he is and forgives him. In this process, Matías 

finds that he has grown as a person, as well as finds meaning in forming part of his 

family and in being a trust-worthy and faithful son. When he finds out about his mother‘s 

abandonment after he had left, he expresses a need for a change in his life, a change that 

he found on his own through his short flight. He says that,  ―...sentí que me necesitaban—

que me necesita, mi padre—, y eso siempre es bueno, lo hace a uno olvidar, hasta 

empieza a perdonar. Pero no es sólo mi padre, soy yo‖ (Fuguet Mala onda 350).  

 It is only now that Matías can progressively move forward with his life, by 

forgiving his father, accepting him, and hoping that his father has enough trust in him to 

do the same.  He does so in accordance with the three stages of forgiveness outlined by 

María Brann, Chistine Rittenour and Scott Myers in their article ―Adult Children‘s 
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Forgiveness of Parents‘ Betrayals‖ (2010). The first stage is called the impact stage, 

when the forgiver ―experience[s] chaotic and uncomfortable emotions and behavior […] 

and fluctuates among denial, numbness, and intense affect‖. This stage occurs in the 

novel when Mr. Vicuña finds Matías at a hotel and approaches him during his ―escape‖, 

which greatly angers Matías for not being able to achieve sufficient time alone. It is 

during this time that he alternates between ignoring this father and criticizing him for his 

behavior. The second stage, the definition stage, occurs when the forgiver questions the 

act that he is trying to forgive. The act that Matías contemplates and tries to forgivee is 

his father‘s lack of interest in his life and feelings. Mr. Vicuña apologizes for his past 

behavior, admitting ―Soy un pésimo ejemplo‖, to which Matías replies, ―Sí…pésimo‖, 

and although feeling an urge to ignore him and leave, Matías hears his sincerity and 

decides to stay and listen. The third and final stage is called the moving on stage, during 

which the forgiver ―come[s] to a complete realization of the betrayal and the relationship. 

Cognitively, the forgiver engages in reframing and realistically, rather than idealistically, 

acknowledges that the forgive is not evil but may have certain vulnerabilities or makes 

poor decisions…‖
84

 During this pardoning process, Matías establishes a bond with his 

father formed out of the same fear and abandonment he has experienced in life, and thus 

finally comes to a self-realization of the meaning of his own life.  

  The story of how Matías and his father make amends is similar to the teachings 

concerning the role of the family within the Catholic Church. Villegas Botero reminds us 

of the well-known bible verses John 3:16 and 3:17 that state that because the world 

                                                
84 Brann, Rittenour and Myers 354. 
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abandoned God and was unfaithful to him, He ―gave his only begotten Son‖ and that 

―God sent his Son to condemn the world‖, however ―through Him, the world might be 

saved‖ (Holy Bible 659-60)
85

.  These verses curiously relate to the presentation of 

infidelity and familiar abandonment encountered within the unraveling Vicuña family. 

Mr. Vicuña had been both betrayed and had been betrayed by his wife, a life which he so 

greatly misjudged. When Matías ran away, Mr. Vicuña temporarily let him go into the 

cruel world in order to experience life on his own, as God did when he sent his Son. Just 

as the Son did not condemn the world, but rather saved it, Matías, on an intimate, familiar 

scale, chose not to condemn his father for the past, but to save the little hope of a familiar 

bond that remained: the relationship between them. 

 The true representation of God the Father in the Son is observed in the 

representation of Matías‘ father in himself, which Mr. Vicuña had strived to achieve all 

along. The true representation reveals however, not a lying, cheating womanizer but a 

vulnerable, confused, loving and forgiving individual who is trying to find his path in 

life. The teachings of the family pave the way for accepting others, perhaps even 

beginning in the earliest stages of childhood as Freud might argue. Nevertheless, the 

acceptance and support of the family in the formation of his identity, one of the ever-so-

important duties of the Catholic family that Villegas Botero highlights, is what Mala 

onda‘s protagonist strives to find by running away. Rodrigo Guerra López believes that it 

is only in the family where one can be forgiven and where one can learn how to forgive
86

, 

as the teachings of the family pave the way for accepting others for who they are. In an 

                                                
85 Villegas Botero 154. 
86 Guerra López 70. 
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attempt to manifest the reality of Latin America, Alberto Fuguet reveals the loss of 

cultural value occurring on the continent at the turn of the century and calls attention to 

the actions that were necessary for the protagonist to take in order to gain insight into 

himself: the understanding, acceptance and forgiveness of his family.  
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CHAPTER THREE: WHAT DID I DO TO DESERVE THIS LIFE? ABANDONMENT 

AND FLEEING IN SERGIO GÓMEZ‘S VIDAS EJEMPLARES 

 The mental image that a reader may get from the title of Sergio Gómez‘s novel 

Vidas ejemplares (1994), most likely an image of a story about characters with 

noteworthy and honorable lives, sharply contrasts to what is really recounted within its 

pages. Ironically, the title even expresses a contrast to the mission of the McOndo 

generation narrative, that latter of which includes delving deep into the lonely, individual, 

troublesome and dysfunctional lives of the protagonists.  What these narratives 

commonly describe is often times far from exemplary, and perhaps this is Gómez‘s way 

of sarcastically highlighting how the lives of the protagonists are everything but what one 

would consider good examples of the young Chilean generation in the early 1980s and 

early 1990s. Nevertheless, Gómez seeks to unveil the reality that two protagonists from 

the fictional city of Parque Deportivo face. This reality gives the opportunity to cross 

spaces and to enjoy the benefits of a somewhat globalized economy, but at the same time 

prohibits personal progress, lacks role-modeling, and assumes decadence and destruction, 

all of which curiously tie to the negative familiar situations into which they are thrown.    

 This novel has two protagonists whose lives are completely distinct from each 

other but whose stories are equally important in understanding the compelling urges to 

flee from personal troubles that the McOndo protagonists face.  Karen Bascuñán and 

Pedro Pablo Salgado become friends in high school but lose touch over the years, leaving 

their paths to cross only later in life. The comparisons that exist within their lives are the 

building blocks of their relationship with each other and their destiny. Karen grew up as 
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only child and always seemed to have poor relationship with her parents, but it was not 

until her college years when her parents separated. Nevertheless, the less-than-optimal 

relationship between her parents had been paving the way toward a broken family for 

much time. Pedro Pablo, also only child, was suddenly cast into a broken family situation 

as an adolescent when his mother‘s dissatisfaction with her family life caused a marital 

split. The soon thereafter death of his father and the relocation of his mother to Santiago 

left him Pedro Pablo alone in Parque Deportivo to fend for himself. With the loss of 

family that Pedro Pablo and Karen‘s experienced, there also developed a lack of 

necessary love and attention; this lack did not merely come about in their adolescent or 

college years but rather during their childhood. The relationship that the (already 

partially-absent) parents had with their children caused the children to suffer low self-

esteem while greatly questioning their own existence and relationships with others.     

 In this chapter I will demonstrate how Judith Butler‘s theory concerning culture‘s 

role in acting upon the already-established gender is relevant to Karen‘s understanding of 

her own sexuality and her comportment in heterosexual relationships, and also how it 

influences the way that Pedro Pablo acts in certain situations where he feels obligated to 

reveal a macho identity. I will also discuss gender struggle and the development of 

gender as a result of identification with, and internalization of, the mother or father 

during infancy. Additionally I will examine Sigmund Freud‘s theories on early childhood 

gender development to make a correlation between what may have occurred in the 

protagonists‘ formative years and their current state of failed relationships and adult 

adolescence.   
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1. Familiar Dysfunction  

 When the novel takes place, in the late 1980s or early 1990s, Karen is already in 

her late twenties and lives with a roommate, but like the other, younger protagonists of 

the narratives researched here, Karen has had her share of problems with her 

dysfunctional family. Before going to the United States, she had lived with both of her 

parents in an already seemingly broken home. As a narrator, she brings the unfortunate 

state of her family to the readers‘ attention on the very first page of the novel when she 

recounts her living arrangements after returning from the United States: 

 Yo antes [de vivir con Rita] vivía con papá. Mamá se había ido de la casa el 

 mismo año que yo había regresado de Estados Unidos [...] En casa pasaba la 

 basura todos los días de la semana; no sé si me comprenden. Dejé mi casa y me 

 olvidé de papá. (Gómez 9)  

 

Karen fails to reveal much about her relationship with her parents while growing up, 

except that middle school was a time of her life when she got along with them. She does, 

however, reveal her frustration that her parents also expected more out of her than she did 

of herself.  

 Karen‘s parents hold high expectations for her to achieve a life that they have 

never had. However, the way that her parents raised her contrasts with the results they 

wanted; their relationship was like a deal they attempted to make with her more than 

anything. Upon graduating, her father expressed his desire for her to attend college, 

which Karen did not care to do; she even admits that she did not want to do anything. 

Deciding to go to the United States for a two-month vacation to get away from the 

pressures of her family, she craves independence. With her insistence, however, her 

father prohibits total independence by giving in to her wishes and giving her as much 
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money as she needs to go, with the intention of having her return at the end of the two 

months to start college. When the two months have passed, she decides to stay longer, 

and her parents respond by telling her that if she did not return to Chile, her life would 

amount to nothing.  

 Leaving Chile was Karen‘s attempt to leave her familiar and social problems 

behind, however even with her new roommate by her side in Boston, she cannot seem to 

fill the void of loneliness that has been haunting her for years. Karen admits the only 

thing that is important to her is that she has left home. She describes her current situation 

as a stepping stone that will buy her some time to really think about her life. She uses the 

Bostonian island upon which she lives, in the middle of the Charles River Basin and the 

Fort Point Channel, as an analogy to describe how she feels isolated from that with which 

she is familiar. She realizes that it does not matter how far away from her problems she 

travels, they have been embedded into her being and will follow her wherever she goes; 

they are problems formed by her family and her past relationships that cause her constant 

depression. With that revelation in mind, she stays in the United States for two years, 

breaking the unsaid deal she had with her parents, and for that reason, blames herself for 

the destruction of her family
87

.  

 While Karen claims that it was her trip to the United States that unraveled her 

family, upon her arrival home, she does not seem saddened or troubled by having 

potentially caused a conflict, which suggests that her story is somewhat unreliable. In 

Karen‘s version, she makes herself the center of attention, the person who caused such a 

                                                
87 ―Viajé a Estados Unidos el año 80, justo después de salir del colegio. El viaje provocó el quiebre en mi 

casa. Supongo que la separación de ellos dos tuvo algo que ver con mi viaje‖ (Gómez 61). 
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life-changing event in her family, perhaps only so that she could feel important. 

Curiously, Pedro Pablo portrays Karen‘s long stay in the United States not as the event 

that destroyed her family but as a way for Karen to have a break from her father for a 

while
88

. Years later when Karen returned to Chile, she found that her mother had 

abandoned her family, without so much as even notifying Karen. 

 Instead of viewing Karen‘s stay in the United States as a direct cause for her 

parents‘ separation, it can be perceived as a stepping stone that gave her mother the 

strength to leave a household in which she was strongly dominated by her husband. 

When Karen finds out about her mother‘s abandonment, she has no interest in discussing 

it with her father; she instead perceives it at it as a symbolic and courageous act for her 

mother, perhaps something that her mother needed to do to be happy in life. Karen also 

sees this as an opportunity to believe that her mother‘s desire to flee may have been 

sparked by her own flight to the United States. What Karen fails to understand is that in a 

healthy family, even a long-term stay in a place far away should not merit a parental split; 

the problem stared well before Karen decided to even go and originated with her parents‘ 

own style of parenting and with the relationship between them. 

 Marriage and family therapist Dan Neuharth describes childlike parenting as a 

form of parenting in which the adults try to assume control over their children by making 

them feel guilty, which appears to be the reason for which Karen believes she is at fault 

for the destruction that occurred in her family. According to Neuharth, some of the key 

characteristics of childlike parents are that they tend to ―seem incapable of being adults or 

                                                
88 Ibid., 176.  
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parents‖, often times reversing roles so that the children take care of them instead of the 

opposite.  In addition, Neuharth also claims that due to the fact that most childlike parents 

are needy and scared, they are not controlling, and therefore, they leave the parenting to 

the ―strong-willed spouse‖
89

, someone who may have a using or abusing personality, the 

latter of whom the reader can suspect to be Karen‘s father. The childlike parent, Neuharth 

writes, hardly ever stands up to the abusive parent; some childlike parents make excuses 

for the abuser while others may just leave spiritually or physically, abandoning their 

children
90

. 

 Even Pedro Pablo understood that there was tension within Karen‘s family 

between the her and her father, and as the reader finds out that Karen‘s mother moves 

out, there is question as to how strong the bond really was between her parents. 

Immediately upon arrival to Chile, Karen moves back in with her father; soon thereafter 

she leaves due to what Karen perceives as constant nagging by her father to do something 

with her life and to grow up. She leaves him on a rather bad note, saying that she not only 

left him but forgot about him, much in the same way that her mother left the family a 

short while before.   

 Although after moving out of her father‘s house, Karen lost contact with him; 

however she fell back into contact with her mother, who periodically writes her letters 

only seemingly to obtain Karen‘s approval and attention, much like a child might do to 

his or her parents. The letters that Karen receives prove that, despite her lack of ambition 

in life and her sense of adolescence stemming into adulthood, she is much more mature 

                                                
89 Neuharth 66-67. 
90 Ibid., 69. 
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than her mother, whose irresponsibility leads her to drug use and strong emotions of 

sadness, self-worthlessness and fear. Karen‘s mother reveals a life in her letters about 

which Karen might benefit more not knowing, but the information she conveys reveals 

her deep trust in, and need of, her daughter. Through the letters, Karen‘s mother boasts of 

the high-class life she is experiencing in the Caribbean and in the United Sates, but on the 

same note, they also reveal her insecurity about life and about herself.  At this moment, 

the reader realizes that Karen‘s problems with insecurity stem from the fact that amidst 

her search own for her identity, she constantly encounters problems that prohibit her from 

accomplishing the goal of finding herself. She is stuck between being an independent 

young adult and a role model for her own adolescent-acting mother.   

 Although the narrator never states with certainty the extent of healthy or harmful 

parenting which existed in Karen‘s childhood, Steven Farmer makes a claim concerning 

role-reversal within the family which consequently sparks the question as to if Karen has 

had a similar experience. Farmer states that for some parents, the thought of parenting is 

unnerving and produces uncertainties and questions responsibility; this later leads to 

unrealistic expectations placed onto their children. The children in these circumstances 

grow up rather quickly, learning to suppress their childlike qualities because their parents 

expect them to act like little adults ―and take care of their needs‖ (28). Karen may have 

been accustomed to this lifestyle since she was a child and has adapted her own role 

within the family as the caretaker.  For that reason, Karen‘s personality in her adulthood 

is expressive of one who has been raised by childlike parents: a tendency to put others 

first in her life instead of herself, as she does with Pedro Pablo, her mother and her father, 
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and also inability to express her true feelings of anger to those who have emotionally hurt 

her
91

: those same three people. 

 Karen‘s mother, despite the fact she is still legally married, accepts a stranger‘s 

invitation to spend a summer in Miami in her multi-million dollar home with her new 

boyfriend, a place she considers an escape from her problems. Karen‘s mother writes that 

this stranger, a woman named Nancy, ―Le encantó la idea de adoptar a una pareja 

excéntrica: un alemán y una chilena‖ (Gómez 88). The interesting usage of the verb 

adoptar, instead of invitar or pasar tiempo con acts to define Karen‘s mother as a child-

like, irresponsible and dependant person, a type of person who needs guidance and help.  

However, living the high life with Nancy leads Karen‘s mother to sink into a state of 

depression and guilt as her eccentric and social life of partying quickly into a life of drug 

dependency. 

 In the letters that Karen‘s mother sends to her, she brags about her recent 

happening with drugs in a way which confirms her adolescent mentality, recounting her 

life as if she were in high school writing to a girlfriend about her exciting new rebellious 

experience.  At the same time, however, she begs Karen to keep it a secret, ―Por favor, no 

le digas a tu padre lo del chicano‖ (Gómez 91), referring to the chicano man who supplies 

her with cocaine. At this point, Karen‘s mother had been physically absent from the 

family for ten years, yet she cannot escape the familiar situation from which she attempts 

to run away; she is still needy of approval and acceptance from her family, even from her 

                                                
91 Neuharth describes the potential consequences of childlike parenting for the actual children as the 

following: ―Few opportunities to be a carefree child, a tendency to put others first and difficulty in 

expressing anger or resentment‖ 66. 
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estranged husband, and practically begs her daughter for her care and support.  Her 

mother ends one of the letters saying, ―Sé que soy un terrible ejemplo, pero no creo que 

lo vuelva a hacer‖ (Gómez 91). The delayed sense of guilt that she feels after coming 

down off her high is enough for her to voice her concerns about the type of mother she 

has been, but the thought of her family is not enough to keep her from continuing to 

abuse drugs, as the later letters to Karen indicate.    

  The following month, Karen‘s mother writes with an underlying tone of 

unhappiness and depression as she now admits her addiction to cocaine. Her depression 

leads to her feeling of loneliness, and perhaps regret, as she writes:  

 En la semana tengo depresiones fuertes. Te echo de menos a ti, incluso a tu padre. 

 Llevo diez años fuera de Chile. He recorrido el mundo buscando empezar una 

 vida distinta y  sólo consigo esa pequeña euforia de los sábados, que puedo 

 prolongar máximo hasta el domingo. Después el bajón. En diez años he aprendido 

 poco. Por favor no me juzgues mal. Voy a tratar de cambiar. (Gómez 92) 

 

Karen‘s mother admits that she has not been an acceptable role model for her daughter, 

but also demonstrates that she still does not know how to commit to a relationship. She 

replaces the natural happiness she felt with Jurgen with the temporary happiness of 

cocaine, and beforehand replaced her husband and her daughter with a life of wealth and 

distorted reality with Jurgen. The relationship that Karen‘s mother is now seeking to 

repair with her daughter is far from being one of love, but rather proves to be one of guilt 

for having lost a part of herself, her family, that is now too late to recover.  In the entire 

novel, Karen never mentions any kind of disappointment or resentment toward her 

mother, which is often times characteristic of children of childlike parents; rather she 

seems to accept her mother for who she is.  
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 Nancy, taking on the role of responsible guardian, looks after Karen‘s mother as if 

she were a caretaker, a role that Mrs. Bascuñán is unable to do even for her own 

daughter; however, the ―adoption‖ that Nancy had taken on with her  comes to an end 

when she sent her off to rehabilitation in New York. Now lonely in a city that she 

despises, Karen‘s mother has no one to whom she can vent her worries, doubts and 

frustrations except to her daughter, which she does in another letter, this time showing 

characteristics of what Neuharth would call a ―using parent‖, a parent who is ―terrified of 

losing or feeling down, emotionally immature, and insensitive to others‘ needs and 

feelings‖ and who put others down, especially children, in order to make themselves feel 

better
92

.   

 In this letter Karen‘s mother solidifies her lack of ambition in life and her 

disrespect towards everyone in her family, even those from whom she has begged for 

help. Firstly, she tells Karen that she went shopping and bought a jacket with the letter 

―K‖ embroidered on it, but that the ―K‖ did not mean anything to her, and that she only 

bought it because the store only had those jackets with that letter remaining. Clearly, the 

letter ―K‖ did not spark any recollection at all that it was the first letter of her daughter‘s 

name. She clearly writes this to Karen, with little compassion and without thinking that 

her explanation might come across as forgetting that her daughter even exists, and 

likewise hurt her feelings. Secondly, Karen‘s mother states how she has finally spent the 

last of the money she received from her Uncle Henry‘s inheritance, describing the man 

who left her funds that most likely lasted her these past ten years, as ―el mejor ejemplo de 

                                                
92 Neuharth 50-51. 
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un bueno-para-nada en la familia‖
93

, not realizing that she, herself, is also good-for-

nothing.  Lastly, she curiously forgets to sign off this letter to her daughter with the 

habitual, caring words she uses: ―Un beso‖.  

 The fact that Karen abruptly moved out of her father‘s house and refrained from 

speaking to him for many years suggests that she never had a strong connection with him 

before moving to the United States. However, years later she finds that the depression 

and loneliness he has been experiencing is very similar to her mother‘s and to her own. 

Karen divulges information about her father‘s family that is curiously similar in nature to 

what she is experiencing with him and her mother: that everyone feels that they are better 

off alone. Karen had always considered her paternal grandfather to be strange, but her 

father insisted that she understand that he was not strange, just lonely. He even died a 

lonely man, in the loneliest place that Karen‘s father said he could even imagine. This 

loneliness perhaps is what her father also felt after her mother had left him and after 

Karen left him. Spreading yet to another generation is the same loneliness that Karen 

feels with no one around to make her feel happy about herself, no one she can trust 

except for Pedro Pablo.  

 It is obvious that Karen‘s parents did not have a loving relationship with each 

other, nor did they have a healthy relationship with her, which helps to explain the many 

problems that she and her parents currently face in terms of relationships with others. 

Karen and her mother both believed that they would be better off on their own, still, 

neither of them, seems to be able to find happiness in life. Nor is it unreasonable to 

                                                
93 Gómez 98. 
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believe that if Karen was not taught how to properly love as a child, she will not fully 

understand how to love as an adolescent or adult. 

2. Abandonment  

 Like Karen, Pedro Pablo is an only child whose parents separated later after years 

of marriage when he was a teenager, and also like Karen, Pedro Pablo believes he caused 

the problems that resulted in the destruction of his family. The only information relayed 

to the reader about Pedro Pablo‘s familiar situation during his younger years dates back 

to his adolescence, to when he was sixteen years old. While on vacation at the beach with 

his parents, the reader may feel that they constitute a normal, content family, but nine 

months later his parents separated. Curiously, the separation happened only months after 

the police investigated the death and arson that occurred at the hotel in which Pedro 

Pablo‘s family was staying at the beach, an event with which he was involved. 

Nevertheless, Pedro Pablo was dropped as a suspect and his parents continued to carry on 

happily with each other until his father moved out of the house. Although they seem to be 

able to hide behind a mask of smiles and laughter the night they announce their 

separation to their son, they leave for a dinner, arm in arm; Pedro Pablo on the other hand 

feels extreme pain and sadness upon hearing the news. This separation threw his life off 

balance, turning what seemed like a normal teenager into a confused delinquent; the 

thought of losing his parents‘ faith in him and their approval made him believe their 
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separation was due in part to the incident at the beach about which they avoided 

discussing
94

. 

Pedro Pablo‘s father eventually moved out of the house, leaving a void where the 

male fatherly figure used to be and shortly thereafter his mother started to abandon her 

responsibilities to her child as caregiver and role model. Without the constant presence of 

his father, with his mother frequently traveling and becoming ill, and with himself having 

to be the man of the house while still attending high school, Pedro Pablo became 

overwhelmed and confused about his importance within the family and distanced himself 

from anyone who cared about him. His mother‘s new depressed attitude toward life, 

which consisted of dealing with her emotions through drug abuse and bulimia, warranted 

a strong disinterest for communication with Pedro Pablo or interest in anything he did; 

consequently Pedro Pablo starts craving the love and attention that his parents used to 

give him, that which they are now unable or unwilling to provide.   

 Pedro Pablo is lacking the attention that even an adolescent needs from his 

parents; as a result he deliberately does rash and unacceptable things just so his mother 

will pay attention to him. For example, during breakfast, he pours milk on his cereal until 

it spills over the bowl and onto the tablecloth, hoping his mother would react in some 

way; nevertheless, she refrained from say anything, claims Pedro Pablo, ―Como se no se 

                                                
94 ―Mi padre se fue de la casa en octubre. Nueve meses antes habíamos estado en la playa, los tres juntos, y 

parecía que todo estaba bien. Los inicios de los problemas en mi casa tuvieron que ver con el Shangri La. 

De algún modo yo era culpable‖ (Gómez 137). He believes he was guilty not only for his parents‘ 

separation but also for the change in his family‘s normality, as he states, ―Mi familia era difícil de 
clasificar. Normal, tal vez. Hasta ese año fuimos relativamente felices. Después del verano [en el Hotel 

Shangri La] todo cambió‖ (Gómez 115). He again mentions that weekend was the weekend that changed 

his family life, ―Creo que ellos dos sospechaban algo, pero nunca lo dijeron, sobre todo mi papá. Tampoco 

ninguno de los tres sabía que las cosas cambiarían después de ese fin de semana‖ (Gómez 130), indicating 

it was the fire at the hotel, which was partially his fault, that would ruin their family.  
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diera cuenta de lo que yo hacía o como si no le importara‖ (Gómez 140-41). Her lack of 

reaction surprises him even more so when she never even mentions the neighbors‘ house 

fire that occurred the night before, perhaps because she did not know it was her son that 

started it. Pedro Pablo, desparate for her attention, narrates that, ―Esperaba que 

reaccionara, que dijera algo por todo lo que había ocurrido la noche anterior, algo que me 

doliera ya me hiciera sentir mejor. Pero ella no dijo nada. Hojeo la Paula y se terminó de 

tomar el café‖ (Gómez 141). The more his mother fails to provide him the attention he 

deserves as her child, the more desperate and angry he gets. The only time he feels a 

sense of loving care is when he is visited by his father once a month.  

 The reader senses Pedro Pablo‘s longing for attention at other points throughout 

the novel and realizes that the only way in which he knows how to seek it is through 

committing a crime. Two days after setting another house on fire, he becomes frustrated 

when the newspaper only gives a little note about the fire. He wants to be recognized and 

to be famous for something. He has felt that his entire life, he has been the unimportant 

third wheel in his family, and now that his family has dissolved, he still cannot seem to 

get any attention from anyone. He craves it, perhaps because he did not receive much as a 

child, which now makes him feel extremely insecure about himself.  The same day that 

he sets the next fire, he reads the article in the newspaper, thriving on the attention he is 

indirectly being given.    

 Pedro Pablo craves attention, and without it, naturally, he does not feel wanted; 

the more people hear about his ―masterpieces‖, the more important he feels. The media is 

quick to report it in the local newspapers but at the same time does not give much 
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attention to the mystery ―incendiario‖, at least not the amount of attention that he longs to 

have. The local residents even come to expect to read about arson in the paper as if they 

were expecting to see another episode of a television program. Fabio Villegas Botero 

warns against certain publicity  which, in Latin America, he claims, has no other means 

than to destroy families and relationships: ―exciter el armamentismo, el odio, la violencia, 

el asesinato, lo mismo que impulsar al placer sexual sin restricciones […] Quiere matar la 

familia, matar el amor, matar la solidaridad‖ (Gómez 139).  Through the mention of his 

destruction in the public eye, Pedro Pablo gains confidence in himself. The, although 

brief, mention of the arsons strengthens his hatred of his own life and makes him reflect 

all the more on what he no longer has, such as family. All this could be a result of not 

having his father present in his life, as María Theresa Vilches de Moons theorizes about 

male adolescent delinquents in general
95

. The lack of attention provided by his parents as 

a child resulted in the delinquency in which he engaged with another teenager named 

Milo years before at the beach hotel Shangri La. The later abandonment by his parents 

caused him to commit other arsons, which became commonplace in his life, even into his 

adult years.  

 The temporary absence of his father between visits quickly turns permanent when 

a year after his parents‘ separation, he passes away.  The reader can sense that this event 

is very hard on Pedro Pablo because he expresses feelings for his father that he had never 

before revealed, as he narrates, ―Me dolió la muerte de papá‖ (Gómez 142). Any contact 

with a male role model was suddenly and completely lost to Pedro Pablo, as there were 

                                                
95 ―Cuando nos son derivados adolescentes con problemas con la ley, delincuentes, diferentes tipos de 

violencia, adicciones, etc., vemos como una constante la ausencia del padre en estas familias‖ (138). 
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no other male family members present in his life to guide him. His emotionally and 

physically broken family is just an extension of the broken family of which his father had 

previously suffered being a member; the only living male in his immediate family was an 

uncle, his father‘s brother, who was estranged to him. The lonely life of his father is now 

reflected in Pedro Pablo, as he is forced to deal with life alone, without even the help of 

his mother.  

 Pedro Pablo‘s father died a lonely man, and the loneliness that Pedro Pablo 

recounts himself feeling in previous pages leading up to the description of his father‘s 

death suggest that he too may feel that he will someday die lonely: During one of the 

most memorable weekends of his life, which he spent at the beach with his parents, he 

remembers feeling as if he wanted to be alone. When his mother came to his hotel room 

asking if he wanted to accompany her and his father to the beach, he denied the 

invitation, narrating, ―Yo le dije que iría después, aunque interiormente pensaba que no lo 

haría, que prefería estar solo en el hotel‖ (Gómez 117). Not wanting to spend time with 

his parents suggests that perhaps Pedro Pablo, a typical adolescent in an anti-parent/child 

relationship phase, would rather stay in his room than hang out with his parents, or that 

perhaps their relationship was not very strong in the first place, in which case he would 

rather spend time alone. Another instance that he narrates his overwhelming sense of 

loneliness is the night that his parents announced their separation. They did so with an 

attitude that mimicked that which they had at the beach, a half a year earlier, and the 

same one that made him feel as if they did not care about him, as if they were going to 

live their lives with or without him. Just as they did at the hotel, his parents happily left 
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him behind the night they declared their separation official, locked arm-in-arm as they 

walked out the door; Pedro Pablo was left feeling saddened and confused. He reflects, 

―[Yo] [e]staba solo en la casa, como en un planeta lejano, en una isla de náufragos,‖
96

 

which paints a vivid picture of his sentiments, as if he feels that his life is a shipwreck, 

and that there is no one around to help him. What his parents fail to see is that as much as 

he acts as though he wants to be alone, he also desperately seeks their attention.  

 Since his father passed away, Pedro Pablo‘s mother has lacked any kind of 

affection towards him, especially at this time when he needed her the most. He had not 

seen her in a while since she started traveling back and forth from Santiago, but even at 

his father‘s viewing, he mentions how she gave him a ―beso frío‖
97

 instead of a hug or 

any glimmer of concern for his emotional state. Returning to Parque Deportivo, sadness 

and depression set in; Pedro Pablo refused to go to school, or even leave the house. He 

was not eating much and was becoming ill. He was in such an emotionally and physically 

decrepit state that he could not even get out of bed to use the bathroom. When his mother 

returned home from Santiago two weeks later, she found him and called an ambulance; 

however, when he woke up in the hospital, she was nowhere to be found. He was in the 

hospital for three months, and despite phone calls during his last month there, his mother 

never visited him; during this time, she had moved permanently to Santiago. Pedro states 

that the day she called the ambulance was the last time he would ever see her. She 

eventually remarried and remained in Santiago, rejecting any attempt by Pedro Pablo to 

reunite with her. Although he is hurt and hopeless, he is thankful that his last memory of 

                                                
96 Gómez 134. 
97 Ibid., 142. 
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her was her looking at him, which perhaps he holds in his heart as a moment that seemed 

like she cared about him. Pedro Pablo nostalgically remembers the last happy memory 

that he has of his parents together, which was during the weekend at the beach a year 

earlier, when they were laughing and dancing at the Hotel Shangri La. Now, with his 

father deceased and his mother gone, he felt that he had no one.  

 The first mention of Pedro Pablo‘s father occurs at the beginning of the novel, 

when he describes a picture of him sitting on a motorcycle with a look that gave the 

illusion that he had no cares in the world, a feeling that Pedro Pablo has come to 

understand quite well. The first impression given by the narrator of the relationship 

between Pedro Pablo and his father is also somewhat nostalgic. Pedro Pablo contemplates 

the black and white picture trying to guess what his dad may have been like when he was 

younger, which seems to give the sense that he misses him. There are obviously a lot of 

questions about his father that have gone unanswered and perhaps will never be 

answered, some even as trivial as ―¿Qué música escuchan los padres ahora?,‖
98

 a 

question that he could ask to anyone but with which he cannot be provided the 

meaningful answer that he longs to have.    

  The only thing that remained of his father was money he inherited from him, and 

while money cannot replace a lost loved one, even his deceased father was doing more to 

help him than his living mother was doing. As indicated in the two epigraphs of the ninth 

chapter, Pedro Pablo considers his mother dead to him, as his father is physically dead. 

The first of the two is from Homer‘s Odyssey: ―Quise entonces efectuar el designio, que 

                                                
98 Ibid., 29. 
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tenía formado en mi espíritu de abrazar el alma de mi difunta madre. Tres veces me 

acerqué a ella, pues el ánimo incitábame a abrazarla, tres veces se me fue volando de 

entre las manos como sombra o sueño‖ (Gómez 115). This epigraphic quote is 

representative of the attempts that Pedro Pablo made to find his mother and remain part 

of her life, even after she carelessly abandoned him; he tries to find this woman who has 

not been in his life for years and yet every time he comes close, his hope fades away as 

she refuses to see him. The second epigraph of this chapter is from Virgil‘s Eneida, and 

refers to Pedro Pablo‘s sentiments concerning his father: ―‗Dame, ¡oh, padre!, dame tu 

diestra y no te sustraigas a mis abrazos‘. Esto diciendo, largo llanto bañaba su rostro; tres 

veces probó a echarle los brazos al cuello; tres la imagen, en vano asida, se escapó de 

entre sus manos como una aura leve o como alado sueño‖ (Gómez 115). Although very 

similar in structure and meaning to Homer‘s quote, the one by Virgil seems to provide a 

more compassionate feeling in the context in which it is examined. Instead of merely 

trying to embrace the memory of a loved one who was lost to him, this epigraphic quote 

suggests that Pedro Pablo perceived his father as a true role model in his life, and as a 

man worthy of asking for advice and protection. However, as indicated in the quote, this 

loved one has also been lost, but his image was ―grasped in vain‖ before floating away.  

 In a report by Defensa de los Niños Internacional (1993), it is stated that of all the 

children interviewed for said report, the main reason that those who live in a separated 

family long for a nuclear family is because ―the father is not present in theirs"
99

. The 

presence of the father as main influencer of his children, especially male children, then, is 

                                                
99 My translation. I felt it important to maintain the underlined portion, as it was written in the original text. 

See ―Defensa‖ 46. 
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a central argument of much research, and likewise, in this novel, it continues to play a 

part in how Pedro Pablo perceives his own existence. 

 Pedro Pablo mentions that his father designed their family home and that later, 

after separating, that he was hired to design a community for miners, which suggests that 

he was an architect by profession, and the beam that supported the family together by 

choice. The house in which Pedro Pablo and his parents lived truly represented his 

family
100

, and is even personified by him as if it were a person or someone who truly 

understood him, someone without whom he could not imagine himself being able to 

exist
101

. The house was not just a house to him, it was a home, and he felt as much part of 

the home as it was part of him. When two of the three most important components of the 

homes abandon it, he feels alone and perhaps betrayed.  He reflects:  

 ―Yo había vivido desde siempre en esa casa y era como sentir que nunca saldría 

 de ahí.  Era parte de la casa, por eso me fue difícil dejarla después, cuando mi 

 familia se deshizo. Quedé yo solo con la casa. Desde Santiago la compraron más 

 tarde, cuando había dejado de significar algo para mí.‖ (Gómez 126) 

 

 It appears as if, in reality, the house never ceased to remain important to him, but rather 

he just became numb to the fact that it was not the same. His friends—or ―parientes‖ as 

he now calls them—began to stay there with him off and on. Nevertheless, Pedro Pablo 

was never totally comfortable with the situation because the house that once represented 

                                                
100 ―Nuestra casa era de madera. Papá se había atrevido a hacerla distinta, estaba acostumbrado a proyectar 

casas y edificios comunes, conservadores. Tal vez la casa tuvo que ver con nosotros tres: papá, mamá y yo. 
Era una casa sin orden o más bien con un orden relajado y diferente‖ (Gómez 133). 
101 Years after selling the house, he parks his taxi on the street outside it and sits there remembering what 

he life was like when he lived there: ―Miro cada una de las ventanas de la casa de dos pisos. A veces las 

casas se parecen a caras de personas; algunas ventanas son los ojos‖ (Gómez 115). The house itself is like a 

family member, the only family member that remained there for him after losing his parents.  
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the entire family no longer existed; it has just been converted into a transient space in 

which his friends could spend their time.   

 Pedro Pablo mentions that in the absence of his parents, his circle of friends 

became like family; these friends were able to fill the void and provide him attention, 

support, and perhaps even a sense of role-modeling, which ironically could potentially 

produce negative results. Vilches de Moons considers it dangerous when the male child 

confides in his friends to teach him about life rather than his own family due to an absent 

father or male family member that could guide him. She explains the importance of the 

presence of the father in his son‘s life, stating that the son who grows up without the 

father, is at an increased risk of ―…having behavioral problems or problems learning in 

school, having difficulties in interpersonal relationships and being violent in these 

relationships, having problems leaving his family, lacking stability in his life by living 

permanently in the present…‖
102

. Additionally, she writes that when there is no male role 

model to guide the male child in their masculine identity, the child may confirm their 

identity in their group of friends, ―lo cual puede ser muy peligroso, ya que  puede asociar 

masulinidad con violencia o conducta antisocial (pandillas, grupos marginales, etcétera)‖ 

(140-41). These friends, with whom he spent much of his time in high school and who 

became like family to him, started moving out of the Parque Deportivo area after high 

school, which upset Pedro Pablo. He felt as if they, too, were abandoning him, just as his 

real family had, and for that reason he later avenged them.  

                                                
 
102 My translation. See Vilches de Moons in Posibilidades y desafíos de la familia en Latinoamérica, 140 
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 Because his family was destroyed, Pedro Pablo is now aiming to destroy the 

families and possessions of his friends. This could be due in part to his ―projection‖ of 

himself onto others; in doing so, he takes the characteristics of himself that he most 

dislikes and casts them onto other people. In this process, as he now disowns his friends 

because of their bad traits, he is really ridding himself of this own characteristics that he 

doesn‘t like and making himself feel better
103

 Pedro Pablo identifies himself and his 

family as a unit that once existed within the walls of the house in which he grew up, and 

although that house holds a special place in his heart, the memories made there sadden 

him. Pedro Pablo associates buildings with memories, and he feels the need to rid himself 

of these nostalgic memories by getting rid of the buildings themselves. Likewise, he felt 

that no one should identify themselves with the buildings that they hold in such high 

priority in their lives, and for that reason, he destroyed these places, and even thought 

about destroying his own. While contemplating this arson, with which he never went 

through, he also considered killing himself in this fire. Despite the emptiness that he felt 

amongst the physical emptiness of his house, Pedro Pablo sought other forms of revenge 

on the dysfunctional life into which he was cast.  

  Pedro Pablo‘s actions as compared to those what author Alonso Salazar has 

researched about dysfunctional families and their outcome on the children can be 

observed: 

 [Salazar] llamó la atención en su libro No nacimos pa’semilla, sobre... 

 comportamiento transgresor en general, de jóvenes...que tenían como factor 

                                                
103 Jefferson says that this ―splitting off‖ and ―projecting‖ is what Klein and Object Relations theorists 

researched in what ―laid a further basis for an understanding of the psyche which is simultaneously social‖ 

(219). 
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 común la pobreza, la  marginalidad y la disfunción familiar, ocasionada sobre 

 todo por la ausencia paterna del núcleo familiar. (Sierra Londoño 51) 

 

Although Salazar‘s statement specifically refers to adolescents who come from low-

income families, it seems that he, like Vilches de Moons and Cristián Conen, agree that 

the absence of the father is equated with delinquent or socially-unacceptable behavior in 

the children.   

  Conen encourages his audience to question the reason as to why the key to 

acceptable adolescent behavior is a strong family unit with happily married parents. He 

describes some of the conduct resulting from a dysfunctional and ―liquid‖ martial status 

as conforming to ―addictions, precarious sexual relations, delinquency, violence, 

scholarly desertion, emotional instability, eating problems, [and] existential 

emptiness‖
104

, which are the characteristics that Pedro Pablo demonstrates after the 

separation of his parents, and even more so after his father dies and his mother abandons 

him. 

 The abandonment and confusion which occurred during Pedro Pablo‘s formative 

adolescent years has profited him unyielding and troublesome problems with intimacy. 

At one point he remembers his father telling him that he and his mother were separating; 

however that very night they both went out on the town together, laughing and carrying 

on as if nothing was wrong. A parental relationship that gives mixed feelings is one that 

would cause a child to be confused about how relationships function. Just when Pedro 

Pablo thought that his parents were content in their marriage, he quickly realized that he 

                                                
104 My translation. See Conen in Posibilidades y desafíos de la familia en Latinoamérica, 312 
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could not trust them because of the false appearance they put forth. The lack of trust in 

his own family later turned to a lack of trust with all relationships that he deems 

meaningful.   

 Steven Farmer writes that those who have previously suffered abandonment tend 

to perceive relationships as ―either-or‖ situations: ―either [people] can be trusted or they 

can‘t‖. He explains that those now-adults are constantly feeling on edge against any 

violation of trust, or ―expecting a lapse‖, since that trust was repetitively violated when 

the adult was a child; in doing so, the adult ―fear[s] that the next thing the other person 

says or does might be abusive‖ or will lead to abandonment. Likewise, the adult has 

learned to adapt to these situations and deal with them in the only way he or she know 

how: through suspicion and distrust (36). Farmer says that this behavior prohibits the 

adult from easily forming relationships: ―It‘s hard to share your more personal thoughts 

and feelings with anyone else, even someone close to you, since you don‘t trust others. 

You fear that whomever you share those innermost feelings with will either hurt or 

abandon you‖ (35). Although little is known about Pedro Pablo‘s childhood, the 

confusion and feeling of abandonment or distrust is likely to have occurred numerous 

times in various ways.  

 Pedro Pablo has not only had trouble with intimate relationships but also with 

friendships, especially with those friends who used his house as a place of gathering in 

high school and who quickly abandoned him after graduation. When he encounters his 

old high school classmates, his memory suddenly darts back to a photo of his entire class 

that was taken their last year of high school, and the narration becomes a flashback. He 
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remembers exactly where each person was positioned in the picture and how they looked, 

which is indicative of the great amount of attention he paid to those around him and his 

reflection on the way they influenced his life. Although conversing quite pleasantly with 

his former classmates about their current lives when he sees them, he continues to 

retrieve the memories of the high-school versions of these people without being able to 

dismiss the images from his mind. If there was any flaw that Pedro Pablo found in that 

person in high school, he fails to put it behind him in hopes of creating a better 

friendship; instead, he begins to stalk his classmates with the end goal of burning down 

the physical structure that means the most to them. Symbolically, he is avenging their 

abandonment.   

 Pedro Pablo finds comfort within his own loneliness and depression, which turns 

into his addiction, a way to gain attention. He does not feel important or self-confident 

until he sees flames, which seem to mesmerize him. After one particular fire he sets, he 

comments, ―El patio se ilumina. Veo las primeras llamas por la ventana. Yo estoy de 

vuelta en el sofa cama de la profesora. Tarareo Peace train, de Cat Stevens. Me siento 

much mejor.‖ (Gómez 56). It is as if destruction by arson is the only way for him to come 

to peace with himself, perhaps because it is a way to set fire to his past, to what happened 

in his family and to his family-like friends who abandoned him, so as to turn the past to 

ashes in order rebuild the present. In doing so, he takes on the traits of those that have 

hurt him by becoming the one who cannot be trusted.  

 Pedro Pablo‘s trust issue is obvious when he decides to stalk his former 

classmates Leo and Judy Rivas, about whose relationship he apparently knows a secret; 
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instead of making Judy‘s affair public and confront Leo about his possible abandonment 

in the past, Pedro Pablo decides to get revenge then in another way.  Parked in his taxi 

outside their apartment building, Pedro Pablo watches and listens to Leo and Judy 

through the window. He remembers that in the school picture, Leo is standing in the last 

row, fourth from left, and Judy is in the center of the first row. He narrates how their 

juvenile and destructive relationship has led to a bad marriage and watches as Leo leaves 

the building to go to the store and as Judy gets into a car with another former classmate, 

Andrés Kolchav. Five minutes later, Pedro Pablo sets their apartment building on fire.  

    The next arson occurs at the cabins that Andrés Kolchav owns on the beach in 

Villarrica, and they most likely have to do with his affair with Judy. The previous night, 

what seemed like a rekindling of friendship between the two men, turned into a disastrous 

morning of flames. Pedro Pablo mentally pictures Andrés in his class picture, sitting in 

the first row, second from right, as he admits his jealousy toward Andrés, a jealously that 

stems from the latter‘s natural success in life with women.  The strong desire that Pedro 

Pablo has to form an intimate and meaningful relationship with women is the same desire 

that turns him away from them: the closer he gets to someone, the more worries he 

becomes of abandonment. The more vigilant he becomes of abandonment, the less he 

trusts, and the less he trusts, the less relationships he forms, which leads to a greater and 

stronger longing for intimacy and friendship. This vicious circle continues to repeat itself 

with those that he once held dear; in his hunt for revenge, Pedro Pablo turns into the 

famous mystery arsonist of Parque Deportivo. 
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 The next encounter Pedro Pablo has with a former classmate is with Javier Salinas 

at his place of business; this meeting, however, is different from those with other 

classmates since there is another person present who triggers deep emotions within Pedro 

Pablo.  Javier, who Pedro Pablo remembers sitting in the first row, third from left in the 

class picture, is very abusive to his elderly alcoholic father who is also there that day, and 

slaps him, yells at him, and makes him bleed and cry. When Pedro Pablo realizes that 

Javier‘s company, the bus station that he owns, is also his house, he suddenly thinks 

about burning it down: ―Trato de pensar rápdio. Puedo ver estacionado el taxi afuera. 

Tiene cuatro taros de bencina en el portamaletas, mechas y retazos de géneros‖ (Gómez 

83).  However, this time, Pedro Pablo leaves, believing that there is no need to set 

Javier‘s company building on fire. What makes this instance different from the others is 

perhaps the way that Javier interacted with his father, which possibly made Pedro Pablo 

worry about how Javier would treat his elder if the station burnt down, whether he would 

purposely not rescue him and let him die in the fire. Maybe Pedro Pablo feels that they 

need to repair their relationship, and by leaving without setting the fire, he would actually 

be saving them. The thought of this makes would naturally make him feel important, but 

it also would make him reflect on the relationship he had with his own father; seeing 

Javier with his father may have made Pedro Pablo long to have his father back in his life.  

 The next structure that Pedro Pablo destroys is his former classmate Rovira‘s 

movie store, McVideo, which the reader suspects has something to do with Rovira‘s 

sexual orientation and relation with his partner. As Pedro Pablo reflects on his own 

loneliness, he observes the happiness that Rovira shares with his boyfriend, but at the 
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same time condemns his homosexuality, maybe because it bring back memories of the 

incident at the beachside Hotel Shangri La years earlier with the homosexual acts of the 

teenage Milo that led to its arson and Pedro Pablo‘s involvement in it.  Pedro Pablo 

remembers Rovira as the boy seated in the second row, third from left, in the high school 

picture, and recalls Rovira‘s high school story of giving up soccer to enter the seminary. 

It was there where he was caught having homosexual relations; upon leaving the 

seminary, he bought this movie store, and met his current partner, René. 

 Next, Pedro Pablo runs into an old friend, Sonia Tagle, who after years of absence 

in his life, fills him in on everything that has happened since high school, including her 

relationship with her parents, which prompts him to make his next move. Sonia begins by 

telling him about her university days when she created and participated in political 

demonstrations against Pinochet, who her family supported. In the midst of her 

explanation, she mentions how her mother abandoned her family and her father 

remarried. Although Pedro Pablo is not interested in her political views, he lets her vent, 

then offers her marijuana and Dimitil in an attempt to change the mood of the 

conversation. After taking the drugs, Sonia asks Pedro Pablo to sleep with her; Pedro 

Pablo, vulnerable to the attention, sleeps with this girl who he remembers standing in the 

second row, fifth from the right, in the class picture. The next morning Pedro leaves her 

house, a house that the narrator mentions as being the house she has lived in forever, and 

a few hours later, after Sonia leaves, he sets it on fire. Pedro Pablo equates Sonia‘s house 

with family, just as he had equated his own house with his family, and furthermore 

compares her family his own. However, without understanding her familiar situation, he 
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avenges his own parents‘ abandonment, and in the process that of Sonia‘s parents, by 

burning down the house in which all Sonia‘s family once lived together. 

  Although Pedro Pablo has no qualms about sleeping with women, he is 

particularly scared of commitment, especially with someone who loves him, because he 

deep down fears further abandonment. Karen is one of Pedro Pablo‘s closest friends, yet 

there exists a level of discomfort with her that he cannot easily overcome. Meeting her 

shortly after his father died and his mother moved to Santiago, she, like his other friends, 

were adopted by him as his new ―relatives‖. He considered Karen to be a loser, just like 

himself, which made her even more attractive to him, and in addition he admits that she 

took the time to really get to know him, which makes him feel that he is somehow under 

a loving wing. All he knows is that he feels connected to her, as he states ―[ella] ha leído 

muchas veces mi mente. Por eso estoy con ella, por eso no puedo alejarme de ella‖ 

(Gómez 177). His deep feelings of lust and friendship toward Karen make it difficult for 

him to understand their relationship. 

  Despite his feeling toward Karen, however, Pedro Pablo is unable to be totally 

comfortable with her and is unable to commit to her sexually, and therefore, their 

relationship is jeopardized. This brings to light to additional reasons as to why Pedro 

Pablo may feel compromised, and as has been previously presented, these reasons deal 

with possible familiar situation in which Pedro Pablo grew up. Dan Neuharth explains 

that struggle with commitment in relationships may be due in part to the lack of attention 

that the now-adults received as children by their parents, whether it was through absence 

of meaningful communication, lack of being told that they were loved, lack of 
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encouragement or even lack of hugging. Neuharth explains that when these adults were 

children, every attempt they made to get closer to their parents resulted in little physical 

affection, so eventually the child lost interest in trying to obtain attention and gained 

much distrust of closeness and negative feelings about themselves. While these now-

adults want someone with whom they can fell close, they feel the need to run if they start 

to get too close
105

. 

 Pedro Pablo‘s dissatisfaction with himself as an adult leads to his complete 

dissatisfaction in relationships with others. Any relationship he holds ends up being only 

temporary, as he assumes abandonment will follow. When people do try to provide him 

love, intimacy and attention, he refuses it, as his self-consciousness does permit him to 

fully open up to others, and by these means, he continues falling down further into the 

same rut. His insecurity is apparent when he narrates his encounter in Andrés Kolchav‘s 

beach front cabin with the attractive young French professor; during their night together 

he thinks to himself how the shadow of his naked body saddens him. His sadness has 

clearly become a determining aspect of his character, and for that reason, he is unable to 

share happiness in any relationship. At one point he even tells Karen not to talk about her 

own issues with love and loneliness because he also felt alone.  

 Pedro Pablo and Karen were cast into very similar situations as teenagers/young 

adults, which leads to their awkwardness with each other and the ruin of their 

relationship. One day, while drinking and smoking marijuana with Pedro Pablo, Karen 

voices her concerns about her parents and about her past relationships that have done 

                                                
105 Neuharth 111-12. 
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nothing more than lead to her loneliness; at the same time she confesses her feelings of 

love toward Pedro Pablo and her desire to be intimate with him. Before anything could 

happen though, Karen insisted on showering, at which point Pedro Pablo left without 

saying a word. Their friendship, as well as the possible beginning of a more intimate 

relationship, abruptly ends at that point.  

   Pedro Pablo is now the person providing the confusion and loneliness of 

abandonment, which is exactly what he has had to bear all these years. Had he stayed 

with Karen, a person who truly wanted to be with him, a deeper, more positive, 

understanding of each other may have developed, and would no longer have had to 

search for attention through newspaper headlines. Nevertheless, he chose to become the 

abandoner, the person whose life will perpetually be unfulfilled, just as is that of his 

mother, who after ten years, longs to finally see him and who never will. His fear of 

getting too close to someone outweighs his fear of being without anyone, as he has come 

to terms with feeling unwanted by his parents, and later by his friends.  In this process, he 

also suffers abandonment, as Karen refrains from keeping in contact with him, 

abandoning him just the same for a few years, until once day they run into each other and 

rekindle their friendship.  

3. Relationships and Commitment 

 Like Pedro Pablo, Karen has also suffered with relationship problems; she has 

never had an intimate relationship for fear of getting too close or becoming too involved. 

At the beginning of the novel, Karen clarifies that she just wishes she could love and be 

loved. When she goes out with her roommate Rita to a dance club, the man she dances 
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with begins embraces her. Despite the suspicion that this man wanted more than to 

simply dance with her, and consequently her annoyance with him, Karen admits that he 

made her feel good, ―En otras circunstancias creo que podría haber dado hasta las gracias 

para que alguien me abrazara y me hiciera sentir protegida.‖ (Gómez 13). Karen even 

references various times throughout the novel the self-disappointment of being in her late 

twenties and never having had a sexual relationship, which she most likely fears will lead 

to commitment and later, abandonment. 

 While living in the United States, Karen meets a Chilean man named Lucío 

Rencoret and the opportunity that he gives her to be in a relationship with him is quickly 

discarded by her; the quality time she spends with him and the comfort and intimacy 

which are mutually shared abruptly end with her return to Chile.  Karen refused to 

become too emotionally attached to Lucío. After her sudden surprised and rude reaction 

to a kiss, which she actually enjoyed, she lamented the way she acted. Although she 

constantly liked being in control of herself, and even prided herself in not letting herself 

get carried away by men‘s actions, she also felt somewhat guilty for the way she was 

controlling the situation with Lucío. After what seemed to be an enjoyable night of dinner 

and watching the movie El primer año del resto de nuestras vidas, this guilt of possibly 

hurting his feelings overtook her, and she succumbed to doing what she had never done 

before: provoking a sexual union. Although they did not consummate this relationship, 

she confessed to enjoying the experience, curiously calling it ―la última noche del resto 

de mi vida‖ (Gómez 75) as opposed to the first night of the rest of her life, or even as the 

title of the movie suggested, the first year of the rest of her life. Instead of treating that 
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night with Lucío as if it were the first night of a new life of happiness, excitement and 

unity with someone who admired her, she left the United States, considering Lucío a part 

of her old life that she was determined to leave behind. She confesses that when she left, 

she did not even want to hear what he whispered in her ear, and therefore never knew 

what he told her. Additionally, when he returned to Chile, she ignored his phone calls and 

eventually told him to never to call her again. Not until she later found out that he died in 

a car accident did she feel regret for the way she had treated him, perhaps because she felt 

guilty for refusing to commit to a relationship with such a wonderful person.   

 Karen perceived her soon departure from the United States and return to Chile as 

the end of an era that began in middle school, a lonely and depressing time of her life 

which yielded her nothing more than sustaining virginity. She referred to it as a time 

when she didn‘t have ―the opportunity to enjoy everything that the rest [of the kids her 

age] had enjoyed, neither in Chile nor in Boston‖
106

. At the end of her stay in the United 

States Karen travels to Florida in hopes of realizing a dream, or perhaps recuperating a 

piece of their childhood that was lost. Walt Disney World was a place that, as a child, 

Karen imagined as being magical; ironically visiting this theme park symbolized a 

parting with her old life of unpleasant childhood memories and a fleeing from her 

adolescence. Karen admits that her childhood dreams were shattered that day, seeing the 

deceiving employees walking around the park in costumes of Disney characters. This 

reference to costume and mask-wearing in order to instantly become that which one is not 

bothers Karen, who has never felt the need to pretend to be someone else in order to fit 

                                                
106 My translation. See Gómez 72. 
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in. Ironically, however, her buying a hat that said Disneyworld on the front of it suggests 

that she is beginning to do what she has never before done. After stating how people her 

age are not entertained by all the magical hype of Walt Disney World, she ―put on a 

different hat‖ in order to blend in. It is here at Walt Disney World where she finally 

experiences a feeling that has been long overdue: not the magic of Disney that children 

feel, but rather the feeling of finally fitting in, of being part of the crowd.   

 Promising herself to leave behind her loveless life upon leaving the United States, 

Karen returns to Chile and falls in love with her old time friend Pedro Pablo, who rejects 

her love and destroys their relationship, as previously mentioned; her attempt to commit 

to a relationship was hindered but was sparked again years later with Polo Martinetti. 

Eventually Karen starts having an affair with Polo, who is one of Pedro Pablo‘s friends 

with marriage problems. Her nervousness of never having engaged in a sexual 

relationship is conquered by her curiosity, and her curiosity is likewise, conquered by her 

feeling of guilt, as she thinks about what she is doing emotionally to Pedro Pablo, who 

she calls her best friend, who is asleep in the adjacent room. Karen believes that she and 

Polo are meant for each other, as they both suffer from loneliness; ―Polo is alone in the 

city. I am alone in the world‖
107

, she claims. Karen feels alienated physically from her 

family and emotionally by her best friend who had already left her before they were able 

to consummate their already intimate friendship. Karen reflects on the solitude that she 

shares with Polo, believing that one of the only things that make them feel better in life is 

the constant; unfortunately the only constants in their lives at the moment are the fires 

                                                
107 My translation. See Gómez 38.  
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being set around the city. Following the news on the arsons, she confesses, assures them 

that there might just be someone out there who was suffering as much as, or even more 

than, they were
108

. Her heart had been broken by Pedro Pablo, just like it was with her 

mother who left her; she becomes depressed thinking that perhaps the same thing with 

happen with Polo, that he will just leave her, prolonging her life that she believes is 

nothing but pathetic.  

 Karen‘s fear becomes reality, but expecting her relationship to eventually result in 

abandonment, it actually does. To add to her depression, Karen soon finds out that she is 

pregnant with Polo‘s child, which she never tells anyone. She comments that everything 

―es un ambiente pálido y triste‖ (Gómez 39). Although Pedro Pablo is the person who 

drives her to the clinic, she never reveals to him that the procedure she underwent was an 

abortion, since it took them so long to mend their friendship in the past, and since her 

affair with Polo, one of his best friends, remained a secret. After an entire year together, 

Polo is unable to support Karen due to his current familiar situation and his own 

problems with a drug addiction; he breaks up with her, revealing his need to flee, to start 

a new life outside of Chile. Perhaps Karen kept her pregnancy a secret and made the 

decision to go through with the abortion based on her own assessment of herself, her 

insecurity, her weakness, and her vulnerability. She knew that she had been Polo‘s object 

of desire, but in her desperation, she settled for any love she could get, even if this meant 

desertion. Having an abortion was just another way for her to flee from her problems, 

only time from motherhood. 

                                                
108 ―Esperamos que alguien queme una casa en la ciudad para sentirnos mejor, con vida y con algo de qué 

hablar‖ (Gómez 38). 
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 Throughout this novel, the feminine is perceived as being the weaker of the two 

sexes and inferior to the masculine. Female stereotypes are observed with a comment 

made by Karen, and with Pedro Pablo‘s high school friend Judy.  Pedro Pablo relates 

how his former classmate Judy was been her husband Leo‘s ―objeto deseado‖ for so 

many years
109

, which indicates Leo‘s superior position to Judy as the subject while Judy 

would remain as nothing more than his desired object. Much in the same way, Karen 

confirms the negative stereotype associated with women‘s weakness as she explains how 

crying is socially acceptable for women but not for men: ―Las mujeres lloramos siempre, 

podemos hacerlo en cualquier parte, sin vergüenza, sin que nada nos importe […] Sigo 

pensando en lo mismo, en la mujer llorando, en todas las mujeres del mundo que 

lloran…‖ (Gómez 13). By saying that women have no shame to cry indicates that there 

are people who are ashamed to cry, and those are the ones who desire to show their 

exterior shell of manliness.  

 Pedro Pablo violently demonstrates what he believes to be machismo, domination 

and power, especially over women, as he violently rapes and beats his teenage maid in 

his apartment. At first he feels bad for her for having to do his housework, as if he 

sympathizes with her, and then suddenly becomes attracted to the feeling that someone is 

giving him attention, albeit indirect, and proceeds to rape her. Harry E. Vanden and Gary 

Prevost comment on Latin America‘s acceptance of men as the dominators, commenting 

that ―Machismo, or maleness, is very much a part of Latin American culture and clearly 

defines traditional male-female relations […] In its worst forms, machismo rationalizes 
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total male dominance and even domestic violence. In its less violent form, it frequently 

robs women of their confidence…‖ (116). Feminist philosopher, psychoanalyst and 

sociologist Luce Irigaray presents the concept as woman having a disturbing status as 

non-subjects, or non-men. So that women can speak or be heard, they must speak like 

men and recognize themselves as being different from men. They must constantly 

compare themselves to men, perpetually being the lack of a penis
110

. If this way of 

thinking about gender is socially acceptable, it serves as another way of understanding 

Karen and Pedro Pablo‘s struggle to understand their own identity and to maintain 

healthy relationships. 

 Katherine Franke highlights Michel Foucault‘s theory about the severity of rape 

as noted in his work The History of Sexuality (1988); the actual act of rape, according to 

Foucault should be categorized as any other act of physical violence, such as beating, and 

not as a purely sexual act or an act in which sexuality is punished. Foucault claims that if 

rape is considered to be a sex crime, it is automatically being perceived as a crime that is 

limited to certain body parts, the sexual organs, which are given more importance than 

other body parts
111

. Concerning the body parts that are considered sexual, Foucault adds 

that by considering them more important than others, they are favored and given special 

categorizations that determine our understanding of sexuality: 

 [S]exuality as such, in the body, has a preponderant place; the sexual organ isn‘t 

 like a hand, hair, or a nose. It therefore has to be protected, surrounded, invested 

 in any case with legislation that isn‘t that pertaining to the rest to the body‘ 

 (Franke 173)    
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In this way, Foucault claims, sex becomes a ―regulatory ideal‖ instead of something that 

one does or has. Once the sexual organs are given more importance, they are also given 

more power which governs the understanding that one has of the body. Franks adds that 

Foucault‘s theory is quite similar to Judith Butler‘s theory that ―sex produces the bodies it 

governs‖. In this way, sex, which has already been given special attention due to the parts 

of the body labeled as sexual, produces the concept of body, what we know about the 

body, and what we consider it to be. The power associated with the sexual organs is 

divided between the ―haves‖ and the ―have-nots‖, or the ―bodies that matter‖ and those 

that do not, who, respectively have a dominant body part or lack the dominated body part.  

 Keeping Foucault‘s theory in mind, one could claim that the act of rape that Pedro 

Pablo performs on his maid should only be considered an act of physical violence, but in 

reality it is considered to be more serious since sex has become a regulatory ideal. Due to 

the nature and the importance of the body parts involved, this act is now considered an 

act of dominance by the ―body that matters‖ over the ―body that does not matter‖. 

Therefore, Pedro Pablo is not simply viewed as an abuser or a criminal but also as 

someone who feels the need to dominate, which he does via the body part that he has that 

the female lacks. In doing so, he seeks to prove his manliness, perhaps as a way to 

dominate his own fears of homosexuality or to symbolically show his strength against a 

woman‘s, as he learned to do when his mother made him fend for himself when she left 

him. 

 Professor of Criminology, Tony Jefferson, points out that the study of rape as a 

gendered crime, conducted by radical feminists S. Brownmiller and S. Griffin in their 
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works Against Our Will: Men, Women and Rape (1976) and ―Rape: The All American 

Crime,‖ (1971), respectively, kick-started the interest in the connection of rape ―to the 

(patriarchal) organization of society as a whole‖ (Jefferson 220).  As a patriarchal 

society, feminists claimed that rape is just a way in which ―all men keep all women in a 

state of fear‖
112

. Jefferson, however, also brings other theories to light that challenge 

feminist reductionism and study the effects of an already established patriarchal society 

to account for the gender identification of the male child within that society.  

 Jefferson presents two books based on rapists‘ accounts of their behavior: Men on 

Rape (1982) by T. Beneke, and Why Men Rape (1983) by S. Levine and J. Koenig, both 

of which link biological impulses and gender identification to the male‘s impulses to rape 

later in life. Instead of presenting rape as male—or patriarchal social—dominance over 

women, these books curiously recount the rapists‘ experience with themselves as feeling 

trapped between social ideals and their own desires. Jefferson explains how the gender 

and social expectations of the masculine, which was required of the boys, contradicted 

the gentleness of the mother with whom they strongly identified:  

 [The authors] show something of the multiple ambivalences that this contradiction 

 produced: the cruel cross-pressures of the social required versus the psychically 

 desired (but socially punished). And they outline many of the contingencies that, 

 in repeatedly demonstrating his failure to live up to the social expectations of 

 manliness, led [the rapist] first to blame the feminine in himself, to hate part of 

 himself, and then externalize that hatred and destroy women. (227) 

 

Returning to the theory of the Oedipus complex outlined by Freud, it may have been 

shortly after this stage when the abovementioned children began to internalize that which 

they could not have, the mother, and instead of identifying more with the father as a 
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result, they identified strongly with her. The connection can now be made with Pedro 

Pablo, who struggles throughout the novel to understand his sexuality and his parents 

ideals.  

 Pedro Pablo‘s relationship with his mother, his maid and his best friend Karen all 

could have easily stemmed from the compromise between masculinity and femininity 

that he encountered as a child or adolescent. His femininity, housed in his greater 

identification with his mother than his father, led him later in life to hate her, especially 

when she broke the bond he thought he had with her. In trying to identify more his with 

father as an adolescent because he knew that he was ―supposed‖ to do so, he began to 

hate women in general because he loathed the feminine part of himself. For that reason, 

he could never fully be with Karen, someone who cared deeply for him, because of his 

inability to embrace the internalized feminine part of himself with which he identified as 

he was moving out of the oedipal stage. For that same reason, at the end of the novel, he 

again become Milo‘s voyeur in the midst of the latter‘s homosexual act, but when it is his 

turn to participate, he cannot bring himself to accept that feminine side; thus he turns to 

the role that is required of him, the social norm of masculinity and dominance.    

 In the same way that the child‘s individual desire was dominated by the social 

prohibitions and requirements during the oedipal stage, the same may be true for Pedro 

Pablo as an adult. His desire to perhaps be more feminine-like, as in being gentle and 

understanding, to internalize the gentleness of the mother he had lost and to be the friend 

that Karen wanted him to be, was outweighed by what society expected of him, 

masculinity. Having lost his father, he may feel that he is required to take over the 
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macho, masculine role in his own life. For that reason, he is unable to flee form the life 

that he has: his individual desires are outweighed by social taboos.  

 While examining the theories of gender formation, debates have arisen as to 

weather gender is biologically or culturally based. Is gender an innate biological 

characteristic or a learned role? R.W. Connell reminds the audience that gender is based 

on cultural norms, which is furthermore based on biological differences. In an attempt to 

understand which came first, the chicken or the egg, Connell states that gender 

development follows a circular path: ―sex roles are seen as the cultural elaboration of 

biological sex differences‖
113

. As Toby Miller signals, there are many factors that 

contribute to stereotypes concerning the masculine, but the first that he lists is family 

upbringing, followed by society, education and media
114

.  

 Although the act of losing and internalizing his father might be delayed, as it did 

not occur during early childhood on which Freud and Klein would focus, it still is an 

indication of the reason why Pedro Pablo feels the need to prove his machismo. After his 

father leaves Parque Deportivo, Pedro Pablo inherits the role of man of the house. In an 

attempt to be like his father or perhaps more connected to his father in some way, he 

prefers to move from his own bedroom to that of his parents‘ to make love with a girl 

from school when his mother is not home: ―Pero una vez [en la casa] preferí ir al 

dormitorio de mi papá. Desde el dormitorio se veía el rio. Siempre olía a desodorante 

ambiental el dormitorio‖ (Gómez 136). He continues to explain that it was at this moment 

when he lost his virginity. As this act is symbolic of leaving his childhood behind and 

                                                
113 See reference to Connell, R.W. (1995) Masculinities (Cambridge: Polity) in Jefferson 217. 
114 Miller, Toby 115. 
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becoming a man, Pedro Pablo feels manlier amidst the things that reminded him of this 

father. He demonstrates his desire to be like his own father, or at least to be closer to him 

emotionally, which he does by linking certain rooms of his house to his father such as the 

garage. Pedro Pablo goes to the maid‘s bathroom to masturbate, all the while gazing 

through the window to the garage, where his father had kept all his tools. The relation of 

the space to the act confirms that Pedro Pablo again sees his identity as being like that of 

his father, and by understanding his own sexuality in a manly environment, he can better 

relate to the parent who has become lost to him.   

4. Gender and Power Struggle 

 Pedro Pablo does indeed emphasize that he considers his gender to be 

heterosexual; he narrates about his sexual activity with women and portrays himself to be 

the macho, manly type, however the reader notices his obsession with observing 

homosexual intercourse. Pedro Pablo makes it a point to describe the life of one of his 

former high school classmates, Rovira, as if he were disgusted in him and his decisions. 

He tells the readers how Rovira used to be ―the most cowardly boy in Chile‖, and stating 

that later Rovira came out of the closet
115

, as if to equate cowardice to homosexuality. 

Pedro Pablo acts as though he despises homosexuality, but yet he watches intently from 

his taxi as Rovira and his partner make love:  

 Apagan el video a la medianoche y hacen el amor al lado, en el sillón extendible. 

 Sólo Rene está desnudo. [...]. Lo vuelven a hacer en el sofá. Rene lo besa en la 

 boca y Rovira siente la lengua húmeda y caliente en sus dientes. Siente muy cerca 

 el cuerpo extremadamente delgado de René. Se excita al pensar en la fragilidad de 

 René, lo envidia. (Gómez 108) 

 

                                                
115 Gómez 108-09. 
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Pedro Pablo relates this segment to the reader as if he were an omniscient narrator; by 

doing so the question arises as to whether Pedro Pablo is also speaking for himself, as if 

he is envious of their love and their attraction for each other. Nevertheless, he sets 

Rovira‘s movie store ablaze. 

 Much in the same way, Pedro Pablo refrains from hiding his feelings when he 

confesses to the reader towards the end of the novel that he is pleasured from watching 

intently as Milo engages in homosexual fellatio with a young boy. This occurrence 

reminds him of the time when he first met Milo, at the beach years earlier in the Hotel 

Shangri La, not only because of the homosexual encounter he witnessed at the hotel but 

also because the song that was playing on the radio of his taxi was the same Cat Stevens 

song that was playing at the Hotel Shangri La, Mundo salvaje.  

 Siento una leve excitación, no es nada suficiente […] Adentro de mi cabeza veo 

 armarse la misma escena de hace algunos años, en la cerradura de una puerta del 

 hotel Shangri La. Escucho la canción de Cat Stevens. […] Intento sonreír, pero 

 enseguida vuelvo aquí, al cerro de madrugada, al frío bajo cero. Escucho al niño 

 sobre el banco de piedra tararear la misma canción, mientras fuma y deja que el 

 hombre lo llene de saliva y de olor. Es la misma canción. Quedo paralizado y por 

 un momento no sé qué hacer. (Gómez 194) 

 

By observing Milo and the young boy, Pedro Pablo once again remembers what he has 

fought all these years to forget: his past. At the same time, however, he finds comfort in 

watching homosexual activity just as he finds comfort in watching things go up in flames; 

these two actions are connected by one single person: Milo. It was Milo who introduced 

Pedro Pablo to arson and Milo who participated in Pedro Pablo‘s first viewing of 

homosexuality. Constantly living his past in the present by committing arson solely for 

attention and revenge is something on which Pedro Pablo prides himself but also about 
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which he is disappointed. Although given his familiar situation from which stems his 

desperation for attention, to Pedro Pablo, Milo is partially to blame for introducing him to 

such a negative way to obtain it. Likewise, homosexuality, which reminds him of Milo, 

will always be a reason for his revenge like it was in the case of Rovira.   

 The key element of Milo‘s history is that he lost his father at a young age, 

internalized him and, even as a young man, began to follow in his criminal footsteps; it 

also suggests that the lack of a father figure forced Milo to look for other men for 

comfort.  Pedro Pablo first meets Milo, when he was an adolescent, and Milo tells Pedro 

Pablo that he provides special services for the tourists of the hotel; the reader, as well as 

Pedro Pablo, understands that he pleasures both men and women sexually. That same 

evening, Milo reveals that his father passed away in jail and mentions how he hopes to 

not follow in his footsteps
116

. The loss and internalization of the father leads Milo to act 

macho but it affects Milo in such a way that he craves the love that he had lost in his 

father, and is so desperate that he will do anything to get that attention. He never admits 

to Pedro Pablo that he was the person in the neighboring hotel room with the older man 

when he was confronted about it, but rather tries to mask any doubt about his sexuality. 

Additionally, years later when they meet again, Milo tells him that he has a daughter who 

he does not even know, in an attempt to clarify that he was indeed heterosexual. Milo‘s 

actions also suggest that his struggle with his sexual identity is the result of losing a 

father figure; he has learned to turn to other men to fill the void that his father left behind 

when he went to jail and later died. While internalizing this loved one who he lost as a 

                                                
116 ―No quiero ir a la cárcel. Mi papá murió en la cárcel, murió de pulmonía, pero también murió por estar 

preso...‖ (Gómez 128). 
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child
117

, Milo has adopted his behavior as his own by committing criminal acts, going to 

jail, and then becoming the parent who is lost to his daughter. Curiously, according to 

Freud, the sexual outcome for those whose conflicts between individual desires, pre-

oedipal identification and norms of civilization are not resolved during the oedipal stage 

will result in gender ―perversions‖ such as homosexuality
118

. 

 The fact that Milo‘s marriage failed and that he confessed to spending years 

thinking about Pedro Pablo leads the reader to suspect that all along he had been fighting 

his homo-sexuality. He even relates that his wife made his life much easier by leaving 

him. At the end of the novel, Milo hires a boy to perform sexual acts on him and then 

later confesses to Pedro Pablo that he has been thinking of him for years, planning what 

he would do with him once he got out of jail. The only person who figured out the real 

identity of the mystery ―incendiario‖ was Milo, who feeling that as partners in the 

Shangri La fire, that they had a special connection. The same need for the love of a man 

that Milo had expressed years before at Hotel Shangri La evidenced itself in Pedro 

Pablo‘s taxi; now out of jail, he still attempted to fill that void, and his outlet this time 

happened to be the person with whom he now felt the closest.  He tries to force Pedro 

Pablo into having intercourse with him as blackmail but instead of giving in to his 

demands, the reader is made to believe that Pedro Pablo kills Milo and burns his house to 

                                                
117 Melanie Klein, a disciple of Freud, believes that when someone who is very dear to the individual is 

lost, the individual internalizes that person and incorporates into his or her own being the characteristics of 

that person.  
118 Jefferson 216. 
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the ground
119

. By ridding himself of Milo, Pedro Pablo perhaps also rids himself of the 

horrid memories of the incidence at the beach over a decade earlier.  

  Pedro Pablo‘s actions, including his overly accentuated machismo and fear of 

homo-sexuality demonstrate his desire to comply with a more patriarchal and 

conservative view on life. One idea that is called to mind while considering the social 

ambience of this novel is that of Hegemonic Masculinity. Toby Miller describes this form 

of social hegemony as a melting pot of sexism toward women, carried out through 

violence and obstacles to occupational or athletic progress, and one-sided sexist media, as 

well as exclusion of homosexual men from the machista masculine center
120

.  Pedro 

Pablo‘s actions represent an inclination toward conservative thinking as he holds true to 

male dominance over women, as is noticed when he rapes his maid and shunning his own 

mother from his life in an attempt to show that he wants to control their relationship. 

Dominance is the only outlet that Pedro Pablo feels he has to escape from his problems 

and to find importance in his life. 

5. Karen and Pedro Pablo‘s Flights 

 Pedro Pablo‘s solutions to fleeing from that which causes his pain and trouble are 

different from Karen‘s, the latter who tends to physically flee, while the former mentally 

and emotionally flees more than anything. Instead of leaving Chile to experience life 

                                                
119 Pedro Pablo narrates in detail how he stabbed Milo in the testicles with a metal fork then left him 

bleeding on the floor (Gómez 203). In a period of time that the reader is led to believe is the next morning, 

he leaves his apartment, gets into his taxi and listens to Father and son by Cat Stevens, a song which is 
perhaps symbolic of the death that both Milo and his father endured as criminals. Pedro Pablo notices the 

smell of gasoline still lingering in his car from the night before and says, ―El incendio fue temprano, así que 

compro el diario y leo la noticia‖. The fire was most likely the one he set to Milo‘s house, hours after he 

bled to death.  
120 Miller, Toby 117. 
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outside the country, Pedro Pablo stays in Parque Deportivo. Throughout the course of the 

novel, he drives his taxi around this suburban city, sometimes traveling to the coast or to 

Santiago, but never venturing to go very far, as if he is trapped in this geographical 

location. His means of escaping, therefore, are by doing so through sex and drug abuse, 

mental flight, thoughts of suicide, and most popularly, by means of symbolic riddance of 

people that reminded him of his past.     

 The chapter entitled ―Algunos ejemplos de una vida normal‖ includes an epigraph 

by Silbario Castellano, ―Oí y…y huí/ huía y oía‖
121

 which references the way that Pedro 

Pablo handles his life when he becomes depressed: by fleeing. The chapter title and the 

epigraph are seemingly contradictory, however, as fleeing is not usually an occurrence in 

a life that one would consider normal. When Pedro Pablo cannot tolerate certain events in 

his life he, such as remembering that in school he was considered a loser, he takes on the 

same characteristics from that which he is actually trying to escape.  Remembering what 

his life was like as an adolescent in high school, he gets depressed and leaves his 

apartment only to wander throughout the city.  He goes to the movie theater, buys a ticket 

to see a movie, buys nearly all of the candy in the concession area and leaves without 

seeing the movie. He is picked up by his friend Polo, who failed to get the usual Dimitil, 

a drug off of which they get high; for lack of anything better to do, they go to a massage 

parlor/escort service. Pedro Pablo‘s way of moving around town from place to place is 

his way of escaping. The more he moves and distracts himself, the less he tends to stay in 

one place and negatively dwell on things. By leaving his apartment, he does not have to 

                                                
121 Gómez 175. 
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think about what a loner he is for imprisoning himself in there, and by leaving the movie 

theater, he does not have to face the fact that he would be seeing the movie alone.   

 While in the massage parlor, Pedro Pablo recollects the moment he walked out on 

Karen as they were about to take their relationship to a new level. His inability to get too 

close to anyone would put him in a vulnerable, weaker state, as he would have to settle 

down without the freedom to move about, doing whatever he wants wherever and 

whenever he wants to do it. He is also hesitant to love, as he very rarely before felt that 

emotion. By leaving Karen that day in the shower, Pedro Pablo flees emotionally from 

his feelings toward her, as well as physically as he runs out the door, never to go back.  

 Fleeing is Pedro Pablo‘s coping mechanism. After his father moved out of the 

house, he burnt down his neighbors‘ house, a house in which the father, a doctor, lived 

with his family. He sets fire to the houses of his old high school friends who he feels 

abandoned him after high school graduation. Perhaps he felt stuck in Parque Deportivo, 

unlike his friends who were all able to move away easily, or at least move on with their 

lives like his mother who was also easily able to leave her previous life behind without so 

much as even a bat of an eye.  Ten years later when his mother returns to Parque 

Deportivo, Pedro Pablo tries to bring himself visit her, but the best he can manage to do 

is approach the hotel in which she is staying and leave. The previous ten years without 

contact from his only parent who is alive pains Pedro Pablo so much that he cannot bear 

the thought of seeing her.   

 The more the novel progresses, the more numb Pedro Pablo becomes to his 

feelings, those toward his mother and even toward his once best friend, Karen. Karen 
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continues to remain close to his heart, even after the two-year period of not speaking to 

her. He feels that she did not completely understand him; additionally he feels betrayed 

by her, as she abandoned the feelings she had for him and projected them onto Polo, one 

of his closest male friends. Parallel to his feelings of insecurity are Karen‘s, a person 

whose situation remains even more similar to his than anyone else‘s. Like Pedro Pablo, 

her inability to experience true love—of others, from others and of herself—and the 

difficulty she faces accepting abandonment and loss causes her to want to escape from all 

her troubles.  

 Karen narrates that the one and only time she would not try to escape was if the 

arsonist came to set her house on fire:  ―Si hoy el incendiario eligiera a mi casa, creo que 

no haría nada para huir, me quedaría aquí, como una vela consumida, en silencio, 

ardiendo y derritiéndome tranquilamente como esperma‖ (Gómez 189). Her attitude is 

that of giving up, of not wanting to flee anymore, but in reality, she is continuing to do 

so.  

 Now fleeing from Karen, the one and only person in his life to whom he felt he 

could relate, Pedro Pablo knows that his ultimate challenge and reward is to burn down 

her apartment building. The arson was a means of escaping from everything associated 

with Karen once and for all. As Pedro Pablo is leaving the scene, running down the stairs 

of the building and out the door, he narrates, ―No sé si me persiguen o huyen como yo‖ 

(Gómez 212). Life is a constant flight for Pedro Pablo; it is the only thing that seems to 

give him life meaning because it lets him escape from the thoughts of having lost 

something or someone important to him. By cutting ties with her in this way perhaps he 
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believes that he is helping Karen move on with her life. Everything that she possessed 

and everything to which she was connected was destroyed in the fire, including her link 

to her mother—the letters—and her roommate Rita.  

6. Acceptance and Resolution  

 By the end of the novel, Karen remains one who tries to escape from everything, 

in the same way that Pedro Pablo is trying to escape from his life by destroying the 

memories of his past. Once she realizes that it was Pedro Pablo committing the crimes of 

arson throughout Parque Deportivo, including the one to her apartment, her expectations 

of finding any hope in life at all are shattered, as her one and only long-time friend turns 

out to be her deceiver. To get away from him and the memories that he provoked of her 

past, Karen moved from that city. The reason that she left was because of ―fear, 

insecurity and other things‖
122

, she claims. One can deduce that the ―other things‖ simply 

refer to the memories of her family and Pedro Pablo.  

 After a few years of being away, Karen feels that she can now look back on her 

life in a different way, in a way in which she is able to view people more objectively than 

before and obtain a better sense of truth. Karen feels that everything that happened 

between her and Pedro Pablo, including the fire, was destiny, and that it was supposed to 

happen in that way; she even dares to say that she believes that what happened was 

necessary. Perhaps she feels it was necessary because it forced her to move forward with 

her life without dwelling on her past from which she so badly wanted to break away. 

Although she claims that the future does not scare her as much as it used to, she admits to 

                                                
122 My translation. See Gómez 215.  
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never being able to stay in one place for a long period of time, which clearly proves that 

she is lying to herself. The only life she feels comfortable living is the one in which she is 

on the run. As if she enjoys the attention associated with living in fear, Karen tells her 

audience that she is unable to divulge her current location: 

 Creo que aquí estoy segura por el momento y lo suficientemente lejos de Parque 

 Deportivo. Sigo siendo la misma, pero distinta, no sé si me entienden. Nunca 

 permanezco mucho tiempo en el mismo lugar. Se podría decir que evito echar 

 raíces. Por ahora prefiero mantener el secreto. Además, creo que no me quedaré 

 mucho tiempo. (Gómez 223) 

 

Despite her claim that she would never attempt to challenge destiny, she refuses to truly 

reflect on her past, accept it, and move on; instead she, moves on by consistently 

changing residences in order to create new memories in hopes that they will suppress the 

old ones.  

 When Karen felt somewhat comfortable with her life, she intended to mend the 

family ties with her parents which had been broken. On Christmas Eve, she attempted to 

reconcile with her father during a trip to her recently-deceased grandfather‘s home in 

Monte Verde. At this time her father informed her that the reason he originally left Monte 

Verde was because he refused to be subjected to the same miserable life and bad luck that 

his father had. A few months later, Karen‘s father passed away following a battle with 

cancer and, like her father had done, Karen upholds the family tradition of escaping from 

sadness and misery by adopting a lifestyle of flight and loneliness. However, once the 

constants in her life—the mystery of the serial arsonist and the way that those arsons 

made her feel more confident about her own life—became reality, she begins to see her 
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life as one disaster after another, snowballing downhill without anything to stop it. Once 

this frame of mind sets in, Karen has already given up and has chosen to keep fleeing.  

 After the apartment fire, Karen‘s only possessions that remained were those 

which were left in her old bedroom at her father‘s house, ironically the only place she 

claims she ever felt completely comfortable.  As her father was dying in the very house in 

which she grew up, she could not bear the pain associated in staying there to care for him. 

She reflects back on her attitude after returning form the United States, about how she 

vowed she would never return to that house again, but when she figured out that it was 

Pedro Pablo who killed her roommate and set her apartment ablaze, she admits her 

longing to be in her family house, ―Me encerré en mi pieza antigua. Había vuelto al único 

lugar donde me sentía segura‖ (Gómez 229). This house, despite the pain that she felt, 

was her safe haven, just as Pedro Pablo had once found comfort in the house his father 

built.  

 Pedro Pablo‘s life has greatly paralleled that of Karen and because of this, they 

are more similar to each other than they know; Pedro Pablo‘s destroying everything 

important to Karen in the fire is like destroying the skeletons in his own closet. Much like 

Karen, Pedro Pablo found that his family home was a part of him; although he eventually 

sold his parents‘ house, his success in burning down Karen‘s residence can be seen as 

revenge for her attempt to move on with life without him and a way for him to start anew 

and rebuild his own self-confidence. It is no coincidence that the arson of Karen and 

Rita‘s apartment was very similar to that which occurred at the Hotel Shangri La. 

Although Pedro Pablo had premeditated the arson, he did not intend to kill Rita in the 
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process. As it happened, she accidentally died, just as had the man at Hotel Shangri La 

when Milo was trying to steal his money, and Pedro Pablo left her body there to go up in 

flames, just as he had witnessed Milo do years before with the deceased older hotel guest. 

 At the end of the novel the reader is left wondering if Pedro Pablo has found a 

way to resolve his problems or if he has found peace in himself and in the unfortunate 

experience he has been living. The only comfort he feels is when he burns down the 

property of those who have hurt him over the years. Although he claims to never have 

returned to his childhood residence after selling it, he left it standing because there were 

memories attached to that house that he could not bear to lose, such as his parents. His 

parents, although lost or distant, were still a part of him, and throughout the novel he 

alludes to needing them.   

 More than ten years after leaving him alone to fend for himself, Pedro Pablo‘s 

mother wishes to reunite with him; nevertheless, this was not enough to heal Pedro 

Pablo‘s wounds and bring this time in his life to a closure.  He knew that the reason she 

wanted to see him was because she felt guilty. For him to find closure, he needed to do 

something perhaps far more difficult: ignore her attempt to reunite and walk the other 

way. Whereas revenge via setting her former house on fire because would not affect 

anyone but him, Pedro Pablo decided to push her out of his life once and for all, so that 

the only person to suffer because of his actions would be her. Curiously, the same day 

that he made the decision not to meet with his mother, he sees breaking news on TV 

which stuns him and at the same time awes and mesmerizes him: The Challenger space 

shuttle had recently blown up just after takeoff. In addition to feeling an odd sense of 
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peace as he watches the repeated shots of the explosion and the fire, he sees the pictures 

of the crew and comments about how the picture of the school teacher on board reminds 

him of his mother. Although he claims to be unsure of the reason why he sees his 

mother‘s face in the teacher‘s picture, this was the very moment that would give him the 

closure he needed. The unfortunate death of the teacher acted as the symbolic the death of 

his mother to him; in all of that time away from her, he had learned to live on his own, 

without being dependant on her for anything. 

 Finding closure to the relationship he had with his neglectful mother is not as easy 

as finding a way to come to grips with the loss of his father. Experiencing his father 

leaving, Pedro Pablo felt unwanted and unloved. His father‘s death, on top of that, 

created a void within Pedro Pablo that could only be filled by the love of people around 

him. Unfortunately, his only other parent abandoned him completely, and after high 

school, most of his friends also deserted him. The song Father and Son by Cat Stevens 

which begins to play on his tape deck while driving his taxi, consoles him the morning 

after having gotten revenge on Milo. The song makes him nostalgically remember his 

father, as it was playing in the Hotel Shangri La immediately before he witnessed his 

parents enjoying each others‘ company for one of the last times. As he is listening to the 

music, he describes the car smelling like gasoline from the night before, almost as if he 

equates Cat Stevens songs with arson, which in turn, he equates with peacefulness. The 

very first time Pedro Pablo set anyone‘s house on fire was immediately after his father 

left, suggesting that setting houses on fire is his way of slowly putting his father to rest; 

he finds the comfort in the attention he indirectly gets from them, which substitutes the 
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attention that he needed from a father figure in his life. Likewise, after setting Karen‘s 

apartment on fire, he hears the Cat Stevens songs Home in the sky and Jesús, metaphors 

for Rita having died in the fire, and also Pedro Pablo‘s reassurance that his father is now 

home in his eternal resting place. It is not until the end of the novel that Pedro Pablo can 

possibly start to find happiness, peace and a sense of self-worth.  

 Similar to Pedro Pablo, the feeling of abandonment has haunted Karen for years 

and she continually tries to escape from that feeling by running from it instead of facing it 

head-on. While when she was younger, she tried to flee form her problems by going to 

the United States, now that she is older, she has a desire to flee in another way: by giving 

in to her problems and causing her own self-defeating state in which she, figuratively 

speaking, dies inside, losing hope that she would ever find happiness and self-peace. 

Karen has spent years of trying to flee from her family and from commitment, and even 

escapes from the responsibility of parenthood by having an abortion, as she states, ―Mi 

cara debe parecer muy triste y siento miedo desde este momento. No hay otra salida. Para 

este tipo de problemas no hay salida. Traté de pensar en otra solución y no llegué a 

nada.‖ (Gómez 44). Karen‘s behavior reflects the abandonment that she has experienced 

first hand, as she too becomes the abandoner.  

 Karen attempts to resolve her relationship with her parents by accepting their 

situations and reuniting with them. As previously mentioned, she exchanges letters with 

her estranged mother, now living in Miami,  after ten years of not having spoken. The 

information contained in the letters suggests that Karen is the more mature woman of the 

two, as she states that she is experiencing hard times but that she does not wish to bother 
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her mother with her problems. In contrast, her mother constantly complains to her, 

desperate for attention and approval, and seeking her daughter‘s advice about her 

relationship and drug problems, but with a maturity level of an adolescent. Karen tells her 

mother about her attempt to rekindle her relationship with her father, to whom Karen‘s 

mother was still legally married. Although this letter was sent, Karen never again heard 

from her mother, perhaps due to the destruction of her contact information in fire and the 

fact that Karen is constantly on the run. It is through Pedro Pablo‘s actions that she 

finally accepts the relationship that she has with her mother and the fact that she is never 

going to be a significant part of her life. Coming back into her life for just a short while 

was enough to give Karen closure to the history of familiar discomfort she had felt for so 

many years.  

 Karen places the blame on her father for the less than ideal relationship she had 

with her mother, and for the way that her mother so abruptly left the family; by getting 

back in touch with her father, she is able to piece their particular relationship back 

together, enough for her to acquire a newfound appreciation for him before he passes 

away. In the letters to her mother that explained how her relationship with her father had 

recently evolved, she writes:  

   Existía un pacto implícito de tolerancia que nos mantenía en contacto...Yo quería 

 entender a papá, quería saber qué había detrás de él, me entiendes. Quería saltar 

 ese cerco tan grande que siempre puso delante de ti y de mi. Sabía que adentro 

 había otro mundo, el real, lleno de debilidades, malos entendidos y cosas buenas, 

 como en todos. (Gómez 148) 

 

Karen‘s father, according to Pedro Pablo, hates his daughter, however the attitude he has 

toward her when she tries to bring him into her life again may be due to the guilt he feels 
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concerning the way he treated her as a child and teenager, and for his lack of 

communication over the years. Karen, inviting herself to travel with him on Christmas 

Eve to southern Chile where he grew up is a huge step in the recovery of their 

relationship. He agrees to let her come with a simple ―sí‖ but Karen perceives it to truly 

mean ―Muchas gracias‖ (Gómez 149).  

 As Karen‘s grandfather had passed away without anyone around and without 

anyone realizing it for two months, she felt that it was her duty to be there for her father, 

even though he had never really been there for her. As many other houses have turned to 

ash in this novel, coincidentally so had the house of Karen‘s grandfather, representing not 

only the end of his life, but the end of many memories and the putting to rest many 

hardships. Traveling to the site of the house was a way for Karen‘s father to find the 

closure he needed in his own life, the final end to the feeling of guilt for never having 

wanted to return, the end of a lost relationship with his own father who died a lonely 

man.  

 Karen‘s acceptance of her father at the end of the novel pushes her to refuse 

letting him die lonely as well. After finding out he had cancer, she willingly went to his 

house to take care of him. Contemplating the situation, she comes to the conclusion that 

history repeats itself: cancer was common on her father‘s side of the family and had 

killed many people, but the solitude with which these people lived leading up to that 

point is also a familiar characteristic. Karen is trying to break the cycle by being with her 

father, whom everyone had previously abandoned, including herself for a long time. He 

died three days after she left him, which shows that perhaps the cycle was not broken, but 
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that now it is Karen‘s turn to enter into it. Left without her apartment, her roommate, her 

lover Polo, her best friend Pedro Pablo, her mother and now her father, she is the circle‘s 

next link. Her father‘s death hurts her, and for this reason she claims that she never 

returned to his house, the house in which she grew up as a child.  

 Like Pedro Pablo, Karen experiences the death of her father and the abandonment 

of her mother. Losing them as the nurturers and caregivers that they should have been 

initially caused their problems to surface. Also like Pedro Pablo, Karen is able to accept 

the situation into which she has been cast and the relationships that she had with both of 

her parents, and from there, she is able to move on with her life. Nevertheless, neither 

Karen nor Pedro Pablo seem to be totally able to progress in life, as the reader is left 

wondering what happens after the novel ends. Although the two protagonists may have 

found closure in their own special way, the reader is now forced into their shoes to 

experience what it feels like to be in constant limbo, between one place and the next, 

without our own sense of closure concerning the novel‘s outcome.   

 It is quite possible that Pedro Pablo does not even understand who he really is, 

whereas Karen made amends with her parents before losing contact with them forever. 

She was finally able to accept her parents and the path that her life has taken. As Steven 

Farmer writes, there are several steps involved in this healing process that the now-adult 

faces. The first stage is that of becoming aware, when the adult should begin trust his or 

her own instincts, which is the opposite of what parents in a dysfunctional family would 

have promoted when the child was growing up
123

. Another important stage involves 

                                                
123 Farmer 85. 
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―breaking through denial‖, a point in which Farmer urges the individual to stop lying to 

him or herself and to admit that while growing up, abuse actually occurred, weather it 

was physical, verbal or emotional
124

. After the now-adult has acknowledged and released 

the anger that results from contemplating his or her absence of a true childhood, feelings 

of overpowering sadness, pain and betrayal will take over. Farmer writes, ―You may 

indeed feel lost […] It‘s as if you are truly mourning a death—the death of your missing 

childhood‖ (97). When Karen speaks of her great desire to experience Walt Disney 

World and when she speaks of how she never got to enjoy her childhood as other kids 

had, the reader realizes that she was at this stage. Lastly Farmer presents the stages of 

acceptance and forgiving, as the individual now lets go of the past. Forgiving the parents 

can only occur when one understands his or her true feelings; Farmer maintains that: 

 Once you have let yourself feel the repressed anger and hurt toward your parents, 

 you have set the stage for compassion. When you can begin to truly understand 

 your parents and why they did what they did to you, you can forgive them. Most 

 likely they suffered from abuse when they were children and were simply passing 

 along what they had learned about how to treat children. (100) 

 

Throughout the novel the narrator reveals the lack of interest Karen‘s parents have in her 

life. Karen comes to grips with this reality through this process and at the same times 

comes to understand herself.  Karen‘s forgiveness of them leads to her acceptance that 

they, too, have suffered their share of personal problems throughout their lives.  

 Unlike Karen, Pedro Pablo may have somewhat resolved his anger toward his 

mother but the reader does not know if he truly accepts his father‘s death. As he narrates 

about things like songs and pictures that nostalgically bring his father to mind, he hardly 

                                                
124 Ibid., 94. 
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ever mentions his mother. When he does, deep feelings of hatred resurface and he 

fantasizes about her amidst flames. He is stuck in the above-mentioned phase of being 

lost, of mourning the death of his childhood, and he cannot progress. He constantly is 

haunted with the absence of both a father-figure and a mother-figure in his life and as a 

result, he had no one to teach him how to act appropriately, sexually and socially, or how 

to behave during the traumatic times of his life; he cannot even find his own identity in 

the midst of all his troubles.  

  Vidas ejemplares is presented to the reader as if it were a puzzle that must to be 

figured out in order to understand the protagonists. The narrative is not chronological, but 

rather jumps back and fourth between past and present and between four actual 

narrations: that of Pedro Pablo who recounts his experiences from his own perspective 

from dialogue with others, a separate section in which he explains what occurs 

specifically while he is in his taxi, that of Karen who recounts her experiences from her 

perspective with dialogue between her and others, and that of Karen‘s mother in the 

letters that she sends to Karen. Amidst the confusion of who is narrating and from what 

time they are narrating, the reader is able to piece together information which gives clues 

about family, relationships and emotions to aid in the understanding of why the 

protagonists continue to lead troubled lives. In addition, the puzzle that the reader is 

putting together during the novel is symbolic of the puzzle that Karen and Pedro Pablo 

feel that they have to figure out about their own lives to even understand themselves. In 

the process, Karen puts together Pedro Pablo‘s puzzle of life and figure out who he really 

is.  
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CHAPTER FOUR: MY FAMILY IS THE CULPRIT: FLEEING IN JAIME BAYLY‘S  

FUE AYER Y NO ME ACUERDO 

 The novel Fue aye y no me acuerdo (1995) was written by the Peruvian author, 

journalist and talk show host Jaime Bayly whose short story ―Extraño a Diego‖ appears 

in Alberto Fuguet and Sergio Gómez‘s anthology McOndo. Bayly is the author of several 

short stories and twelve novels to date, most of which explore the common themes of, 

friendship, the expression of sexual identity and politics, although the latter is observed to 

a greater extent than in most other narratives of Generación McOndo. The twenty-one 

year old protagonist of this novel, Gabriel, is a political interviewer for television whose 

life starts spinning out of control when he loses this job that was just beginning to make 

him famous. The sudden jobless situation in which he finds himself fosters an 

environment of little ambition to continue on his planned career path. When his fame 

reaches an end, he is forced to spend more time with his friends, with whom he quickly 

realizes he has little in common. The search for his sexual identity is a path that Gabriel 

continues to travel throughout this novel, a path that leads him to a decadent lifestyle and 

lack of hope, a path that began during his childhood and which can be identified as being 

the result of a less than optimal upbringing in the family environment.   

In my analysis of Fue ayer y no me acuerdo, I will outline what I believe to be the 

contributing factors to Gabriel‘s misfortunes: the back story of his relationship with his 

parents. Although Bayly uses current events to show the corruption that was occurring, 

historically, in Lima at the time, he uses them to cover up the reason that Gabriel so often 

desires to flee from everything that is present in his life in the same way that Gabriel tries 
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to mask his identity. Although I will explore how this society, with the globalization that 

has incorporated itself into the culture of the upper-middle class limenean inhabitants, 

indeed influences how Gabriel‘s family interacts with him, it is not Lima from which 

Gabriel is trying to escape, but rather from that which binds him to the city: his family.  

The younger, more formative years through which the protagonist passes are the 

most important ones in understanding the reasoning behind Gabriel‘s dislocated sense of 

self and dislocation from his friends and family. The reader, however, obtains little 

information about this time in Gabriel‘s life by merely reading the story, and therefore 

must delve deeper into his background to question what causes the problems he faces as 

an adolescent or young adult. As the roots that hold him to his native city of Lima are 

unearthed—those of his family—Gabriel is seen constantly trying to sever them despite 

their growing back and haunting him. In his attempt to escape from the wrath of failure 

with which these roots are suffocating him, he is pulled down deeper and deeper, making 

it seem almost impossible to get away.   

The constant feeling of being lost, confused, depressed, lonely and frustrated 

overpower Gabriel‘s life, and is manifested primarily in his relationships that he attempts 

to form and keep with others. Nonetheless, to be able to diagnose the reason for their 

rejection of him and his failure in forming meaningful relationships with them, it is 

important to take into consideration what the very first relationship that he encountered, 

that with his parents, may have been like.  Sigmund Freud is a firm believer that the 
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failure to maintain a meaningful relationship with a parent could result in an emotional 

handicap later in life
125

.  

I will begin with three possible explanations for Gabriel‘s lack of closeness with 

his parents, all of which concern early childhood development: the result of Freud‘s 

theories about the Oedipus Complex, primary bisexuality, and persecutory paranoia. 

During the oedipal stage, the child is denied the sexual/love relationship with the mother 

that the father can provide her. Once the child begins to identify with the father, he starts 

to see himself as his father‘s rival and therefore, my not form a relationship with either 

parent. At the end of the oedipal stage, the child may either identify with the mother and 

internalize the father with whom he builds an intensified relationship or he may 

internalize the lost object of desire—his mother—building a more intense relationship 

with her.  

1. Oedipus Complex, Primary Bisexuality and Persecutory Paranoia 

Gabriel tells the reader how he has a stronger relationship with his mother than he 

does with his father as he narrates with nostalgia how his mother used to take him to the 

Bar BQ where she would buy him papaya juice and let him ride the little horse that was 

there. He also mentions the respect in which he esteems her, calling her a saint. The 

reader understands the mother‘s compassion for her child as she helps him without 

question when he calls, after years of not talking to her, and asks for money: ―Mi madre 

era una mujer muy bondadosa. Estaba acostumbrada a perdonar. Sabía que yo era un 

                                                
125 ―…the ego is formed to a great extent out of identifications taking the place of cathexes or the parts of 

the id which have been abandoned; the earliest of these identifications always fulfill a special office in the 

ego and stand apart from the rest of the ego in the form of a super-ego, while later on, as it grows stronger, 

the ego may become more able to withstand the effects of identifications‖ (Freud 69).  
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cabrón, pero aun así me quería‖ (Bayly 143). These certain occurrences in Gabriel‘s life, 

when his mother shows him care and concern, are not the only reasons to suspect that a 

more intense relationship was formed between him and his mother when he was an infant 

than between him and his father. The gender struggles that Gabriel has during his 

adolescence and early adulthood could possibly also be traced back to the end of the 

oedipal stage; at this point he may have internalized his mother, his lost object-cathexis, 

which shows that he has a stronger feminine disposition than masculine.  

 Melanie Klein contends that during the oedipal stage, if the mother denies the 

male child the breast as a means of nourishment, the child will try to obtain it by 

―becoming‖ the phallus, which he understands to be the element that makes his mother 

desire his father‘s love
126

. However, in his attempt to do so, the child begins to identify 

more with one parent than the other, and the relationship with the father is the most 

significant identification that all people experience
127

. It is difficult to accept that these 

processes of identification, although occurring unconsciously in the infant, would not 

lead to future formation of relationships in the individual, and therefore it is important to 

continue exploring how they may have impacted the protagonist, Gabriel. 

  The fact that Gabriel calls himself a bastard, as previously mentioned, is an 

interesting component in the study of his parent-child relationship. The reader can 

assume that since his parents are still together and since there is no mention of his father 

actually being a stepfather, Gabriel is referring to the word in its analogous sense, which 

                                                
126 See Segal 94 
127 ―…behind the [ego-ideal] there lies hidden the first and most important identification of all, the 

identification with the father, which takes place in the prehistory of every person‖ (Freud 40). 
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has developed over the years to label a ―vicious, despicable, or thoroughly disliked 

person‖
128

. Nonetheless, the relation that this word has to its original meaning of a 

fatherless, illegitimate child could also be Gabriel‘s way of telling the reader that his 

father has never been there for him, is dead to him and does not exist in his mind as a true 

father figure. Not only does Gabriel‘s father distance himself from his son, but he also 

tries to distance Gabriel from his mother by telling him how girly he acts and by calling 

him a mama‘s boy, or hijito de su mamá
129

. The way in which Gabriel does not speak ill 

of his mother is proof that he can identify more with her than he can with his father, 

perhaps because of his inclination to internalize her into his own being as the prohibited 

object of desire, during early childhood.  

 In Freud‘s theory of a primary stage of infantile bisexuality, the child identifies 

with both parents. Freud believed that every person is inherently partly passive and partly 

active, meaning that they have feminine and masculine characteristics, respectively
130

. 

Freud claims that every human being passes through this stage at some point during their 

infantile years, and that this stage of bisexuality is the reason as to why the Oedipus 

complex occurs. Anna Gullickson clarifies Freud‘s theory by stating that ―a boy desires 

his mother and wants to take the father‘s place as the love-object of his mother‖ (8). 

However, Freud does believe that the male child, in desiring the love of his father, wants 

to take the place of the mother, which shows his feminine disposition. Furthermore, the 

                                                
128 See ―Bastard‖. 
129 ―Veo a mi padre llevándome al colegio a toda velocidad, insultando a los camineros que no le dejan 

pasar, diciéndome que soy un ocioso, un maricón, u hijito de su mamá [..] Y me mira con desprecio. Y yo 

pienso: no es mi culpa ser tu hijo, papá‖ (Bayly 169-70). 
130 Freud‘s theory of this primary form of bisexuality was based on an idea from friend William Fleiss. See 

Chalquist ―bisexuality‖.   
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boy manifests his bisexuality in showing ambivalence toward the father, with whom he 

projects his feminine comportment, but he shows desire for the mother, with whom he 

behaves in a hostile manner. Freud claims that during the castration phase, the boy 

usually resolves the Oedipus complex by realizing the mother is lacking a penis and that 

believes to achieve the father‘s love, he too must be castrated. However, he also realizes 

that he has a penis and that to achieve his father‘s love he must accept his male genetalia. 

This phase usually ends in the lack of desire for both the father and the mother
131

. As 

Gabriel struggles later in his life with his sexuality, there are several times when he 

relates his experiences with both female and male characters, suggesting that he seems to 

have problems stemming from this period of infancy. Gabriel‘s first sexual relation about 

which the readers find out is with his best friend Matías, in the afternoons during siesta. 

He admits that previously, his sexual experience could not amount to anything more than 

a few pathetic experiences with a male friend from high school, a few attempts to sleep 

with female prostitutes and making out with his friend Andrea at New Year. While in 

Santo Domingo, Gabriel does, in fact, sleep with both men and women and while he was 

in Buenos Aires, he mentions how there were many beautiful people in that city, as if he 

was getting aroused thinking about them: ―[c]hicos guapos, chicas lindas. Y era un placer 

verlos bailar, seducirse, buscarse entre las sombras‖ (Bayly 91). Also while in Buenos 

Aires, Gabriel mentions that he feels like a woman, like Julia Roberts in Pretty Woman, 

with his new suit and Italian shoes that his friend Dieguito bought for him the night 

before. He even believes he should have been born a woman because he feels that he is 

                                                
131 See Gullickson 8-10. 
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gay in the wrong city, and is attracted to the wrong type of men. Gabriel‘s feeling like a 

woman might normally provoke an arousal with the presence of men, but as he realizes 

he is attracted to his friend Micaela, the situation complicates itself. When Michaela 

questions his sexuality, he honestly responds that he believes that he is bisexual.  

 The struggles that he has had trying to maintain relationships with men may also 

stem from persecutory paranoia, which Freud believes is a stage through which the male 

child passes when he loses his object of desire and therefore fights against the 

homosexual attachment he had to him. The reader can gather that Gabriel‘s relationship 

with his father before the age of fifteen was not an extremely healthy one, as several 

instances arise when his father scolds him for not being manly enough while his mother 

fails to stand up for him. One instance, in particular, happened when his father forced him 

to prove his manhood by drinking a raw egg; when he vomited, his father cracked another 

egg on his head and called him a coward. During the oedipal stage, it is quite possible 

that either Gabriel‘s identification with his mother as the lost object-cathexis increased 

dramatically as the relationship that he formed with his father became weaker. As Freud 

outlines, upon losing his father, his alternative object of desire, the male child converts 

him into ―the object of aggressive and often dangerous impulses‖ (50-60); the sufferer 

then defends himself against homosexual attachment and dependency by possessing 

aggressive desires of rivalry toward the person about whom he feels anger
132

.  

Gabriel attempts to destroy his father by aggressive action and vengeance toward 

him, all the while caring very little about the possible consequences. Gabriel decides to 

                                                
132 See Freud 59-60. 
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vandalize his house and car, and to prank-call him, telling him that that he was going to 

kill him. Upon taking this action, Gabriel feels somewhat relieved, but only because he 

does not reveal his identity to his father. Hiding behind the invisible mask that he is 

accustomed to wearing gives Gabriel strength, covers up the shame that he feels, and 

shields him from criticism. Gabriel retreats to yet another despising picture of his father 

etched into his memory, a memory that is so strong that he wishes physical harm upon his 

father:  

Veo a mi padre y lo odio. Lo veo grande, fuerte, con sus ojos llenos de rabia y su 

bigote de mariachi y sus brazos de boxeador. Lo veo calato, peludo, saliendo de la 

ducha, mirándome con una mezcla de burla y desprecio. ¿Por qué me odias? 

¿Sólo porque soy como soy? No puedo ser tan macho y recio como tú. No puedo. 

Hubiera preferido ser mujer. Hubiera preferido no ser tu  hijo. Hubiera preferido 

que te mueras el día que chocaste borracho. Reboto. Es el infierno. Si tuviera una 

pistola o unas pastillas, creo que me mataría. Si tuviera a mi padre enfrente, le 

dispararía. Alguna vez fui un buen chico. Mi padre me hizo mierda. Me odio, lo 

odio, odio ser su hijo. Por eso ahora estoy así, rebotando, con el alma muerta. 

(Bayly 171)  

 

Because of his father‘s lack of acceptance, Gabriel outwardly blames him for the 

hardships he has suffered in not even being able to be comfortable with himself. A 

pseudo-love object in his best friend Matías is apparent, as he takes the place of Gabriel‘s 

father by providing Gabriel the love and gratification that he was seeking, then suddenly 

denies him of it. Matías‘ denial of his own homosexual impulses and the way in which he 

shunned Gabriel because of his sexual preference provoked a feeling within Gabriel of 

wanting to destroy Matías in the same way he seeks to destroy his father.  

 Herrera Abad signals aggressiveness in male children as commonly resulting from 

dysfunction and hostility between the father and son as the child is growing up: 
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 Recordemos que en nuestra realidad la violencia se expresa, entre otras formas, en 

 el abandono del niño, cuando no, en la directa agresión física. Se da entonces un 

 curioso fenómeno por el cual ese agresor externo es internalizado y ya no está 

 más afuera, al  menos ya no solamente afuera. Al interiorizarse se convierte en un 

 agresor interno. De ser una pugna inicialmente planteada entre lo interno y lo 

 externo, se transforma en una pugna entre instancias internas. Quizá el agredido 

 desearía matar al agresor, pero al no poder hacerlo, culpable y sin otra salida, 

 incorpora, por la identificación, a la autoridad inaccesible u hostil. (Herrera Abad 

 147) 

 

The hostility that Gabriel feels toward Matías is the same hostility that he feels toward his 

demeaning father. A possible internalization of his father‘s negative traits of emotional 

aggression and demoralization causes Gabriel to desire a possible escape from his 

problems by ridding himself of those who he feels contribute to them; nevertheless, he is 

unable to physically harm anyone.  

2. Neurosis and the Damaged Ego 

The way in which Gabriel perceives his father supports Freud‘s argument about 

neurosis and the damaged ego; if Freud were to examine Gabriel‘s specific case, he might 

classify him as neurotic instead of melancholic because his anger never leads him to go 

as far as total self-destruction, or the complete destruction of the ego. The father is 

considered an object of sexual desire until desexualization eventually occurs and leads 

the infant to perceive him as the rival; meanwhile the child‘s super-ego still perceives the 

father as the model, and thus two instincts arise: life and death. The neurotic‘s ego has a 

natural desire to be loved by the object and to live, therefore, he himself does not usually 

become the target of aggression which would lead to its own self-hatred and death
133

.   In 

the case of the protagonist examined here, the discrimination that the object of love, 

                                                
133 Ibid., 80-84. 
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Gabriel‘s father, exhibited towards him caused permanent ego damage to such an extent 

that Gabriel does not have a clear understanding about himself.   

 Freud believes saves neurotics from suicide is the fact that they have somehow 

retained the object of desire, which outlines the fact that Gabriel still desires the love of 

his father that had been lost, and for that reason he retains those memories, even as 

hurtful as they may be. The only dependencies that he has to his parents are these 

memories to which he continues to hold on, of his father abusing him over and over 

again. This emotional dependency is, perhaps, the only memory Gabriel has of his father, 

and therefore he depends on that memory to keep him going, to keep him strong.  

Freud maintains that ―[I]n the obsessional neurosis it has become possible, 

through a regression to the pre-genital organization, for the love-impulses to transform 

themselves into impulses of aggression against the object. There again the instinct of 

destruction has been set free and it aims at destroying the object...‖ (78). The super-ego, 

or conscience, of the neurotic counteracts the id‘s feelings of aggression and substitute 

them for feelings of love. The ego, pulled in both directions, keeps both sides in check. 

However, ―the first outcome is interminable self-torment, an eventually there follows a 

systematic torturing of the object, in so far as it is within reach‖ (Freud 78). Persecutory 

paranoia is resolved as the sufferer overcomes his aggressive and hostile desires toward 

the loved and lost object; at this point the desires become ones of love, and identification 

with the object eventually takes place.
134

 For Gabriel, however, the years of constant 

                                                
134 Ibid., 59-60. 
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humiliation and degradation prohibit any kind of emotional reversal until he finds, and 

comes to terms with, his own true identity.  

Gabriel‘s obsession with escaping his problems, fears, and humiliation often times 

manifests itself in thoughts of suicide.  He finds is difficult to cope with not only the 

rejection to which he was subjected since childhood, but now with that of his best friend 

Matías. The only way he can fathom fleeing the misery of being gay in a society where 

homosexuality is considered lowly, dirty, weak and feminine is by killing himself. He has 

been so brainwashed into believing he is weak that driving away in anger from Matías‘ 

home one night, he convinces himself that he is cowardly because he does not have the 

courage to commit suicide: ―Subiendo el cerro de La Molina, pensé desviar el carro de la 

pista y rodar por la arena húmeda y hacerme mierda de una vez‖ (Bayly 82). By his belief 

that he was not acting how a real man might act, Gabriel only reinforces the image of 

himself that his father has created in him, and which society has supported. Another 

instance where Gabriel backs down from suicide is when thinks about his weakness in 

not being able to kill himself with his father‘s gun:  

Debería tener el valor de ir a la casa de mi padre, entrar a su cuarto, romper el 

 vidrio de su armario, sacar una pistola, metérmela a la boca como una pinga de 

 metal y hacerla eyacular el balazo final. Pero no tengo valor. Soy un cobarde. 

 (Bayly 272) 

 

The connection between what he believes he does not have the courage to do—kill 

himself—and the way in which he describes this death—as if it were a homosexual act—

is symbolic: Gabriel metaphorically associates homosexuality with the death of his own 

being.  
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Living with fear of his own sexuality continues to drive Gabriel to his own death. 

Returning to Freud‘s idea of how a neurotic‘s ego risks destroying itself while it tries to 

keep the super-ego and id in balance, Gabriel risks his life by taking twenty sleeping pills 

the night that he leaves Matías‘ house, humiliated by his friend‘s rejection. ―Me miré en 

el espejo: no quiero ser maricón, no quiero ser maricón, no quiero ser maricón‖
135

, thinks 

Gabriel, as he adds that he was hoping that either the pills or the tap water would kill him. 

When later questioned about why he gave up on life so easily, he responds that he wanted 

it all to end quickly, because he preferred to ―die like a cokehead than live like a 

homosexual‖
136

. When the sleeping pills do not kill him, he sees this attempt as just 

another failure in life in the same way that his father perceives him. Although he warns 

his father of his plans to kill himself, his father refuses to take these warnings seriously; 

instead he tells Gabriel not to call him about such stupid things. Gabriel is rightfully 

convinced that his father‘s lack of concern lies in the fact that it destroys him to think he 

has a gay son.       

The true identity with which Gabriel struggles could be viewed as a regression to 

the unconscious learning stages of early childhood development during the oedipal stage, 

during primary bisexuality or when he may have experienced persecutory paranoia; 

nevertheless, it is also important to examine the role that biology might have in the 

formation of his gender. Judith Butler, believing that gender is performative, advocates 

that notion of gender as a ―neutral surface on which culture acts”, but also states that 

                                                
135 Bayly 84. 
136 Ibid., 98 My translation.  
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gender is the means by which natural sex is established prior to culture
137

. Butler‘s own 

family history, like Gabriel‘s, provides proof that biological factors, which are present 

before the introduction of culture, play a role in gender formation. 

3. Nature vs. Nurture 

In Gabriel‘s family there is one individual, other than himself, who is 

homosexual: his uncle Quique; like Gabriel, Quique is discriminated against by Gabriel‘s 

father, but unlike Gabriel, he has found his true identity and has gained strength from it. 

However, the way that Gabriel copes with his homosexuality is the way in which he was 

taught by his father: to be ashamed of it and to suppress it.  Everyone knows Quique as a 

millionaire, but Gabriel‘s father only sees him as his homosexual brother-in-law who 

disgraces the family. Gabriel‘s father criticizes his son‘s actions, mannerisms and 

personality, much in the same way as he does to Quique. In stark contrast to Gabriel is 

his womanizing, heterosexual cousin to whom intimate relationships come easily. To 

differentiate himself from his cousin, Gabriel even goes as far as to label his own 

homosexuality as biological, stating that he was not born ―that way‖, meaning 

heterosexual
138

. He also affirms that he did not choose his destiny and for that reason, he 

can not do anything to change his situation; he tells himself that he must either accept his 

reality and his homosexuality as part of his identity or deny all them in order to be what 

society demands of him.   

                                                
137 See Butler Gender Trouble 11. 
138 ―Pero yo no nací así. Yo sabía que nunca iba a desear tanto a una chica como la suya. A mí me gustaban 

los chicos, y eso en Lima traía muchos problemas, mucha incomprensión‖ (Bayly 153).  
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Fabio Villegas Botero, in referencing the role of Latin American families who 

participate in the Catholic faith, believes that it is necessary to fight against people who 

aim to alienate or destroy those who live in the margins of society, such as homosexuals, 

the homeless and drug addicts. Although Villegas Botero does not encourage 

homosexuality or drug abuse, he stresses that ―euthanizing‖ those who adopt them as a 

way of life only causes more problems. Such is the case of Matías‘ shunning father 

whose constant reminder of hegemonic social ideals lead to Matías‘ struggle with himself 

and others.  

Gender and sex formation is not always absolute and even looking at the facts 

from a biological standpoint; the combination of an individual‘s chromosomes could 

prove to be both male and female while physically the individual clearly appears to be 

only male or only female. The female is usually associated with the XX combination of 

chromosomes while the male is usually associated with a combination of one X and one 

Y. However, in some cases, these combinations are reversed, leading to intersexuality—

hermaphroditism—or physically, there may be no ambiguous traits present in the 

individual at all
139

.  

Gender identity is one‘s perception of their own sex, and for decades, research 

had shown that the influence of the environment led to gender identification, until 

psychologist and sexologist John Money‘s research proved otherwise in 1972, when a 

child who was conditioned by the environment to believe she was a girl, Brenda,—who, 

in reality, was born a boy, Bruce—had grown up as a girl, and was laden with self-

                                                
139 See Frederick et al. for more information. 
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identity issues because she always felt like a boy. As an adolescent, she announced her 

wishes to become a boy
140

 and changed her name to David. This was a datum that proved 

the environment to be only a factor that acts upon gender, and not its determiner, but 

gender reconstruction affected David‘s life as an adolescent and adult. He recounts the 

years of mental torture that his parents and Money put him through saying, ―It was like 

brainwashing…I‘d give just about anything to go to a hypnotist to black out my whole 

past. Because it‘s torture. What they did to you in the body is sometimes not near as bad 

as what they did to you in the mind‖ (Burkeman and Younge). The instability and the 

frustration of not being able to understand his identity caused David to want to kill 

himself, which he attempted to do even before turning thirteen. After having gender 

reconstruction surgery to become a man again, he met a woman and married her, but ―his 

happiness didn‘t last. For reasons that remain unclear, David and Jane eventually 

separated‖ (Burkeman and Younge). In 2002, David‘s twin brother overdosed on his 

schizophrenia medication and killed himself; David felt responsible for his death
141

. Two 

years later David committed suicide.  

Although our protagonist Gabriel never fully commits to suicide as David did, he 

questions his own gender, even to the degree of wishing he were a woman. Gabriel 

                                                
140 During the circumcision of one of two male newborn twins, Bruce Reimer, his penis was severely 

damaged. With John Money‘s suggestion, Bruce‘s parents believed the right decision was to have their son 

undergo sex reassignment surgery to change his male genetalia to that of a female. In this way, Bruce 

became Brenda. This now little girl Brenda, already having the same XY chromosome combination as her 

brother and being administered female hormones, grew up alongside her twin brother Brian as a well-

adjusted girl, showing that the environment could, indeed shape one‘s gender. However, when Brenda 
became a teenager, she admitted that she never felt comfortable as a girl and that she did not understand 

why; after announcing her desire to live as a boy, she found out the truth of her true biological sex. She 

immediately began to take hormones and changed her name to David. See Frederick et al and also 

Burkeman and Younge for more information.    
141 Ibid.   
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narrates that he was so upset that he cried tears of hatred and sadness while thinking 

about how contemptible his father was and how pathetic he was for being gay. Gabriel‘s 

insecure and self-loathing demeanor led to even more extensive self-criticism, as he says 

that he felt degraded and hated himself: ―Odié mi cuerpo, mi pinga avergonzada, mi culo 

de mujer, mis instintos‖ (Bayly 81). Despite his father‘s vigil eye on how macho his son 

is acting, Gabriel claims that it is not his fault that he is more feminine than masculine. 

His memory takes him back some to ever-so-recurrent, humiliating events:  

Me acuerdo de cosas que me duelen. Cuando estoy rebotando, esas cosas vienen a 

mí, me persiguen, me achican el alma [...] Veo a mi padre riéndose con sus 

amigos porque me he caído de la bicicleta como un huevón […] Y cuando me 

pongo a llorar porque me he raspado, me grita: los hombres no lloran, carajo. [...] 

Veo a mi padre arranchándome mi álbum de futbolistas, rompiéndolo en 

pedacitos, diciéndome vago de mierda, deja de coleccionar figuras, si tanto te 

gusta el fútbol métete a las inferiores de la U y juega como hombre [...] Veo a mi 

padre en la ducha, mirándome la pinga, diciéndome parece que no has sacado la 

pinga de mi familia, Gabriel, has salido manisero como la familia de tu mamá, y 

se ríe y yo no quiero meterme a la ducha con él. (Bayly 170) 

 

Characteristics such as ―aggression, bodily force, competition, and physical skill are 

primarily associated with straight maleness‖
142

, whereas if athletes fail to be aggressive, 

they are considered less manly, such as Gabriel‘s father opines.  While I am not 

suggesting that Gabriel had exactly the same issues as David Reimer, I do contend that 

either some biological issues or issues with internalization and identification during 

infancy, along with his father‘s lack of acceptance, made him unstable as an adolescent 

and adult. The desire to flee from his past and later from his entire life of misfortune was 

brought about by others dictating his own identity. The only perception Gabriel has of 

                                                
142 Toby Miller references page 344 of S.K. Cahn in his article ―From the ‗Muscle Moll‘ to the ‗Butch‘ 

Ballplayer: Mannishness, Lesbianism, and homophobia in US Women‘s Sport,‖ Feminist Studies 19/2: 

343-68. 
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himself is that which was created by others, much to the same extent that David‘s parents 

dictated his gender for over a decade, trying to make him believe that he was feminine by 

nature.  

 The perception that Gabriel has of his own gender conflicts with the sexual ideals 

of Latin American society that adhere strongly to heteronormativity. Much to the same 

extent that the research participants, at continuation, were sexually labeled in certain 

situations, so was Gabriel by his friends and family. In a research project conducted 

between 1975- 1990, over six hundred students were asked to violate the sexual norm in 

some way and record others‘ reactions to this violation.
143

 The results showed that when 

men would violate the norm, in the majority of cases, immediate external homophobia 

would occur, and they would be called ―gay‖ or ―fags‖
144

. One case explains that when a 

heterosexual male student clipped coupons and used them at the grocery store, his mother 

started perceiving him as gay and told him that he should act more masculine
145

. This 

example reminds us of Gabriel‘s father ripping up his soccer album because he believed 

that if one likes soccer, he should be manly enough to play it. Likewise, Gabriel 

remembers falling off his bike and crying much like a male research participant who 

cried in public. Gabriel‘s father refused to help him, informing him that men do not cry; 

the research participant was perceived as homosexual for doing so.  

                                                
143 This project was done in a predominately white, middle-class, North American university town. Some of 

the violations included women smoking cigars, physically fighting in public, and applying for jobs that men 

would normally have, such as mechanics; it also included men wearing makeup, carrying a purse or crying 

in public, amongst many others. See McCarl Nielsen, et al.  287. 
144 In women, internal homophobia was more common, in which case the women feared that others thought 

they were homosexual, and their taken-for-granted heterosexuality was challenged.  In some cases, such as 

applying for the job of a mechanic, the women were seen as overly-heterosexual and sexually aggressive. 

For more information, see McCarl Nielsen et al. 289-90.  
145 See McCarl Nielsen et al. 284-85. 
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  Steven Farmer teaches that emotional abuse is not the failure of someone to be 

what society dictates, but rather the failure of the parents of this individual to give the 

much-needed psychological and emotional support to their child during the time when 

they needed it most: during their formative years
146

. If this support is not achieved, the 

child does not have room to grow and develop naturally. The constant exposure to his 

father calling him harsh names was engrained in Gabriel‘s mind, making him believe that 

he would never succeed in life if he was not heterosexual. Gabriel‘s struggles with his 

gender result in his belief that he should repress his homosexual feelings. He has learned 

for such a long period of time to be ashamed of himself that he now feels forced to mask 

his true identity so that he can blend in with other men in a society that prides itself on 

machismo.  

He believes that it would be difficult for him to feel comfortable being 

homosexual in Lima and nearly impossible for people to accept that he—a famous 

television political interviewer—would be gay
147

. Even once inside Escrúpulos, a gay bar 

whose façade masks what lies inside, he feels uneasy. He is curiously overcome by an 

overwhelming scruple or doubt about himself, just as the name of the bar suggests. The 

curiosity with which he entered the bar quickly turns into a burning desire to leave, and 

he soon finds himself running out at full speed and failing to make eye contact with 

anyone, for fear that someone would perhaps recognize him. Running away from 

                                                
146 See Farmer 11. 
147 ―No podía acostumbrarme. Era demasiado. Chico famoso de la tele y, al mismo tiempo, gay conocido en 

Lima? Imposible‖ (Bayly 81).  
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Escrúpulos emblematizes Gabriel‘s fleeing from the cruelty of society and from the 

reality of his own individual identity that he still is too ashamed to face.  

 Upon entering another gay bar, Gabriel realizes that the men who are there are 

extremely flamboyant, which also makes him uncomfortable and even defensive of the 

manly attitude he tries to air by stereotyping them as womanly. Enforcing society‘s 

homosexual stereotypes, Gabriel refers to these men as ―crazy scandalous women‖, 

stating that the bar ―is a teapot of crazy boiling women. We‘ll see how the teapot 

whistles‖
148

.  Using the metaphor that the club is like boiling teapot, Gabriel reveals a 

reversal of gender roles by introducing a household item found in the kitchen to the 

homosexual scene. Traditionally, the woman of the house prepares and serves the tea. To 

suggest, firstly, that the gay men are like women, and secondly, that their lives can be 

compared to that of the stay-at-home wife, demonstrates that society has dominated 

Gabriel‘s thoughts of the women being marginal and weak like he perceives these 

flamboyant homosexual men at the bar to be.    

4. Negative Parenting and Relationship Issues 

 In the same manner that society attempts to dictate what is or is not acceptable, so 

do families at a much more individual level and sometimes by much harsher means. 

Gabriel recounts, through flashbacks to his childhood and adolescence that emotional and 

physical abuse existed within his family. While he will cast the blame of his 

psychological state onto his parents by saying that they have condemned him
149

, he never 

mentions the direct source of abuse as being his mother, but he blatantly and 

                                                
148 Ibid., 229. My translation. 
149 ―Mis padres. Ellos me han condenado a esta vida de mierda‖ (Bayly 253) 
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continuously points the finger at his father. The years of abuse that Gabriel has withstood 

are nightmares that encompass his entire being, making it difficult for him to form any 

type of meaningful relationships with others about whom he cares and who care for him. 

The imposition of power with which Gabriel‘s father subjects him and his mother proves 

to be efficient in controlling the actions of his wife but not his son who challenges his 

power. Even the relationship that Gabriel has with his own mother is far from ideal, as his 

mother may have learned that it is easier to obey her husband than to disagree with him 

and cause further problems for their marriage, even if this is at the expense of their son‘s 

wellbeing. Despite her weakness and fear of voicing her opinion, Gabriel‘s mother loves 

him unconditionally and will do anything to help him.  

 Some parents put stipulations on their love, only providing for their children if 

they act according their rules in return. Dan Neuharth calls this ―depriving parenting‖. In 

this situation, the parent plays take-away with their love and the child learns ―that love is 

ephemeral and erratic or contingent upon good behavior‖ and that ―they have little 

control over whether they receive love‖ (23). Upon reaching adulthood these children 

will have the preconception that they will continue to be abandoned since that is what 

they have been accustomed to all their life
150

.  

Negative parenting, or parental abuse, could also be the result of a parent having 

grown up in a negative domestic atmosphere; in this way, the parent may not be able to 

comprehend any alternative form of parenting than that to which he or she was exposed 

as a child. Gabriel, having the name of his father and paternal grandfather, is forced to 

                                                
150 Neuharth 29. 
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live up to their expectations of him as that family‘s namesake. Besides his name, Gabriel 

does not share anything in common with them; just as Gabriel‘s relationship with his 

father suffers, so does the relationship between his father and the grandfather. Gabriel‘s 

grandfather establishes his authority in explaining his idea of the ideal man that he tries to 

engrain into Gabriel‘s mind. Upon stating that men are gentlemen and that real gentlemen 

always fulfill their obligations, he reprehends Gabriel for acting so un-gentlemanly and 

mean to his uncle Ernesto. The grandfather‘s scolding communicates his disappointment 

in Gabriel and leads the reader to question what type of person he sees in his grandson if 

he does not see him as a man or as a gentleman. The way in which his grandfather 

molded his son into a strong and hard-headed man is now reflective of Gabriel‘s father‘s 

wishes to carry out the same emotional dominance over Gabriel. When Gabriel‘s 

grandfather dies, he refuses to go to the funeral in order to avoid the presence of his 

father; he explains that physically not being in the presence of his grandfather also 

signifies an absence from his father.  

 Steven Farmer outlines the significance of emotional abuse, which can be 

legitimately damaging to a child later in life. For people who believe that the 

psychological degradation that their parents inflicted upon them was not abusive, Farmer 

contends that although these people have never physically been hurt by their parents, it is 

still considered a form of emotional abuse. With that, he claims, ―The old saying about 

‗sticks and stones‘ needs to be revised to reflect the truth: Words can hurt‖ (5).  In 

Gabriel‘s case the years of name-calling and deprivation of love and acceptance 

ultimately leads to Gabriel believing that he is the weak, cowardly man that his father has 
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cut him out to be, and eventually leads him to start abusing himself physically and 

mentally. He confesses that he feels like a loser again and desperately asks himself when 

he is going to be able to overcome that feeling and live happily again in Lima. Only after 

he makes amends with his family, the cause of his pain, can he learn to live without 

questioning his identity.  

Communication with his family is nearly impossible, as Gabriel admits that he 

has always been afraid of his how his father will perceive him. Having a legitimate 

concern about meeting his father for lunch one day makes him even more nervous. 

Gabriel‘s father has never accepted his son‘s behavior so Gabriel did not except him to 

now, even though he held on to some obscure glitter of hope. Although his father made 

an attempt to be cordial by inviting him to lunch, Gabriel believed that this act of 

reaching out was solely to blame him for everything. Indeed, his father does nothing 

more than embarrass and belittle him once again, demonstrating that he will never accept 

his choices. Much like a controlling man might order dinner for his date without 

consulting her first, Gabriel‘s father proceeds to order for both of them. Not only does 

this put Gabriel into assume his control over his son by doing this, but he also puts him in 

a subjected position. Not caring if Gabriel likes the food he ordered, his only concern is 

to make sure Gabriel follows his orders: he makes it clear that the salad bar is off limits 

because both candy and salad were ―for women and faggots‖
151

., Gabriel‘s father goes a 

step further, becoming more direct in his criticism, by giving Gabriel pepper spray to 

protect himself, announcing how ideal it is for women and mocking the sexuality of his 

                                                
151 My translation. Bayly 156. 
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own son. As if his only intention is to assure himself that Gabriel was not gay, he 

specifically asks him if he is dating a girl, to which Gabriel lies and says that he is dating 

his friend from college, Micaela.  

After Gabriel gives in to his father what he wants to hear, his father invites him 

back to the family‘s home to live, but gets defensive when Gabriel says he‘s not certain 

whether he wants to or not. When his father realizes that he does not have as much 

control of Gabriel‘s life as he would like to have, he slips back into his demeaning ways 

that he denies, and shouts that he will not beg him to move back in.  

In addition to emotional and verbal abuse present in the domestic atmosphere in 

which Gabriel was raised; there was also physical abuse. An abusive parent tries to 

control his child through force and when the child does not cooperate, the parent believes 

that he has the right to continue abusing
152

. The various whippings he would suffer by the 

hand of his father were for truly insignificant reasons that curiously his father could not 

overcome. He recounts his horrible memories of his father‘s beatings by saying:  

 Veo a mi padre pegándome diez veces con una correa en el culo porque no quiero 

 limpiar sus malditos zapatos […] porque me han jalado en educación física […] 

 porque no quiero comer camarones. Veo a mi padre frente a mí con unos guantes 

 de box. Yo también me he puesto guantes de box. Él ha querido boxear conmigo. 

 Yo trato de darle un buen puñetazo pero no le doy. Él esquiva mis golpes débiles 

 y me golpea con sus manos de oso en la cara, en la barriga. Hasta que no aguanto 

 más y le grito abusivo y corro al baño y m e encierro a llorar. (Bayly 170) 

 

His father‘s insistence in trying to make his son manlier only causes them both more 

pain. Boxing, a sport in which only the toughest survive their match in the ring, is the 

only way that Gabriel‘s father attempts to interact with his son. As he makes Gabriel feel 

                                                
152 Neuharth 58. 
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weaker, he covers up his own weaknesses and insecurity by making himself feel stronger. 

Instead of encouraging Gabriel, he blocks his punches, only to reciprocate even harder, 

more painful ones to his son‘s face and chest. His father actually does the opposite of 

what he hopes to accomplish: by making him feel weak, he reinforces Gabriel‘s self-

loathing, forcing his son to fear him and to reject the façade of the straight, macho man 

that his father has tried to create.  

A person who has experienced this type of abuse as a child begins to doubt 

himself and his own abilities. Often times these feelings haunt the individual, as he 

continues to reinforce his parents‘ negative views by telling himself that he is unlovable 

and useless
153

. He recognizes this and blames his parents, saying ―Mi padre. Pienso en mi 

padre y se me acelera el corazón. De rabia. No sé por qué (no lo podría explicar con 

palabras), siento que soy coquero por su culpa, que me odio porque él me enseñó a 

odiarme‖
154

. Gabriel passes days and weeks struggling with his identity, which only 

seems to put his relationships with others in jeopardy. 

This strong sense of self-loathing not distorts Gabriel‘s understanding of himself, 

and of how he thinks others perceive him. Farmer maintains that one of the triggers for 

failed relationships is the refusal of the abused victim to believe that anyone could truly 

love him enough to want to be in a relationship with him: ―[he] can‘t fully accept the fact 

that someone loves [him]…Anyone who loves [him] must have a real problem—at least 

that‘s what [he] tells [him]self‖ (40). There are several people who Gabriel tries to 

befriend or with whom he would like to start an intimate relationship, but he never seems 

                                                
153 See Farmer 39. 
154 Bayly 223. 
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to succeed. According to Farmer, an individual who was belittled and humiliated by a 

parent as a child may unconsciously cause a relationship to fail because of how he relates 

closeness to clinginess. Once he finds comfort and trust in someone, he will do anything 

to prohibit this person from leaving him; but in trying to protect this relationship, the 

individual will actually cause it to fail because of his expectation that it will fail
155

. 

Although he longs for intimacy and love, he has learned from childhood that intimacy is 

replaced as fear. To compensate for his inability to be intimate with others, he continues 

to maintain only distant, but superficial and insignificant relationships.   

 The connection between one‘s relationships with his parents and his relationships 

with others is significant in understanding the way that this individual perceives himself. 

Neuharth explains that if the individual grew up in a neglectful and depriving family, the 

chances that he would have a distorted self-image increase. Furthermore, if he does have 

a distorted image of himself, he may not want to fully express himself, which would then 

lead increased social isolation
156

. As Farmer maintains, where there is inconsistency in 

protection and guidance, there arises ―internal deprivation, with feelings of emptiness and 

isolation‖ (6). With more social isolation may come more dependence on one‘s parents, 

which could lead to unhealthy boundaries, which in turn, may possibly create more 

vulnerability, more stress and an increased feeling of dependency
157

. After Gabriel is 

fired from the television show that made him famous, his feelings of self-worthlessness 

and his isolation from his friends becomes more apparent.    

                                                
155 Farmer 44. 
156 See Neuharth 104. 
157 Ibid. 
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Instead of the increased social isolation resulting in dependence of his parents, 

Gabriel becomes dependant on his friends‘ parents, who treat him with the care and 

concern that he has been lacking in his life. His best friend Matías‘ invites him to live 

with his family so that he could save money. The gesture of inviting him to be part of this 

family, and the acceptance and respect with which they treat him, finds Gabriel in a state 

of shock. The desperate need for love and attention leads him to substitute Matías‘ father 

for his own in an effort to establish a father-son relationship that he never before 

experienced. Gabriel is spellbound when Matías‘ father tells him to make himself at 

home and welcomes him to stay as long as he wants. Not only does his father accept him 

into his house without even pondering the idea of having to take care of another child, but 

he also addresses him as Gabrielito, by adding the suffix ―-ito‖ to the end of his name as 

a term of endearment.  The automatic feeling of love that Gabriel senses from Matías‘ 

father provokes him to braggingly and proudly narrate about this ―family man‖. In 

addition to the emotional support, the physical support that Matías‘ father shows Gabriel 

by providing him food and lodging is similar to the financial support that Dieguito‘s 

father later provides him.   

Gabriel eventually leaves Matías‘ house on a bad note, falls into severe 

depression and tries to kill himself; luckily his friend Dieguito finds him in time. He 

brings him to his family‘s home where he rests and recuperates for a week, during which 

time his parents treat him like one of the family. Although Dieguito‘s parents traveled 

often, his father still had the desire to spend time with his children when he could. The 

respectful and trusting bond between father and son was quickly shared with Gabriel as 
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well. Diego‘s father continuously gave both boys money, but was not aware that the 

money was being used for drugs. Eventually Gabriel and Dieguito get into a car accident 

and not long thereafter, Dieguito‘s father politely asks Gabriel to leave his house. 

Nevertheless, this man still proved to be a more caring provider for him than his own 

father had been; he cared enough about Gabriel to give him a check for a thousand dollars 

to help him establish his life away from them.    

After having felt what it is like to be part of such caring family as was Diego‘s, 

and then having to face rejection just as he did from his own parents, his feelings of 

loneliness and depression reach the point of isolation. After days pass, he recognizes with 

great sadness that his life had changed:  ―Ya no tenía carro, universidad, Matías ni 

Dieguito. Mis días eran largos y vacíos. Los pasaba leyendo en el balcón, paseando por 

El Olivar  [...] Me sentía muy solo.‖
158

  Much unlike the fathers of Matías and Dieguito, 

who he respects despite their rejection of him, Gabriel accentuates the strong feelings he 

has towards his own father and the respect for him that he has lost.   

 Gabriel perceives his own gender as more homosexual than bisexual. He often 

comments that, although he wants to be intimate with women, he never goes as far as to 

sleep with them because he is never fully aroused by them as he is when he thinks of 

men. He claims that the only girl with whom he has sexually experimented is Andrea, 

only because he a need to do it, not because she excited him. Even when he mentions the 

intimate rendezvous he had with Dieguito‘s sister Pilar, he says that at first she aroused 

him but later confesses the truth, that she did not extremely excite him. His gender 

                                                
158 Bayly 123.  
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confusion is also apparent while Gabriel is in Santo Domingo.  He meets a beautiful girl 

and asks her to accompany him to his hotel but immediately loses interest in her; he next 

brings a prostitute to his room but her body odor disgusts him and he asks her to leave, 

and lastly he goes on a date with his boss‘s daughter, to whom he is not physically 

attracted.   

 Before Micaela discovered the truth about Gabriel‘s past sexual experiences with 

her ex-boyfriend Matías, she would often visit Gabriel and they would have intimate 

relations, although never going as far as to lie together. Micaela became attracted to 

Gabriel but not in the same way he was attracted to her, for Micaela‘s willingness to be 

close to Gabriel was perceived by him as unconditional love, the love for which he had 

been searching his entire life. He regarded this sexual intimacy with her as a way to hold 

on to that love.    

 As much as Gabriel repeats that he does not want to be gay, the only relationships 

in which he believes he can find true happiness are those with other men. According to 

Jacques Lacan, the homosexual individual can wear a mask which has the function of 

dominating ―the identifications through which refusals of love are resolved‖
159

, and with 

this mask, he now has the chance to assume characteristics of the lost object or the Other. 

Without his mask, Gabriel tries to act according to social standards: like a man, but with 

the invisible mask that gives him strength—much like the Halloween masks he puts on to 

set his professor‘s car on fire, the darkness he hides behind to egg his father‘s car, or the 

telephone he hides behind to prank call his father—he can be the person he wants to be. 

                                                
159 Lacan 83-85. 
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Gabriel becomes the object of desire that desperately longs find love, but with his self-

consciousness and fear that the people will look down upon him, he does not always 

engage in the means that would make him happier.  

  By failing to confront his individual identity and gender, Gabriel misleads 

himself and continues to feign heterosexuality in an attempt to win the attention of others. 

One way he goes about this is by complimenting Micaela‘s beauty with every 

opportunity he gets. However, since Gabriel is in love with Micaela‘s boyfriend at the 

time, who happens to be his best friend Matías, the reader understands that by doing so, 

Gabriel is not trying to impress Micaela or even try to elevate her level of self-

confidence, but rather, he is trying to impress Matías by making him believe he is 

attracted to girls. Gabriel even makes the claim that before he realized how attracted to 

Matías he really was, he had seen him naked many times and never thought anything of it 

because they were just friends. As adolescents they even used to shower together, as 

Gabriel affirms that it was Matías‘ idea to do so: ―A él le gustaba así. Yo no me hubiese 

atrevido a meterme a la ducha con él si no hubiese sido porque él me lo sugirió […] Para 

él, ducharnos juntos no era nada sexual. Era sólo una prolongación de nuestra amistad‖ 

(Bayly 34). Although Matías never admits to being homosexual or bisexual, he leads 

Gabriel to believe that he is attracted to him.  When Matías becomes intimate with him, 

Gabriel believes he wants more than just a friendship. Never talking about their sexual 

desire for one another, they lead their lives as if they were just two male friends
160

, but 

                                                
160 ―Nunca hablaba de mis deseos homosexuales. Ni con Dieguito ni con nadie. Ese era un secreto que sólo 

Matías sabía—y de haberlo podido, lo hubiese matado para que nadie se enterara jamás de ese lado mío que 

tanta vergüenza me daba‖ (Bayly 96). 
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throughout time, Gabriel finds himself becoming envious of Micaela and even more 

eager to bed his best friend. 

 Matías denies his own gender struggles in order to appear more macho to others. 

He often brags to Gabriel about the number of girls with whom he has been sexually 

involved, and tries to give Gabriel advice about dating. He tells Gabriel that at thirteen 

years old he lost his virginity to a family employee upon whom he and his brother forced 

intercourse, as if to say he became a man long before his friend. The advice that Matías 

pushes upon Gabriel to act more macho contrasts with the vibes that he conveys when 

Gabriel seeks sexual satisfaction in him. Even a few days after their first gay experience 

together, he encourages Gabriel to ask out Andrea. According to Matías, he would be an 

idiot if he didn‘t do so, and the last thing that Gabriel wants is to embarrass himself in 

front of the guy over whom he lusts. By denying his sexual attraction toward men, Matías 

not only lies to his best friend, but to himself in order to make himself appear manlier. He 

reprimands Gabriel when he tries to have another intimate experience with him by 

demanding that this ―faggot nonsense‖
161

 ceases since he is with a girl. Later, when 

Gabriel tries to come onto Matías, Matías belittles him by asking Gabriel when he is 

going to start acting like a man
162

 --as opposed to a woman, as the reader notes—which is 

reminiscent of his father‘s condescending attitude toward him his entire life. Gabriel‘s 

loss of his best friend now inhabits the same category as the loss of his father. 

                                                
161 Ibid., 36. My translation. 
162 ―¿Hasta cuándo vas a seguir jodiendo con tus mariconadas? ¿Cuándo te vas a empezar a portar como 

hombre, carajo?‖ (Bayly 81).  
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 Although Matías believes, and makes everyone around him believe, that he is 

heterosexual, the struggles he has with his sexuality are, ironically, apparent when he 

confronts Gabriel to assure him of his masculinity. When he learns that Gabriel has been 

seeing Micaela, his now ex-girlfriend, and that Micaela has found out about their few 

homosexual sexual encounters, Matías confronts Gabriel with rage, denying everything 

and accusing him of lying. His severe insults and his verbal violence become so intense 

that he begins to abuse him, eventually forcing Gabriel to pleasure him sexually.  

Immediately afterwards, Matías‘ flees the scene, creating a situation that is reminiscent of 

Gabriel‘s desire to run away from his own feelings and from circumstances in which he 

feels uncomfortable, in his hope of finding someone who will love him.  

Gabriel searches for the love that was never provided with his friends but the 

result continues to remain the same: his relationships continue to fail.  For the short time 

that he lives with Dieguito, he receives everything he needs, including care, protection, 

self-confidence, concern and love. Despite all of this, Gabriel refuses to accept something 

else that Dieguito can provide for him: an intimate relationship. To Gabriel, Dieguito was 

a good friend but he was not physically attraction to him. When Dieguito admits he is gay 

and calls Gabriel a maricón, this greatly offends him. Again Gabriel is forced to regress 

to the childhood memories of his father calling him this harsh name. In response to 

Dieguito‘s name-calling, Gabriel explains that he may be gay but he is not a coward.  

5. Gabriel‘s Flight 

 In Gabriel‘s desire to find strength in himself, he cannot seem to overcome the 

feelings of weakness that have dominated his life for so long. He is unable to confront his 
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own gender issues and decides that cowardly running away from them is easier than 

having to  profess his sexuality to his friends, to his fans, and most importantly, to his 

family. The first time he runs away is from his problems is when he has a fight with his 

parents and leaves their home at fifteen years old. Gabriel‘s second instance of fleeing is 

when Dieguito takes him to Buenos Aires so that he can escape from his problems. By 

getting away from Matías, Gabriel was able to pretend that he was running away from his 

homosexuality. There, he was able to forget about Matías and be happy again before 

having to return to the reality of Lima, a city where he feels that it is impossible to slip 

into the crowd and be unnoticed. The only solution he finds is running to another place 

where no one knows him, where he can start his life anew.  

 The city of Santo Domingo, in the Dominican Republic, becomes Gabriel‘s safe 

haven, where he feels somewhat stable with his new job as a television show host. 

Nevertheless, once he is there, he goes through additional bouts of rejection resulting 

from his ignorance about what it takes to form and maintain relationships, whether these 

are intimate, friendly or professional. Acting less like a professional and more like a 

child, the relationship that Gabriel has to his boss could be compared to one that a child 

has with a parent. Instead of using his own money for lodging, Gabriel uses his boss‘s 

money to pay for expensive hotels on the beach, refusing to take responsibility for his 

actions. After months of working in Santo Domingo, his boss confronts him about the 

situation and Gabriel feels more secure in running away than confronting rejection. Just 

as Gabriel feared that his father would consider him a loser, he also has a fear of success 

that hinders him from trying to overcome the preconceived notion that he will not be able 
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to progress in life. This type of individual, as Farmer states, just avoids trying; he feels 

that he cannot accomplish anything important anyways, so there is no use in even trying 

to do so
163

. 

Moving to Madrid was Gabriel‘s way of not having to face being fired or feeling 

like a failure, but he still has no ambition to work while he is there. It is not until after he 

arrives in Madrid, a city far away from his friends, his family and the corruptness of 

Lima, that he claims that he will, in fact, follow his dreams of starting a career in writing, 

and that no one can stop him. In Madrid he finally realizes that he is trying to run away 

from his problems: ―Ahora creo que huía de mi pasado, de mis padres, de mí mismo‖ 

(Bayly 128). After passing a miserable two weeks in the city of his dreams, he decided 

that he was going to return to Lima. His lack of ambition had taken over, as he did not 

even try to find a job; he believed that it was useless to even look for one. Unable to 

establish a happy life anywhere else, Gabriel returns to Lima, the city that whose roots 

entangle him and keep pulling him back in. Although Gabriel hates the city, he still calls 

it his city, as if his destiny was forcing him to remain there.  He realizes that no matter 

where he goes or how many times he leaves, he is destined to stay in Peru. What once 

was just a mere desire to leave is now a desperate feeling of guilt that makes him feel 

even more trapped than ever before.   

Returning once again to Lima, Gabriel finds himself back in the same situation as 

always as an unemployed twenty-one year old young man whose only escape from 

humiliation and further rejection is drugs. The family that he emotionally lost was 

                                                
163 See Farmer 40. 
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replaced by his college friends, and while they provided him the attention he needed, they 

could not provide him all the love or trust that he has required for so long. When Matías 

started degrading him and denying him the intimacy and friendship for which Gabriel 

longed, drugs became his substitute source of pleasure. The physical and mental abuse to 

which he became accustomed was the only way of dealing with his life that knew. He 

began to abuse himself, mentally by failing to believe that he can be strong, and 

physically with his drug and alcohol addictions. Smoking marijuana helped to 

temporarily relive him from his problems; it was an alternate way for him to flee from 

life‘s troubles without having to travel anywhere. In addition, cocaine had the ability to 

make him feel full of energy and like a different, stronger, quicker, more intelligent 

person than the one he grew believing he was.  

Neuharth maintains that two of the various consequences of having experienced 

abuse as a child are depression and the formation of addictions, which usually exist side 

by side
164

.  Upon examining Gabriel‘s depression, one can note that his depression is 

derived from the difficulties in maintaining healthy relationships with others and with 

being unable to fully understand his own sexual identity. Gabriel‘s own self-hatred is 

taken out on his own body with drugs, and the satisfaction that he gets from them acts as 

his temporary protective layer which shields him from misery. He was anguished to know 

that men like Matías would reject him, and because he could not count on these men to 

provide him the love he so deeply desired, he began to abuse cocaine.   

Y las primeras sensaciones de euforia y confianza iban cediendo a una creciente 

 sensación de angustia. Angustia, ansiedad, decaimiento anímico, vergüenza de 

                                                
164 See Neuharth 58. 
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 uno mismo  […]  Era muy difícil vivir así  […]  Esas mañanas el arrepentimiento 

 me mataba. Odiaba ser gay, odiaba ser un coquero, odiaba a mis padres, me 

 odiaba. (Bayly 97)  

 

While he found comfort in drugs, it was as if he lived amidst a gigantic vicious circle 

from which he could not escape, much in the same way he is unable to escape from Lima. 

  Lacking comfort in times of need worsens his situation, and his motivation to 

continue using drugs increases. His drug abuse leaves him feeling lonelier than ever. He 

passes days secluded in his hostel, contemplating his own sense of being; he cannot 

escape from his feeling of self-worthlessness that he attributes to destiny, a part life over 

which he does not have control
165

. He began to perceive this life as a dead-end road.  

Gabriel perceives his trips to Santo Domingo as a means of temporarily being 

able to escape from his everyday limenean life, as an easy way of detoxing from drugs 

and possibly from all of the other problems that he associates with Lima. Interestingly, 

Gabriel does not even attempt to buy drugs in Santo Domingo, which tells the reader that 

he psychologically links his drug abuse to his native city because that is where he has 

experienced great failures in his career, in his relationships with friends and lovers, and 

with his family. Drugs are the quick, normal, everyday substitute for having to bear all 

the pain that he is accustomed to facing on a daily basis. At least in Santo Domingo he 

has nothing to associate with such grave anguish. Nevertheless, Gabriel does not stay 

long in the Dominican Republic, but returns back to the depressing Peruvian capital to 

carry on with his life in the same manner to which he was accustomed.  

                                                
165  ―Mis días entonces eran altibajos de coca y marihuana, la tristeza de estar en una ciudad que no me 

gustaba, hincones en el corazón después de tantas juergas, comida al paso, periódicos que me dejaban las 

manos negras, noches largas, solas de rebotar y ver en el techo la (fea) película de mi vida‖ (Bayly 199). 
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  Along with Gabriel‘s drug addiction comes a sense of hypervigilance, in which 

case he believes that everyone is out to get him. Neuharth explains that those who were 

exposed to abuse as children often times take feel unable to trust others later in life and 

feel as if like they are always on the lookout
166

. When Gabriel hears a police siren one 

day, he panics and runs to the front door of his hostel, locks it, hides his cocaine under 

the television and plans what he will do if the police show up at his door. In reality, the 

police were not out for him but his paranoia overtook his emotions. His way of distorting 

helps him to justify his drug addiction as being his personal right to happiness, 

commenting, ―Soy libre de destruirme poquito a poco. Es lo que estoy haciendo. Es mi 

culpa, culpa de mis padres, culpa del Perú. Es mi destino‖ (Bayly 223). The blame that he 

places on his parents and on Peru shows that the constant shield of defense that raises 

every day against their attacks has prohibited the necessary self-esteem and direction in 

life to progress. 

 The last side effect of abuse that merits mention is the victim‘s assumption that 

the abuse is deserved
167

.  This is not an abnormal thought for Gabriel to have since he 

grew up hearing father chastising his uncle‘s homosexuality, and for making it clear that 

he would quickly disown a homosexual son. Gabriel comes to believe that his 

homosexuality a punishment and that he deserves to feel lonely and depressed as a result. 

He feels imprisoned in a city that relentlessly seeks to destroy and shame him, a city that 

seeks to ―[destroy] its best children‖
168

, and a city in which he has overstayed his 

                                                
166 See Neuharth 58. 
167 Ibid. 
168 Bayly 205. My translation. 
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welcome. Although he believes it is too late to go anywhere else, he tries one last time to 

start his life in a place far away from the condescending wrath of his father and the 

macho limenean society, a place where he can start anew and where his sexuality will be 

accepted: the United States.  

 Gabriel wishes to start a new life where he will not have to feel ashamed of his 

homosexuality, but his travels to North America only profits him rejection by his former 

best friends and with no choice but to return home. After visiting Matías in Los Angeles 

and experiencing how he lives a life of a jobless degenerate drug abuser, Gabriel realizes 

that the obsession that he once had for him is no longer his reality. Although they 

nostalgically reminisced about the time they spent together in college, Gabriel knew he 

could no longer cling to the hope of Matías being a constant in his life. Gabriel‘s leaving 

Los Angeles represents his leaving behind a part of himself that was once too scared to 

break a tie of dependency to Matías.  

 A similar situation occurs in Austin, where Gabriel visits the one and only person 

he considers a true friend, Micaela. There he finds that that there is no need to hide 

behind his heterosexual mask or worry about what others‘ opinions of him. He finds the 

strength to share his homosexual feelings with Micaela‘s boyfriend, George, who 

consequently leads Gabriel into thinking that he is attracted to him. When the realization 

of an intimate relationship with George becomes impossible, Gabriel does what is most 

comfortable for him and leaves. Instead of returning to Lima, he goes to Santo Domingo 

and continues to work on the television show, but the domino effect that is his life leads 

to countless hours on the phone with George at his boss‘ expense, which eventually gets 
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him permanently fired. Traveling to Miami to meet George who used him for a free ticket 

then left him a day later.  ―Hay que saber estar solo‖
169

, he thinks. Not fully 

understanding how to cope with his emotions, Gabriel loses confidence in everyone and 

loses any faith he may have ever had in himself, fearing that if he returns to Lima he will 

just be reminded of his failures and lack of friends, and will compensate for this anguish 

by turning once again to drugs. Jobless and lonely, he is forced to return to Lima, where 

again, he runs himself into the ground with his own self-abuse.     

Urban space has generally always been associated with misery, crime and drugs. 

Santiago Gamboa comments that ―[i]n the city...in the street there are desperate men and 

women that give in to alcohol and loners who have been humiliated and that thirst for 

vengeance, and drugs and prostitutes and the mafia and beautiful and frivolous women, 

like those who appear in novels‖ (76). The city life in which he grew up has proven to be 

the source of little progress and much degeneration of moral values for the younger 

generations. Likewise, society has its own way of pushing itself upon family values, and 

depending on how parents educate their children or where they are raised, they may stress 

that their children act according to these values. In Gabriel‘s specific case, his father‘s 

attempts at molding him into a manly man fail when Gabriel refuses to accept this way of 

life, and therefore his father‘s support is denied. Turning to society to provide him love 

and comfort, Gabriel finds hope in the feeling of happiness that he can only get through 

drugs highs. 

                                                
169 Ibid., 303. 
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The narrator creates a storyline in which the descriptions he gives of Lima paint it 

as an ugly terror stricken and worthless city that is partially the cause of his desire to 

flee
170

. He recounts that during this period of time, people did not even leave their houses 

for fear of being caught in a terrorist attack. He describes the great tragedy that took place 

in December 1987 when the plane carrying the entire Alianza Lima soccer crashed in the 

ocean off the coast of Lima. For Gabriel, this type of tragedy and loss was not novel, as 

the tragedy he was accustomed to facing in his own life was symbolic of that of the 

political atmosphere of his country: ―Nada nuevo: terrorismo, apagones, crisis 

económica. Podría ser el periódico de hace dos años. Las mismas noticias, diferente 

fecha‖ (Bayly 204). Also, Gabriel and Micaela pass through the Jorge Chavez 

International Airport in Lima, they find out that just nights before, a car bomb exploded 

in the airport parking lot. Crimes like these in an era of governmental corruption—in the 

late 1980s and early 1990s—had been occurring quite frequently. The president at the 

time, who Gabriel‘s uncle Quique refers to as a ―loco desatado‖ is Alan García, whose 

first government between the years 1985 and 1990 was to blame by many as causing the 

most extreme period of terrorism in Lima.  

  He disguises his readiness to escape from his gender-based problems and his 

inability to keep meaningful relationships by pretending that the city itself was the source 

of his misery, when in reality, what is present at a more intimate level within the city is 

the culprit: his family. The apparent state of chaos in which Lima is subjected in the 

                                                
170 ―…marchas de protesta en el centro de Lima, atentados terroristas en la sierra, políticos hablando 

estupideces, crímenes horrendos (un violador de menores linchado en una barriada; una mujer desesperada 

mata a sus tres hijos y se suicida con veneno para ratas). Eso era el Perú; el caos, la barbarie‖ (Bayly 186).    
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1980s proves to be an adequate indicator of historical happenings of the time, but the 

urban space in this novel does little more than represent how society instills fear, and 

social, gender and class expectations into peoples‘ minds.  Not until more than halfway 

through the novel Gabriel‘s true feelings shine about what is happening politically in 

Peru, but from the very beginning one can understand that he has had a less than optimal 

relationship with his family. Gabriel notifies the audience know right away—on the first 

page of the novel—that  he was kicked out of his parents house when he was fifteen years 

old. Families who live according to social expectations engrain these same expectations 

into the minds of their children so that their family will not be humiliated by what they 

might consider socially unacceptable behavior.  

6. Social Status 

 From the very onset of the novel, the reader is informed as to which part of the 

city our protagonist resides; his hostel faces the prominent Parque el Olivar in the district 

of San Isidro, an area known for its abundance of wealthy resident such as politicians and 

celebrities. Although Gabriel does not own a private residence inside the park, he rents a 

hostel on its edge, which indicates that he belongs to the middle or upper-middle social 

class. This historic park, which is considered to be one of the most beautiful attractions in 

Lima, is also the backdrop of many weddings photos
171

. The way that Gabriel‘s hostel 

faces this park where newlyweds come to capture a moment of love, is symbolic of the 

way he always must face that which is constantly just slightly out of his grasp: a 

relationship with someone who cares about him. The park could even be considered a 

                                                
171 See ―Parque el Olivar‖. 
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place of security like the sense of security that accompanies the sacrament of marriage. 

Living in the margins of this space is symbolic of Gabriel‘s occupation of the margins of 

true security and happiness, which he will not achieve until he truly understands and 

accepts his own family.  

There are certain family ideals and values that Gabriel‘s father would like him to 

uphold, such as the role of the man as the macho paternal authority; however from the 

examination of the geographical areas that Gabriel frequents and the people with whom 

he communicates, the reader understands that Gabriel is also required to uphold his social 

status. The narrator makes sure that the reader knows exactly through which parts of the 

city Gabriel passes; these areas consist mostly of the wealthier neighborhoods, as he 

tends to stays within certain limits which he feels are still located in his comfort zone, 

and far enough from the slums and less wealthy barrios that he does not feel threatened. 

Néstor García Canclini points out that ―popular groups seldom leave their spaces, 

whether peripheral or centrally located; middle and upper-class sectors increase the bars 

on their windows and close and privatize the streets of their neighborhoods. For everyone 

[who lives in a big city] radio and television, and for some the computer connected to 

basic services, bring them information and entertainment at home‖ (Hybrid Cultures 

208). There is no need then, as this passage suggests, for anyone to wander to other parts 

of the city to find what they can receive in the comfort of their own living rooms.  

Co-founder of Generación McOndo, Alberto Fuguet, believes that the arrival of 

TV to Latin America is a historical moment
172

, as the knowledge and fusion of culture 

                                                
172 Fuguet and Gómez 14. 
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provided through television breaks barriers and borders. Gabriel‘s access TV also gives 

him access to other cultures, especially that of the United States, as he comments that in 

his little apartment, he was even able to enjoy the North American cable networks like 

CNN and HBO.  At this time David Letterman was airing in Lima, and the hit song Born 

in the USA by Spruce Springsteen was playing on limenean radio stations, and could have 

even be watched on MTV.  

Gabriel‘s ability to participate in the wealth of consumerism and globalization is 

owed in part to his upper-middle class family who raised him in the urban space in which 

this style of living is readily available. Although Gabriel admits to his lack of money, he 

is still able to afford his own car and spend money on himself as well as his friends. 

Gabriel takes advantage of his availability to consume the luxuries of an upper-middle 

class citizen as he frequently travels between different countries and different places 

within Peru, in the hopes of ridding himself of his problems. Nevertheless his attempts to 

flee bring him back to the place where his problems started: Lima, a city that heightens 

his feeling of misery day by day. 

Gabriel, the supposed ideal model of a young adult living in the ―real‖ globalized 

Latin American city and participating in the hybridization of which globalization boasts, 

does little more than cling to his comfort zones, even when he travels. The question arises 

as to what extent the family has played a part in this behavior, and I contend that it is the 

major source of Gabriel‘s outlook on life, which in turn, styles the way in which he 

interacts with others. Since Gabriel has found little support from his family, he feels 

insecure about himself and about leaving his comfort zone of Lima no matter how much 
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he complains about it. In this way, the reader can notice how hybridism is not fully 

portrayed in this novel, which would discount Bayly‘s attempt to show this true Latin 

American metropolis in its entirety as he remembers it to be.  

 The narrative space of this novel, Lima, Peru, is a huge metropolis in which North 

American culture prevails in the latest fashions, technology and to some extent, the usage 

of the English language, thus creating the McOndo mood that proposes to be ever-so-

global and representative of the reality of the Latin American urban space. However, just 

as the protagonist has a distorted view of his own reality, so too is this distorted reality 

apparent in Lima, where the products of first-world countries are at the fingertips of all of 

Lima‘s habitants, where all adolescents have the opportunity to go to college, or to go 

abroad, and where poverty is non-existent but McDonalds is everywhere. The reality of 

the great Latin American cities of the late twentieth century turns out to be yet another 

interpretation, however non-magical it may be, this time of how the author viewed his 

native city as a young man.  

Rather than representing the ―real‖ Lima of the late 1980s as Bayly pretends to 

do, he hides the presence the lower-class sectors of the city and those who inhabit them 

from his readers. The only times when the narrator mentions interaction with a person 

who is not a white Latino, he is doing so in a demeaning or stereotypical way as he has 

learned to do from his father. For example, Gabriel mentions how he saw a man drown in 

the ocean once, but as he said this, he made an effort to indicate that the man was dark-

skinned. It is important to question why the narrator would even mention the color of his 

skin; perhaps it is for the same reason that he never interacts with those of African 
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descent unless it is for sexual pleasure, perceiving them as more feminine and weaker, as 

was the case when he was in Santo Domingo. Coming from a well-to-do family who has 

taught him to be cautious about associating with those from lower classes, he only 

interacts with those like himself—Caucasian—and is oblivious to the diversity that exists 

around him.   

Jorge Franco declares that the city as a genre is nothing new in literature, but what 

is different now from cities presented in past literary generations is that the perception of 

them has changed, just as the role of the individual within the city has changed. The focus 

is now more centered on one individual‘s struggle to fit in as an adolescent/young adult, 

whose semi-capitalistic culture is greatly influenced by North America.  McOndo, the 

generation whose name suggests the influence of McDonalds, Macintosh and condos, 

reflects the capitalist influence of the Lima that its authors knew as adolescents. 

7. The ―McOndo Veil‖  

The ―real‖ Lima about which Bayly writes in his novel almost solely consists of 

the middle to upper-middle class while the lower classes are given little to no attention. 

Bayly completely ignores the fact that ―urban poverty in Latin America rose by an 

extraordinary 50 percent just in the first half of the decade, 1980 to 1986‖
173

 due to Latin 

America‘s struggle during that decade and the one prior to become part of the globalized 

economy.  Lima, the largest city in Peru, and also its capital city, grew from a population 

of 0.6 million inhabitants in 1950 to a total of 8.2 million by the year 2004, making it the 

                                                
173 See Davis 156-57. 
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fourth largest city third-world city in the world
174

. Just two years later, Lima was 

classified as the second highest slum-populated city of Latin America, with a slum 

percentage in the urban population of thirteen percent; 
175

 but Bayly, like the other 

authors of Generación McOndo, provides little to no information about this. In striving to 

demonstrate what he remembers Latin America to be during his adolescence, he covers 

the poverty sector with what I call the ―McOndo Veil‖ to keep out that with which he is 

not familiar or comfortable; this veil acts as a pseudo- city, imitating the real one but also 

acting as a filter that lets some aspects of the traditional culture that have less importance 

to the modern generation pass through while restricting others.  

The ―McOndo Veil‖ perhaps also serves to hide the fact that the 1980s was a 

period of time when even the middle class in Latin America was struggling to remain 

above the poverty line, as urban poverty increased drastically
176

. Gabriel‘s parents live 

comfortably in a nicer neighborhood of Lima, as does the family of his friends, Matías, 

Diego and Micaela, and in addition, Gabriel and his parents each have a car. Although he 

struggles to pay rent at the hostel in which he lives, he does seem to have enough money 

to spend on the unnecessary pleasures.  

Although the reader of this novel is not presented with the type of hybridization 

that exists between different ethnic groups and classes, it is still present in some extent, as 

other cultures infiltrate the already existing one(s) in Lima.  Hybridization is a process 

that can be include or exclude certain people, thus creating hegemony and subordination, 

                                                
174 Ibid., 4. 
175 Ibid., 24. 
176 Ibid., 157. 
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―cultural inequality‖ and ―asymmetries of power and prestige‖
177

, which clearly is 

occurring in this novel. Although Manfred B. Steger defines globalization as the new 

―social networks and activities that increasingly overcome traditional political, economic, 

cultural and geographical boundaries‖ (9), he  believes that globalization is a 

geographically limited and uneven process that is associated with inequality
178

, which 

proves to be a critical theme in Bayly‘s novel.  

 In the 1980s postmodern notions were used to judge modernity in such a way that 

favored ―multicultural and transhistorical heterogeneity‖ and ―delegitimiz[ing] the 

traditional modes of thought‖ and in the 1990s postmodernism became to be understood 

solely as globalization
179

; this not only promotes hybridization but also forms a 

disequilibrium to create hegemony and to subordinate. An example is in the usage of the 

English language, in songs or everyday speech of the younger crowd, but this fusion also 

subordinates those who may be exposed to it but who do not understand it because they 

cannot afford to take part in activities with which it is associated. Bayly describes a Peru 

that is entering, or trying to enter into, modernization at the end of the 1980s. In doing 

such, he emphasizes the young, middle- class limenean interest mostly in the culture 

North America, but also in that of other first-world countries from around the world.  

Professor Juan E. De Castro, in his investigations of Latin America‘s place in the 

world, finds that Latin America as a whole has ―been weakened by globalization, the 

implementation of neoliberal free-market reforms that have undermined national and 

                                                
177 García Canclini, Hybrid Cultures xxx. 
178 Steger 15-16. 
179 García Canclini, Hybrid Cultures  xxxv. 
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regional institutions, and the rise of alternative ethnic and gender identities‖ (xxiii-xxix). 

He argues that just within the last few decades of the twentieth century, Latin America 

has become infiltrated with North American culture to a point that it has created a 

situation in which Latin America is now divided culturally between their own traditional 

values and the cultural values of the United States. In addition, it has become almost 

impossible to speak about either North America or Latin America without including the 

other
180

. Not only are the fashions imported from the North very apparent but the concept 

of homosexuality has also become an import, which author Pedro Lemebel believes is a 

globalizing concept whose entrance is impeded in the essentially conservative Latin 

American culture
181

.  

8. Acceptance and Resolution  

 The epigraph of the Bayly‘s novel relates a message that is carried throughout the 

entire text as Gabriel struggles with his sexual identity; he feels left out of his own family 

and also out of society because of the very nature of their conservative ideals. The 

combination of the meaning of this quote and the language in which it is written 

demonstrates Gabriel‘s struggle to find himself, even if that means adopting the lifestyle 

of a culture that will accept his differences. 

  This quote, an excerpt from the song ―Mr. Jones‖ by the American rock band 

Counting Crows, reads, ―Believe in me/ because I don‘t believe in anything/ and I want 

to be someone to believe‖ (Bayly 7). The reader finds examples throughout the novel that 

suggest not only the popularity of the foreign, but also the relation it has to Gabriel‘s 

                                                
180 See Castro 129-30. 
181 See Palaversich 155. 
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personal struggles, such as the simple but meaningful mention of  the song ―I Still 

Haven‘t Found What I‘m Looking For‖ by the Irish rock band U2. The emotion that the 

lyrics express and the ever-so-intricate placement of this song title by Bayly in the novel 

communicates Gabriel‘s  desire to be with someone who will love him so that he can 

begin to love himself, the love of a man that his father could not satisfy. Contemplating 

the lyrics, he says, ―What is it that I am looking for and still haven‘t found? The love of a 

precious man, who gives anything for me. To feel free. To feel gay without hating 

myself. To forgive my parents[…] I don‘t think that I will ever find it. In Lima, the city 

where destiny has condemned me to survive, all of this seems like utopia to me‖
182

. 

Neither in Lima nor in other parts of the world can Gabriel find happiness. 

  Gabriel‘s ventures to other geographical locations proved disappointing, but in 

those various places he realized that he was meant to stay in Lima. The bond that holds 

him to Lima is the memory of his past; to live comfortably with himself in the present, he 

must conquer the feelings of anguish that stem from that past.  Once he accepts the pain 

of obstacles that hindered him for so long, he gains the strength and confidence to move 

forward, which ultimately poses the hardest challenge for him. A life of drugs become the 

only path to which he could escape his pain; by letting go of the comfort he found in 

drugs, he exposed himself to reality, which eventually made him stronger. Soon after 

returning to Peru from the United States, Gabriel has a revelation, in which he realizes 

that he will no longer give those who have hurt him the pleasure to keep controlling him:  

 …vi con claridad que esto, ser un coquero, un infeliz, un perdedor, un pobre 

 idiota que se mata a poquitos y se pierde las mejores cosas de la vida, todo eso 

                                                
182 My translation. Bayly 271. 
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 era, en el fondo, darle  gusto a mi padre, que como yo no había hecho las cosas a 

 su manera, quería verme jodido, en el suelo; a Matías, que sólo fingió ser mi 

 amigo cuando yo era famoso y tenía  plata y andaba en un carro lindo, que jugó a 

 seducirme sólo para sentirse más listo... (Bayly 310) 

 

Gabriel realizes that by leaving the drugs behind, he will gain control of his own life 

instead of sink down deeper into the submissive abyss that he used to feel; therefore it is 

easy for him to quit. For the first time, he is able to assure himself that his life has 

meaning and is worthwhile
183

.  

 With his newfound strength to accept his progression in life by becoming clean, 

he also was able to find the power to come to terms with his sexual identity. His courage 

leads him to write a letter to his parents, explaining how he has come to accept that he 

had a drug problem, and that he is homosexual. He describes his struggles and how he 

has overcome them, and clarifies that being homosexual does not mean that he is 

indecent, mean or lacking in dignity. Gabriel, writing from the heart, explains his dire 

intention to respect himself for who he is so that he will be able to respect and love 

others.   

 The knowledge that Gabriel has found in himself is manifested, perhaps in the 

most heartfelt and courageous statement of this novel, as he resolves inner conflicts by 

addressing his parents and finally forgiving them:  

 Y voy a ganar también la batalla de mi dignidad. Pelearé hasta el final para 

 demostrar que  la homosexualidad no condena a nadie a la infelicidad ni a la 

 maldad, que hay que acabar con la intolerancia y los prejuicios que tanto daño nos 

                                                
183 ―…pararme frente al espejo con la poca dignidad que aún me quedaba y decirme no seas huevón, 

Gabriel, tú no eres un pobre coquero, tú eres un ganador. Un ganador. Eso es lo que quería ser‖ (Bayly 310-

11).  
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 hacen a quienes somos homosexuales. […] Papá y mamá: a pesar de todo, los 

 quiero. Trato de quererlos, de olvidar lo que pasó y dolió, de perdonar todo, de 

 entender por qué ustedes aún no han sido capaces de entenderme. Me digo 

 muchas veces que tengo que ser grande de espíritu y, aunque ustedes no me 

 quieran como soy, quererlos yo como son ustedes. Les pido perdón por no haber 

 sabido quererlos mejor […] Tal vez algún día logre que ustedes sientan orgullo de 

 tener un hijo como yo. Mientras tanto, me basta con poder sentirme orgulloso de 

 mí mismo. Los quiero, después de todo, por la razón más simple y fuerte de 

 todas: si no fuera por ustedes, yo no habría vivido esta aventura única que es mi 

 vida. (Bayly 314)   

Whether Gabriel gives the letter to his parents or not remains a question unanswered, but 

what is understood is that Gabriel had directly blamed his parents for his misery and 

anguish. That he forces himself to examine society and family, and his role within both of 

those sectors, shows that Gabriel is taking steps to understand his identity.  

 Once Gabriel accepts his past and addresses the source of his pain, he can actually 

start loving again. His confidence and strength lead him to make progress in life, which is 

when he meets the man of his dreams, a man who finally lets him fully embrace his true 

identity without any regret. It is then that he is able to form a meaningful relationship 

with this man, his neighbor Nicolás, with whom he learns to open himself up to love, 

something he never before experienced. In Nicolás he finds strength without considering 

failure. Knowing that there is someone who loves him for who he is and who does not 
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reject him for who he is not, he views his life differently: the Lima that he once cursed as 

a wretched, ugly city is now the most beautiful city in the world to him. 

 The fact that there exists a strong connection between the protagonist of this 

novel, Gabriel, and the author Jaime Bayly goes without doubt, as this narrative could be 

viewed as a biographical representation of Bayly‘s adolescence. The decadent lifestyle 

that Gabriel leads once he is kicked out of the university compares to Bayly‘s own 

dropping out of his university; furthermore it is not coincidental that both the protagonist 

and the author come from upper-middle class families, both have been political 

interviewers, and both consider their gender to be bisexual or homosexual. In his family, 

Bayly was always known as ―el niño terrible‖
184

. Not surprisingly, he makes reference to 

himself by using this nickname within the text as Gabriel envisions his mother finding 

out he is gay and being disappointed in him when she reads the following headline in a 

magazine title: ―Niño Terrible es Loca Perdida‖.
185

  

 This novel could quite possibly be a way in which Bayly therapeutically resolves 

his own personal struggles by giving Gabriel the strength to conquer his past at the end of 

the novel. It was not until he could accept his past try to resolve his familial situation that 

Gabriel was able to proceed with his life, which precisely supports the notion that the 

family was the culprit of Gabriel‘s misfortunes.  

 

 

 

                                                
184 Miller, Michael E. 2 
185 Bayly 226 
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CONCLUSIONS 

 

The McOndo narratives Mala onda, Vidas ejemplares, and Fue ayer y no me 

acuerdo strive to represent a postmodern Latin America through the eyes of their young 

protagonists, a postmodernism that in theory strives to promote a hybrid space that 

permits the protagonists to interact with marginality and the global. In practice, however, 

it does not seem that this postmodernism can be achieved easily, as the protagonists in all 

three narratives limit their travels to certain places and interact only with those of their 

own social class. While the protagonists do feel as if they are cast to the margins of 

society, they are never fully aware of what it is like to live too far from the hegemonic 

center to which their families belong. The definition of postmodernism can be viewed as 

a social ideology that encompasses a deconstructionalist attitude concerning the 

representation of identity, fragmentation of the narrative, extensive interconnection via 

the use of technology, elimination of the central social hegemony, marginalization 

subordination, the Other, and patriarchal dominance; to actually achieve this status, Latin 

American must make a conscious effort to truly establish a hybrid society.  

There are many different explanations of exactly what Latin American 

hybridization means, such as Néstor García Canclini‘s view that it is refers to the mixing 

of cultures that occurred with the Conquest, Mikhail Bakhtin‘s description as a 

coexistence of languages, Homi Bhabha‘s belief that it is contact between different ethnic 

groups and decolonization, Nederveen Pierterse‘s definition as globalization, James 

Clifford‘s view that it is simply the crossing of borders and the theories of others like 

Román de la Campa and Stuart Hall that hybridization is defined as the mixture of the 
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arts and literatures
186

. Diana Palaversich, much like García Canclini
187

 believes that Latin 

America is currently still fighting to attain the postmodern status, as the ―savage 

capitalism‖ and ―modernization‖, she believes, actually continue to foster hegemonic 

modernity
188

. While interaction with the cultures and languages of other countries aids in 

establishing the urban spaces of Latin America as any other worldly urban space, the only 

population able to participate in it is that which belongs to privileged social classes such 

as is observed with our protagonists Matías, Karen, Pedro Pablo and Gabriel.     

The advances in technology in the last few decades of the twentieth century has 

opened up opportunities for those of Latin America to establish a cultural connection 

with first world countries such as the United States. The influence of the media has 

attracted those of Latin America through television, movies, music and Internet, which in 

turn has brought a greater demand of North American products and the incorporation of 

English into everyday dialect for those of middle and upper-middle classes who are able 

to enjoy them due to their contribution to capitalism. As the technological advances 

contribute to different forms of entertainment for the younger generations, the deviation 

away from literature is noted; the reality of Latin America is no longer perceived as 

magical realist, as indicated in Boom novels, but rather as a virtual reality, best portrayed 

on the big screen. The younger generations, therefore, look toward these other forms of 

entertainment as the representation of truth and reality and in the process, move away 

from literature that describes the exoticism of Latin America as representative of their 

                                                
186 García Canclini, Hybrid Cultures  xxiii-xxiv. 
187 García Canclini states that globalization, which is linked to postmodernism, creates hybridization but at 

the same time creates more inequalities between those who are living in the globalized space (Hybrid 

Cultures xxxvi). 
188 Palaversich 206. 
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cultural identity.  Alberto Fuguet and Sergio Gómez sought work for McOndo with the 

hope that they could bring together other young Latin American authors who shared the 

same experiences growing up as they had, such as having to read about the exotic 

representation Latin America in saga-structured narrative plots that they felt poorly 

represented them. They sought authors who considered themselves part of a Latin 

America that was based on U.S. television and media. In fact, one of the criterions that 

they intended to implement concerning the inclusion of authors in McOndo was a specific 

date range within which these authors had to have been born—between 1959 and 1962—

dates which coincided with the beginning of Cuban Revolution and the year that the 

television was introduced in Chile, respectively
189

. 

The inequality that globalization fosters at an international level can also be 

observed at the national level; while the third-world countries of Latin America tend to 

look towards globalization as a way to become more involved in the world market, they 

begin to imitate the culture, and fashions of the first-world globalized countries, such as 

North America. Although not every region of Latin America participates in this 

relinquishing of regional customs, the large urban spaces in which the protagonists live, 

such as Lima and Santiago do.  In these areas consumerism, capitalism and globalization 

have wrapped their tentacles around those who can afford to invest in imported materials 

and goods, while leaving others suffering and fighting for their lives just to get by.  

Currently in the twenty-first century, as Palaversich indicates, Latin America is in 

a ―pre-post‖ state; a limbo-like space prior to the postmodern that represents a border 

                                                
189 Fuguet and Gómez 14. 
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region which the protagonists straddle in many ways.  Fuguet and Gómez hoped to 

highlight the McOndo experience as a demonstration of the individual protagonists that 

are living in a borderless region in which all types of borders can be crossed with ease. 

Upon researching Mala onda, Vidas ejemplares and Fue ayer y no me acuerdo, however, 

I have found that the authors describe less of a borderless region and more of a borderful 

region that, although sometimes being able to cross with great ease, they are perpetually 

cast into this crossing, almost as if they were stuck within a border. These border spaces 

include the space between physical borders, such as between countries, but also borders 

between different social sectors of the urban space, between narrative times, between 

emotional and existential states, between familiar and social spaces, between adolescence 

and adulthood, and even between genders. Crossing between these borders indicates 

exposure to, and interaction with, something  or someone that might lie, even if ever so 

slightly, outside one‘s comfort zone. The borders that are represented in all of these 

novels are symbolic of the border in times that all of these protagonists share and from 

which all of their authors write: the border between the twentieth and twenty-first 

century.  

All of the protagonists in the three novels have been subjected to subordination 

and compromised between their family and society at some point during their childhood 

or adolescence and as a result, they have tried to cross boundaries in order to escape; in 

doing so they have attempted to flee to other geographic locations by plane, car and bus, 

and to other emotional states via drug abuse. They have questioned their own existence 

and even their own sexuality in an attempt to figure out who it is they really are, and how 
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they fit into the whole of Latin America. The very essence of subordination distinguishes 

the gap between the powerful and the powerless, both sectors in which the protagonists 

reside at various points throughout the novel. Their feelings of isolation and 

marginalization, however, contrast sharply with their families‘ social status. The once 

subordinating protagonists are now the ones who are subordinated by society, friends and 

family, and in most cases, the subordination involves gender. 

In the postmodern narratives researched in this dissertation, the dichotomies 

between the masculine and the feminine and homosexual and heterosexual are attacked 

and become subjects of utmost importance which affect all four protagonists. The notion 

of the masculine in Latin America is equated with machismo, domination, strength and 

sometimes even violence, while the feminine is considered subjected and obedient. 

Likewise, physical and emotional strength is expected form men while women are 

naturally expected to be quiet, cooperative and weak. During the last few decades of the 

twentieth century, the movement toward the postmodern has promoted a shift in 

ideologies about moral, gender and religious values; homosexuality became an 

increasingly common notion that was more widely accepted amongst those living in 

globalized urban communities. Nevertheless, the more traditional beliefs of the continent 

adhered to hegemonic heterosexuality, condemning those who felt any type of gender 

confusion or attraction to those of the same sex. The social expectations that the 

protagonists‘ families have engrained into the minds of the protagonists have made it 

difficult for them to accept their parents and themselves. The lack of acceptance by the 
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parents through ridicule, abuse and abandonment has greatly contributed to the less than 

meaningful and intimate relationships they have with others.  

Although family has been a central theme in literature for centuries, Sara E. 

Cooper states that the ―representations of family dynamics and relationships in literature 

are increasingly a topic in contemporary scholarship‖
190

, and this is exactly what is 

identified within these three narratives of Fuguet, Gómez and Bayly. Cooper criticizes 

scholars for writing extensively about such topics as marriage, gender relations and social 

prohibitions, which are a part of the central theme of family, without delving deep 

enough into the subject of family as an educating institution. Cooper even believes that 

―the critical silence about family per se is quite provocative in itself, suggesting that there 

exists some unspoken taboo about delving too deeply into the subject‖
191

, and suggests 

that more emphasis should be placed on the examination of the family as a crucial 

element in the formation of the individual‘s gender and sexual identity.  

As I examined the role of family in the development of the protagonists‘ 

individual identity, I also researched two related areas of scholarship: genetics and 

familiar education. Within each of these categories, I relied on Judith Butler and Jacques 

Lacan‘s gender theories and Sigmund Freud and Melanie Klein‘s theories concerning 

psychoanalysis to support my work. Additionally I focused on studies relating to 

dysfunctional and abusive families, with the inclusion of Steven Farmer and Dan 

Neuharth‘s research.  I refer back to Butler‘s claim that ―gender is not to culture as sex is 

to nature; gender is also the discursive/cultural means by which ‗sexed‘ nature or ‗natural 

                                                
190 Cooper 5. 
191 Ibid., 5-6. 
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sex‘ is produced and established as ‗prediscursive‘, prior to culture, a politically neutral 

surface on which culture acts‖ (Gender Trouble 11). Considering this theory, I feel that it 

is important to consider the point from which the bisexual tendencies of the protagonists 

stem. Although society may influence the protagonists to act in a way that conflicts with 

or adheres to their beliefs about sexuality, it does not cause him or her to be heterosexual, 

homosexual or bisexual. Although I only briefly examine the role of genetics in the 

formation of gender in this dissertation, I believe that the identification process during 

early childhood development also contributes what Butler believes to be the ―sexed 

nature‖ or ―natural sex‖ that is formed prior to culture. This occurs even before the 

education of the child by the family takes place. As I have indicated in Chapter Four, 

genetic factors may be at play in the case of the protagonist Gabriel in Fue ayer y no me 

acuerdo, as I relate Butler‘s own familiar experiences with sexuality and gender to those 

present in Gabriel‘s family with his uncle Quique. As with all of the other three 

protagonists examined here, I also consider the factors related to early childhood 

development, such as the bonding that is established between parents and children, 

fulfillment of the child‘s needs and internalization of and identification with the parents, 

whether they remain in the child‘s life or whether they leave them. In examining this, I 

refer to Freud‘s theories of the Oedipus Complex, persecutory paranoia, the formation of 

the ego, superego and the id, and Melanie Klein‘s theories on internalization of the lost 

object that was loved.  

Freud believes that the father is the most important influence in the child‘s life; he 

coined the term Oedipus Complex to describe the process through which the male child 
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passes during his infant years, when he is denied his mother and when he identifies with 

his father. The Oedipus Complex is based on a Greek myth about a father who beat his 

son and bound his feet, thus causing the son great physical damage; later the son kills his 

father and marries his mother.  During the oedipal stage, the father ―forbids the child 

from realizing its unconscious wish to sleep with his mother‖
192

, and establishes what the 

child perceives to be a rivalry between himself and his father. It is this Law of the Father 

which Freud goes on to later claim serves as the basis of the ego and superego, which 

interpret, repress and act upon certain desires in accordance to the individual‘s belief 

system and pre-established cultural and social morals and norms.  

 Melanie Klein, life Freud, believes that the child‘s formative years, during which 

internalization takes place with the loss of a desired object, is when the children begins to 

feel the solitude of absence; in this dissertation, I have applied the theories of Klein and 

Freud to the display of solitude that results from parents‘ intentional and non-intentional 

abandonment of all of our protagonists. The very little information provided about the 

childhood of our protagonists has sparked my interest in wanting to find out its possible 

connection to the ways in which they interact during adolescence and young adulthood 

with others, particularly with their parents but intimately with others. In Mala onda, one 

can observe Matías‘ struggle to find his own personal identity despite the high demands 

of his family concerning appearance and gender. Although Matías does not question his 

own sexuality, he does question the importance of gender roles and reveals that the 

relationship that he has had with his father has never been meaningful. I contribute 

                                                
192 For more information see De Neuter.  
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Matías‘ disconnection with his father to emotional abandonment that was established 

during Matías‘ formative years and emotional abuse that he has endured through 

adolescence. Gabriel, the homosexual protagonist of Fue ayer y no me acuerdo teeters on 

the border of gender identification and demonstrates feelings that indicate that as a child, 

he was never able to fully connect with his father. I venture to explain how I believe that 

as an infant, he was unable to fully identify with his father during the Oedipus process 

and instead beings to identify with his mother, who he has internalized as the lost desired 

object.  Pedro Pablo and Karen of Vidas ejemplares have also had similar experiences of 

abandonment, albeit physical abandonment, but which surfaced later in life, during 

adolescence. Although Klein‘s theories of internalization of a lost object of desire occur 

only at the infant stage, it is almost as if there exists an adolescent version of this with 

Karen and Pedro Pablo, who both lose their mothers through abandonment and their 

fathers to cancer.   

 I have found that all of the protagonists try to resolve their inner conflicts by way 

of flight. By making their protagonists run away from their problems, Fuguet, Gómez and 

Bayly are telling the readers that they are just normal adolescents living in the last few 

decades of the twentieth century just like any other young person in any other urban 

space: like everyone, these protagonists try to flee from something at some point in their 

life. In Mala onda, Matías hoped that going to Brazil would help him get out of the rut of 

everyday life in Santiago. The loneliness that he felt in Brazil, however, was put to rest as 

he began to attend parties, replete with alcohol and drugs, where he emotionally became 
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another person. When he returned to Chile, the pressures placed on him by his family 

resulted in his flight to the beach with friends and later in running away from home.  

 In Vidas ejemplares, Pedro Pablo finds himself trying to escape from the 

emotional burden of his father‘s death and his mother‘s abandonment by destroying the 

possessions of people he knows. Projecting the characteristics of himself that he does not 

like onto others gives him a reason to be angry with them and get revenge. In addition, he 

runs away form love, an essential element which he has been deprived, because he is 

afraid being hurt. Unlike Pedro Pablo, Karen tries to escape from her familiar and 

relationship problems by going to the United States for a period of two years; 

nevertheless, she decides to return to Chile because she has not been able to find a 

solution to the loneliness that she continues to feel. Her inability to share an intimate 

relationship with anyone leads her to express her feelings to Pedro Pablo, who abandons 

her.  

 Finally, in Fue ayer y no me acuerdo, Gabriel suffers the rejection and 

abandonment of his father and friends and tries to escape in a number of ways. He 

physically flees to the Dominican Republic, to Madrid, to Buenos Aires, to the beach in 

Peru, to Los Angeles, California and to Austin, Texas.  He also tries to ease his problems 

via drug abuse, even reaching a point in his life where he considers committing suicide. 

In addition, Gabriel also feels that the physical destruction of his parents‘ house and 

threat to kill his father will symbolically rid himself of the pain that his father has caused 

him. The abandonment that the protagonists suffer in their own lives is actually adopted 

by them in an attempt from escape from their troubles; although parental abandonment 
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has caused many of their problems, it is now the protagonists who become the 

abandoners of themselves and of others. 

 Anger, sadness and flight are stages through which all of the protagonists pass as 

an attempt to find comfort and a sense of healing in their lives; the final portion of the 

healing process involves acceptance and forgiveness of their parents since they are 

ultimately at fault for the protagonists‘ desire to flee
193

.  It is only at the end of the novels 

when the protagonists can come to the realization that no matter how far they try to get 

away from home or from their problems, they can never escape from their previous 

familiar situations and the hardships that they have withstood as a result of that. Each of 

the protagonists, except Pedro Pablo, have ultimately found a sense of self, of 

identification, within themselves, and have come to accept their own transformation as a 

person; in doing so, they have accepted their parents, have pardoned them and have 

forgiven themselves, although experiencing difficulties in doing so. Nevertheless, they 

have transformed themselves and their outlook on life. The solution to some 

psychological and emotional damage that accompanies childhood abuse in the now-adult 

children is a total breakage from the parents.  

 As I delved deeper into examining the personal and familiar situations of the 

protagonists, I became aware of one reason for the possible failure of the McOndo 

generation as a literary movement. Little research has been conducted on Alberto Fuguet 

and Sergio Gómez‘s creation McOndo, and few, including Fuguet himself, fail to 

consider this literary group anything more than a group of young authors writing from a 

                                                
193 See Appendix A 
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similar standpoint, let alone being perceived as a new literary generation or movement. 

The failure of the protagonists‘ lives, as represented within the short stories showcased in 

the McOndo anthology, as well as those who live amongst the pages of the novels I have 

researched in this dissertation, is symbolic of the failure of the Latin American Boom to 

continue representing Latin America as a whole as Fuguet and Gómez might envision it, 

of the failure of Latin America to enter fully into the postmodern, and perhaps a 

continuous failure of narrative in world full of technology. 

 With this research, I believe I have found the preliminary and basic answer to my 

question as to what role gender theory and urban space have in the family. I have found, 

through research of Butler, Lacan, Freud and Klein‘s gender theories, that the interaction 

that the family members have with the children and the support or rejection of certain 

sexual views definitely affect the children‘s‘ gender formation.  In addition, I have found 

that the urban space affects the family in that it provides a host of opportunities for 

integration into the global culture for those who can afford to enjoy its benefits; for 

upper-middle to upper class families, this could result in the attraction of the foreign, the 

participation of capitalism, and the attention and greed associated with constant buying, 

traveling and showcasing one‘s possessions and less attention to personal, moral, and 

familiar values.  

 In my future work, I hope to find more correlations with the abovementioned 

ideas about the comportment of the protagonists, their families, and the idea of reality as 

demonstrated by the authors of McOndo. In doing so, I would like to extend my research 

to encompass other narratives and short stories written by these authors, and to study how 
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these works compare and contrast with those written by McOndo authors of other regions 

of Latin America and Spain. I would especially be interested in examining the works of 

young contemporary female authors in an attempt to find similarities between their idea 

of reality at the turn of the century and that of Fuguet and Gómez, who curiously lack the 

inclusion of female authors within the McOndo.
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APPENDIX A 

 

CAUSES FOR FLEEING IN MALA ONDA, VIDAS EJEMPLARES, AND  

FUE AYER Y NO ME ACUERDO 
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